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ABSTRACT This study of the popular novelist Mary Elizabeth Braddon (1835 - 1915) analyzes her attitudes toward women in select 1860s novels: The Doctor's Wife, The Lady's Mile, Dead-Sea Fruit, Birds of Prey, and Charlotte's Inheritance. As Braddon negotiates between paradigms presented in contemporary advice manuals and in documents written by the most vocal feminist group of the time - the Langhamites - her approach to her female characters varies according to their stage in life. The further they progress from daughter, to young unmarried woman, to wife, and occasionally to independent woman, the less Braddon' s attitude toward them aligns with the advice man.rials. As the characters move through these stages, they generally gain a greater sense of personal agency and move from a realm where their relationships determine them to one in which they determine their relationships. Arguing that girls and women have an inherent value and that their worth is not contingent on male or societal approval, Braddon repeatedly advises readers to think on their own and to treat themselves with respect. She sympathetically portrays characters who push against confining boundaries, take responsibility for their own lives, and follow non-traditional paths. Braddon also emphasizes girls' and women's value by creating individual characters, not types. As the personalities of the eleven women analyzed here demonstrate, there is no typical Braddon female character - no typical Braddon daughter, young unmarried woman, wife, or independent woman. The collection of instructions that make up the manuals offers one-size-fits-all, black-and-white advice, while the essay form used by the Langhamites offers generic iv 
goals. In contrast, the novel form gave Braddon great flexibility, allowing her to draw individuals, show the consequences of their decisions, depict their changing options in changing situations, and comment on them with nuance and ambiguity. Her treatment of women is, thus, more individualized than the advice manuals' and more pragmatic than the Langhamites'. The combination of Braddon's three-dimensional approach to the female character and her effective storytelling enabled readers to experience her characters' lives vicariously and internalize her ideas. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION Between 1861 and 1915, Mary Elizabeth Braddon (1835-1915) published more than eighty novels; she also wrote a large number of short stories, poetry, plays, and essays and edited the literary magazine Belgravia for ten years. In spite of her popularity in the mid- and late-nineteenth century, Braddon and her work were virtually unknown twenty-five years ago. Awareness of this prolific author has grown rapidly among Victorian scholars, however, since Robert Lee Wolff published Sensational Victorian: The Life and Fiction of Mary Elizabeth Braddon in 1979. Since 1993, the major publishing houses have reprinted six of her novels. 1 Lady Audley 's Secret (1862), Braddon's most famous novel both in her lifetime and today, was adapted for television and shown on PBS Mystery! Theatre in April 2000 and on ITV in Britain in May 2000. 2 The number of articles and dissertations on Braddon has increased dramatically in recent decades, but there are still only three full-length, published works: Wolffs biography; Jennifer Carnell's biography, The Literary Lives of Mary Elizabeth Braddon (2000); and Beyond Sensation (2000), a collection of essays edited by Marlene Tromp, Pamela K. Gilbert, and Aeron Haynie. Most of this scholarship examines Braddon' s unconventional life or her sensation novels - novels depicting crime and intrigue in the context of 
1 Oxford published Aurora Floyd ( 1862) in 1996, Lady Audley's Secret ( 1862) in 1998, and both John 
Marchmont's Legacy (1863) and The Doctor's Wife (1864) in 1999. Penguin published Lady Audley's 
Secret in 1998. Broadview published Aurora Floyd in 1998. Alan Sutton published Vixen (1879) in 1993 and Eleanor's Victory (1863) in 1996. Since 1998, Sensation Press has published a number of Braddon's other novels, as well as two volumes of her short stories and four of her plays. 
2 See Chris Willis's Braddon website, <http://www.chriswillis.freeserve.co.uk/braddon.html>, for more information on this television production. 1 
contemporary, respectable, upper-middle class homes. Little of it acknowledges the 
complexity and richness of her work. It is time to enlarge our understanding of Braddon, 
for she offers the study of Victorian literature and culture much more than current 
scholarship might suggest. 
My examination of Braddon's female characters in the context of contemporary 
advice manuals and feminist works, texts that commented extensively on middle-class 
women's lives in the mid-nineteenth century, attempts to do just that. Braddon's novels 
provided an alternative voice regarding women's lives, one that is less restrictive than the 
manuals' and one that considers individual differences more than the manuals and 
feminist documents do. Like the manuals, Braddon' s novels provide guidelines for 
female behavior; like the feminist documents, they express strong opinions regarding 
women's options. Scholars often assert that Braddon's position on the role of women 
was liberal, citing as evidence her own unconventional lifestyle and the radical heroines 
of Lady Audley's Secret and Aurora Floyd; my analysis indicates that her position varied. 
Some of the behaviors Braddon embraces are very much like those the conservative 
advice manuals presented; others are so radical that the advice manuals do not even 
mention them. 
An analysis of five Braddon novels written in the 1860s reveals the spectrum of 
her attitudes toward various categories of women: daughters, young unmarried women, 
wives, and independent women. Since the advice manuals consistently suggest 
conservative behavior for women, contrasting it with the behavior Braddon embraces 
highlights the shift in her positions. The daughters and young unmarried women she 
2 
portrays most positively act much the way the manuals advise their readers to behave. Moving slightly away from the advice manuals' ideas, Braddon demonstrates the difficulty young unmarried women encountered if they tried to follow the manuals' guidance. In her portrayal of wives, Braddon moves even further away from the advice manuals' model. Wives attempting to follow them tend to be unhappy and those varying from it are given slack. Braddon's depiction of independent women (those who are widowed or separated and those who never marry) moves beyond the world of the advice manuals, which address this group only in a cursory way. Braddon allows independent women a greater freedom than she does wives, favoring those who use their independence responsibly and criticizing those who squander the opportunity. The advice manuals codified expectations regarding individual values and behavior. They describe behavior they recommend and behavior they condemn, presenting both in black and white terms with little gray in between and paying little or no attention to women's individual circumstances. It is perhaps tempting to think that contemporary feminists also outlined a set of behaviors for women - or at least gave women some guidance about what less-conservative behavior would look like, how it might feel, and what society's response to it might be. There was a central group of women (and some men) in the 1860s that pushed hard on boundaries restricting women's activities: the Langhamites. But this group's publications did not provide the kind of detail about how women might behave in the world opening up to them that the manual writers provided about their backward-looking social vision. The Langhamites were more interested in social, policy, and legislative change that would create opportunities 
3 
for women in general than in the ways in which individual women reacted to these new possibilities. Because of the manual authors' emphasis on behavior, Braddon interacts more directly with them than she does with the Langhamites. In her novels, she describes an array of behavioral options, supporting some more than others. She is generally more realistic than the manual authors are, however, acknowledging women's inherent value and allowing characters a humanity manual authors do not allow readers. She also provides role models, which were especially important in the categories of wives and independent women, groups that encountered the changing social expectations more than daughters and young women did. Although she rarely asserts the need for specific social or legislative change, she does embrace the emerging possibilities for women and her works often imply a general criticism of society. It is more likely that the shift in the type of female behavior Braddon embraces emerged as she wrote than that it was a deliberate plan on her part. She wrote quickly, often with the printer's boy waiting in the hall for her to finish a chapter. There are no plot outlines among her surviving papers and, at times, she was not even sure how a novel would end until she wrote the concluding chapters. Because she tended to develop a novel's story line as she wrote, it is difficult to believe that she had a plan reaching across a number of novels for the development of female characters. That the pattern of female behavior in Braddon's novels developed organically rather than intentionally may explain why the daughter Braddon presents most positively would be unlikely to become the kind of wife or independent woman she presents most positively. Most of the 
4 
daughters and even some of the young unmarried women behave with more restraint than the wives and independent women do. Although, in general, young girls tend to gain confidence and a voice as they mature, the extent of independence that Braddon promotes in her wives and independent women is more than Braddon's favorite daughters would have gained. We are not faced with inconsistent characterization or happy girls who become unhappy wives, however, because the main action in the novels examined here covers five or less years, not enough time for a girl of fifteen or so to be more than very newly married at the end of the novel. We do not observe the daughters Braddon most embraces become established wives; nor do we hear Braddon's commentary on them. We are given the opportunity to watch some young unmarried women as wives. Braddon' s depiction of these women is consistent even as they shift from one of the categories examined here to another. While the manual authors and the feminists tended to discuss women's Ii ves and options as if all women have the same needs and desires, allowing little room for individuality, Braddon illustrated differences among women. Her female characters have a variety of backgrounds, abilities, interests, and approaches to their environment and circumstances. Some of her female characters have tremendous internal strength; others are weak. Some are interested primarily in satisfying their own needs; others are happiest when helping loved ones secure their goals. Braddon also drew women who faced similar circumstances, but made different choices, in the process demonstrating how various backgrounds lead to different life decisions. Generally, the characters' experiences as children or young adults influence their personality - as is true in real life. 5 
The female characters examined in this study come from five of Braddon's lesser­known 1860s novels. Since the Braddon novels currently available and most often discussed are from the 1860s, my study starts from a point familiar to Braddon scholars and contributes to the ongoing conversation. The 1860s was also an important decade in Braddon' s life and in feminism. Of the seventeen novels Braddon published during the decade3 , the five studied here were chosen for their exploration of the domestic (non­sensational) woman and for their superior literary quality - Michael Sadleir and Benjamin Nyberg rank them as the best of those she wrote during the decade.4 The 
Doctor's Wife (1864) is a remake of Gustave Flaubert's Madame Bovary (1857), which had not yet been translated into English. The Lady's Mile (1866) is a novel of manners. 
Birds of Prey (1867) is more sensational than either of the first two. Unlike the criminal and immoral actions in IAdy Audley's Secret and Aurora Floyd (1862), however, the criminal and immoral activity in this novel and its sequel, Charlotte's Inheritance (1868), is committed by men. Finally, Dead-Sea Fruit (1868) is one of Braddon's most socially and narratologically complex novels. While most of these works contain some level of sensationalism, I will focus not on it but on Braddon's portrayal of women and its relationship to contemporary advice manuals and feminist statements. In order to maintain some suspense about the novels' conclusion, I will wait to engage reviewers' 
3 There are almost certainly others that have not been attributed to her. In a December 1862 letter to 
Bulwer-Lytton, Braddon wrote, "I do an immense deal of work which nobody ever hears of' ("Letters" 11). 
Braddon published some of her work anonymously and some of it under various pseudonyms. See 
Carnell's "Appendix Two: A Bibliography of Braddon's Writing," pp. 376-80, for more information. 
4 See Nyberg 176-77. 6 
opinions of the various characters until we have come to the end of their stories. Since these novels were all written within a close four-and-a-half year period, and since chapters of different novels at times appeared in the same issue of the same publication,5 the historical order of these novels is of small significance. 6 
An Influential Novelist Braddon' s views on women would have been of little import had she not been so popular. As she was one of the most popular novelists of the time, however, many readers met the women Braddon created and encountered her statements about female behavior and women's options. One indicator of her popularity is this 1870 comment from the Dublin University Magazine: "Every one who reads novels at all has read Miss Braddon's novels[ . . .  ]. It is, if not a proveable, at least not a rash assertion, that no English novelist, with the exception of Mr. Charles Dickens, has so completely gained and so indisputably kept the public attention and favour" (436). Thirty-one years later, E. A. Bennett agreed: we are so accustomed to [Braddon' s] renown that we may not [ . .. ] realise its extent. Consider its universality, its uniqueness [ . . .  ]. [Y]ou would travel far before you reached the zone where the name of Braddon failed 5 For example, the October 1867 issue of Belgravia contains both the final chapters of Birds of Prey and the introductory chapters of Dead-Sea Fruit. In addition, for the six months from April 1868 to September 1868, Belgravia included installments of both Dead-Sea Fruit and Charlotte's Inheritance. 
6 Those interested in examining how Braddon's characters have changed over time may want to consider the suggestions in my final chapter. 
7 
of its recognition. Miss Braddon is a part of England; she has woven herself into it; without her it would be different. This is no fanciful conceit. She is in the encyclopedias; she ought to be in the dictionaries. (24-25) Joseph Hatton's comment on Braddon's popularity provides insight into her readership: ''There is no more popular name at the circulating libraries, no name more universally known among novel readers tp-day, than that of Miss Braddon" (23). Sadleir simply asserted: "no novelist of her century won a wider or more lasting popularity" (69). While Braddon's popularity lasted a full fifty years, it peaked in the 1860s. In 1912, Clive Holland emphasized her popularity during that decade: A fresh novel by Miss Braddon is still looked forward to with deep interest[ . . .  ]. But it is difficult, nevertheless, for the present generation of novel readers to appreciate the sway that this most popular of all mid­Victorian novelists held over her public for many years from the date of the publication of "Lady Audley' s Secret," more than fifty years ago. (149) Mid-Victorian advertising evidence also tells us that Braddon was enormously popular. Since advertising was so expensive at this time, only books "published with a large budget, likely to sell well or to be in avid demand at the lending libraries" could be heavily advertised (Fryckstedt 43). The large weekly advertisements in the Athenaeum are "a valuable source of information about the popularity of novels at the time" (44), since the journal was one of the best serials for book advertisements in the 1860s (88). 
8 
Braddon' s novels were advertised extensively in this serial. An excellent case in point is The Lady's Mile, which appeared in three volumes on April 18, 1866. For several weeks prior to its volume debut, the novel was advertised heavily. A full-page advertisement appeared on the back cover on March 31. A week later, another advertisement appeared. The following week's advertisement was even more prominent. The April 28 and May 5 issues finally inform readers of the novel's availability: "every circulating library in the kingdom" has "an abundant supply." The May 12 full-page advertisement of Braddon's novels cited thirteen reviews of The Lady's Mile; the May 26 full-page advertisement listed twenty-seven reviews. Without a doubt, theAthenaeum advertised The Lady's Mile more prominently than any other novel from January to June of 1866. The extent to which Braddon's novel was advertised is a strong indicator of its anticipated market. The number of times Braddon' s novels were printed also indicates their wide availability. After appearing serially, all of the novels studied here went into multiple three-volume editions within a year.7 No complete list of Braddon's novel editions exists, but the British Library Catalogue indicates that The Lady's Mile and Birds of Prey went into at least four editions within a year and that Charlotte's Inheritance and Dead­Sea Fruit into at least five in that amount of time. The year after The Doctor's Wife was first published as a three-volume novel, it was in its sixth edition. The Lady's Mile was not printed as one volume until 1872, six years after it first appeared in three volumes, apparently because it was still a profit-maker for the circulating libraries, which favored 
7 See Wolff s Nineteenth-Century Fiction for additional edition information. 9 
"triple-deckers." In addition, all of these novels were reprinted as yellowbacks, a form much like modern mass-market paperbacks, indicating their continued popularity. A clear idea of the number of people who read Braddon is difficult to determine, in part because the location of her publisher's files is unknown. 8 Richard Altick does give some indication of the number of Braddon novels sold. He notes that, although Braddon's sales figures are "lacking," they were "in all likelihood" similar to Mrs. Henry Wood's, whose East Lynne (1861) sold 430,000, The Channings (1862) sold 180,000, and Mrs. Halliburton's Troubles (1862) sold 120,000 copies by 1898 (English Common Reader 385). Even if we knew the number of any one Braddon title sold, our understanding of the number of readers would remain hazy, as so many readers borrowed the novels from Mudie's Circulating Library or read the novel in serial edition. The circulation of the magazines in which these novels were published is roughly 15,000 per month.9 Although this number is helpful, it does not necessarily represent the number of people who read the novel in the magazine. Fiction was usually the magazine's primary feature, but not everyone who bought or borrowed the magazine read the novel serialized 
8 Liveing suggests that some of the firm's papers were destroyed in a fire at the beginning of the twentieth century and more of them in World War II. Alexis Weedon (author of British Book Trade Archives 1830-
1939: A Location Register Bristol: Simon Eliot and Michael Turner, 1996) writes that Liveing may be right, but that this is a "common excuse" when the papers have been mislaid. 9Determining the circulation of most nineteenth-century magazines is difficult. Richard Altick and Al var Ellegard, as Nicola Diane Thompson points out, make "educated guesses" (121) :  Altick puts the average circulation of Temple Bar at "15,000 or less" (Reader 359) and Ellegard at 13,000 in 1868 ( 19-20). The 
Wellesley lndex states that Temple Bar started with a circulation of about 30,000 and then "dropped by 1866 to around 1 1 ,000, and levelled off at 13,000 by 1870" (387). Perhaps the most reliable, because most precise, report is Royal Gettmann's: he says that 1 1 ,584 issues of the June 1866 Temple Bar sold (147-48). Circulation information about St. James's  and Belgravia is very similar to that about Temple Bar. Ellegard estimates the circulation of St. James 's at 20,000 for both 1 865 and 1870 and of Belgravia at 1 8,000 in 1870 ( 18). 
10 
in it; on the other hand, several people may have read the novel using the same copy of the magazine. In any case, there is no doubt that a great many mid-Victorians read Braddon' s novels and, therefore, encountered her portrayal of women. Nor is there any doubt that Braddon's novels were influential. The seriousness with which some readers took Braddon' s novels is evident from these comments about some of her sensation novels by a North British Review author: Having now passed in review the long roll of Miss Braddon's personages, what report can we make, what judgment must we pronounce? Have we discovered among them one who thoroughly amuses or interests us; one whom we might be tempted to take as a model, or compelled to admire as the impersonation of anything noble in demeanour and loveable in mind? [ . . .  ] She would lead us to conclude that the chief end of man is to commit a murder, and his highest merit to escape punishment; that women are born to attempt to commit murders, and to succeed in committing .bigamy. If she teaches us anything new, it is that we should sympathize with murderers and reverence detectives[ . . . ]. [Her works are] mischievous in their tendency. [ . . .  ] Into uncontaminated minds they will instill false views of human conduct. Such notions are more easily imposed on the unwary than eradicated from the minds which have cherished them. (103-04) This critic and others clearly believed that Braddon' s novels had significant influence on readers, and that readers might use characters as role models and the novels 1 1  
themselves as instruction. More generally, Robert B. Shoemaker notes in Gender in English Society: 1650-1850 that novels communicated "ideas about gender,,: judging by the frequent concerns expressed over the impressionability of women readers, [novels were] influential in the ideological construction of gender roles. Indeed, the novel has even been called the fictional version of conduct books. Yet the wide variety of subjects covered and approaches taken by writers meant that representations of gender in literature were more varied than those found in conduct books. (36) Novels in general - and Braddon' s in particular - were clearly seen as influential in the Victorian period. 
Contemporary Contexts Ideas about acceptable behavior for women changed rapidly in the nineteenth century. Janet Horowitz Murray writes: The generational differences were dizzying. A mid-century Victorian 'lady' who was taught refined accomplishments and modest manners in a proper finishing school might blush for the racy language of her Regency grandmother and live to be shocked once more by a bicycle-riding, university-educated 'new woman' granddaughter. Womanhood as a social entity was reinvented several times in the course of the century, making it hard for individual woman to place themselves, hard for them to understand what their role in society should be, hard for them to make 12 
clear the bases of their self-respect. ("Introduction" 5) Mid-Victorians were aware that ideas guiding women's behavior were shifting around them. As Geoffrey Best writes, "woman's position was beginning to become a little less unenviable, and the dominant male's powers were beginning to suffer erosion" between 1851 and 1875 (278). Consensus regarding proper women's "place," however, was far from widespread: much was written about women's various roles and how mid-Victorian women should behave in those roles. Of the many mid-Victorians who commented on women's role, I have chosen to place my study in the context of contemporary advice manuals and feminist documents because they frame my analysis well since they fall on opposite ends of the spectrum. This contextualization reveals the significance of Braddon's characterization. Being placed more firmly in the original readers' shoes leads to a better understanding of how Victorians read and interpreted Braddon' s novels. Context is essential to understanding. Advice Manuals Authors of advice manuals promoted much more conservative behavioral guidelines than those Braddon embraced, at least for her older women. Generally addressing one gender or the other, the manuals were usually framed in religious terms. They laid out clear "do's" and "don'ts" for readers, describing the roles women should play in society and how they should behave in those roles. A proper woman runs the house with authority, they said; she keeps the house neat, clean, and ordered to the tastes of all; provides a happy, peaceful home for her children and husband; and establishes a 13  
constant system of activity. She puts aside her own needs to focus on those of others, sincerely enjoys making long nights pleasant with cheerful conversation, is always kind and considerate and, if she ever fails in this, is anxious to atone for her wrongdoing. Her love is never-ending; she is agreeable to everyone, even at the expense of her own comfort. This woman helps men move beyond a basic existence by showing them how to improve their souls. She is her husband's faithful adviser, comforter, best friend, and unceasing joy. Industrious, energetic, entertaining, and instructive, she has a keen sense of right and wrong, never displays her wealth, pretends to be what she is not, or complains about the place God gave her. She is not hasty, passionate, obstinate, sulky, or bitter. She is never a coquette and she never talks too much. Perhaps the century's most popular conduct manuals were Sarah Stickney Ellis' s The Women of England ( 1838), The Daughters of England (1842), The Wives of England (1843), and The Mothers of England (1843). Ellis tells her readers they should start each day by asking themselves: How shall I endeavour through this day to tum the time, the health, and the means permitted me to enjoy, to the best account? Is any one sick, I must visit their chamber without delay, and try to give their apartment an air of comfort, by arranging such things as the wearied nurse may not have thought of. Is any one about to set off on a journey, I must see that the early meal is spread, or prepare it with my own hands, in order that the servant, who was working late last night, may profit by unbroken rest. Did I fail in what was kind or considerate to any of the family yesterday; I 
14 
will meet them this morning with a cordial welcome, and show, in the most delicate way I can, that I am anxious to atone for the past [ . . .  ]. Or, if nothing extraordinary occurs to claim my attention, I will meet the family with a consciousness that, being the least engaged of any member of it, I am consequently the most at liberty to devote myself to the general good of the whole, by cultivating cheerful conversation, adapting myself to the prevailing tone of feeling, and leading those who are least happy, to think and speak of what will make them more so. (Women of England 23-24) That many twenty-first century women still attempt to meet others' needs while minimizing the importance of their own is a testament to the power of works such as this one. 10 Advice manuals often covered a wide range of topics. Sydney Cox's Friendly Counsel for Girls (1868), for example, includes chapters on youth and youthful temper; idleness and weariness; truthfulness; manners and courtesy; love; punctuality; jealousy; neatness; extravagance and economy; prosperity and adversity, gentleness and bitterness; friendship; pride; intellectual occupations; beauty; fashion; and personal religion. His 
10Other mid-Victorian advice manuals include Isabella Beeton's Book of Domestic Management ( 1861), which sold over 60,000 copies in its first year (Clarke 7); Emily Thornwell's Lady's Guide To Perfect 
Gentility, In Manners, Dress and Conversation, In the Family, In Company, at the Piano Forte, the Table, 
In the Street, and In Gentlemen's Society (1858); the anonymous Young Lady's Book: A Manual of Elegant 
Recreation, Arts, Sciences, and Accomplishments ( 1859); the anonymous Art of Dressing Well, and The 
Laws of Good Society: A Book of Hints, and Code of Modem Etiquette (1870); and Robert Tomes's Bazar 
Book of Decorum: The Care of The Person, Manners, Etiquette, and Ceremonials (1870). 15 
purpose in writing Friendly Counsel was to influence thoughtful girls "who are completing their [finishing school] education - that is to say, between the ages of fourteen and seventeen" (12). He advises them to "divest youth of the romance in which it is so often wreathed and shrouded, and look upon it as a time of probation fitting them for sterner duties, and preparing them to fill earnestly, faithfully, and energetically, that station in life to which it shall please God to call them" (13). As Cox did, manual writers generally took their job very seriously and advised their readers to do the same. Most manual writers assert that the ideas in their books are common sense and widely known. Along these lines, Cox writes: The object of the writer of this work is not to put forward any newly discovered facts or startling theories. It treats of matters so simple and homely, that advice upon them might be deemed unnecessary, were it not an acknowledged fact that the rising generation of the gentler sex do need some word of caution, lest they forfeit their claim to the title. Her object is[ . . .  ] to offer some practical hints on what may be termed the commonplace virtues and vices of daily life in girlhood. (v) Authors probably made disclaimers such as this one so they would not be considered aggressive, an attitude that would conflict with the conservative ideas they purported to embrace. Whatever the reason authors made them, these statements demonstrate how widespread the ideas contained in the manuals were. Braddon' s readers, most of whom were from the middle class, were probably familiar with these works. 16 
The Langhamites The most important group of feminists active in the late 1 850s and the 1860s was the Langham Place circle. Members of this group, named after the location of its headquarters at 19 Langham Place in London, included Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon (1827-1891), Bessie Rayner Parkes (1829-1925), Jessie Boucherett ( 1825- 1905), Emily Faithfull (1835-1895), Emily Davies ( 1830- 1921), and others. The first group that worked together to achieve change in women's lives, the Langhamites were inspired by feminists such as Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), Harriet Martineau ( 1802-1876), and Caroline Norton ( 1808- 1 877). From "well-assured middle-class backgrounds," the Langhamites were primarily concerned with issues middle-class women faced, rarely addressing the needs of their working-class sisters (Levine 15). Addressing injustices with practical solutions, the Langhamites worked on a variety of issues related to middle-class women's lives. They supported women's  economic independence, for example, by founding the Society for Promoting the Employment of Women, investigating the appropriateness of various paid positions, and establishing the Victoria Press. They improved women's educational opportunities in part by creating educational systems, including Girton College, Cambridge. They worked with John Stuart Mill for women's right to vote and eased the problem of "superfluous" unmarried women by financially and logistically enabling women's  emigration. They also campaigned for the Matrimonial Causes Act and the Married Women' s  Property Act in order to redistribute power in marriage and thus improve that relationship. Although members of the Langham Place circle often worked on individual 
17 
projects, they all fought for women's increased intellectual and vocational opportunities. Although the Langhamites had revolutionary ideas, their methods of achieving goals were conservative by today's standards; they took "great pains not to offend convention[ . . .  ] often softening their rhetoric in order not to be perceived as antimarriage or antifamily" (Mumford 295). As Barbara Caine writes in English Feminism: 1 780-1980, "Feminists during this period participated in drawing-room gatherings, addressed small conferences, and attended and spoke at larger public meetings, but always in ways designed to show their own acceptance of Victorian codes of propriety" (90). Indeed, when Boucherett first met some of the Langham Place feminists, she was pleasantly surprised by their "womanly beauty and fashionable clothes" (Murray and Clark vi). The Langhamites wrote and published important essays about a variety of mid­century middle-class women's issues. They also published entire journals championing their views, including the English Woman's Journal (1858-1864), the Victoria Magazine (1863-1880), Alexandra Magazine (1864-1865), and Englishwoman's Review (1866-1910). These journals promoted feminist ideas, disseminated information, served as centers for discussion, and recorded events in mid-Victorian feminism. In 1866, Boucherett announced the purpose of the Englishwoman's Review, which she edited: if this review shall prove equally effective in calling the attention of the public to the wants and conditions of women [ as the by-then-defunct English Woman's Journal], we shall be well content; for we believe the favorable change of opinion, and the more respectful tone with regard to women, which may be observed in the literature of the present day, to be 
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in no small degree due to the influence of the English Woman's Journal. ("Work We Have To Do" 4-5) The goal of the Englishwoman 's Review is indicative of the Langhamites' concern with overall social change, as opposed to the individual values so central to the advice manuals. In 1870, the Langham Place circle broke up and feminism made a more radical tum, shifting its focus to the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts. In recognizing the power of these Acts and fighting against them, the feminist movement began to address working-class women's issues. 
Threads of Analysis As I analyze Braddon's characterization of women in the context of contemporary advice manuals and feminist documents, I will also examine Braddon' s portrayal of class and her use of literary devices, both of which affected the readers' relationship with her novels. As I demonstrate below, Braddon's readers generally belonged to the lower half of the middle class; the characters in the novels studied here, however, are largely upper­middle class. How did this difference in social position affect the readers' attitudes toward the characters? How did the readers' social position affect their understanding of the novels and the advice and/or conclusions they took away from them? Did Braddon portray characters from different social strata differently? These are some of the 19 
questions I will address in the course of this study . .  Braddon's popularity at Mudie's Circulating Library is indicative of her appeal to middle-class women, Mudie's  primary customers. 1 1  Although determining the readership of nineteenth-century magazines is difficult, 12 it is possible to gain some information about Braddon's readers by examining the serials in which the novels were originally published. Readers of Temple Bar, in which The Doctor's Wife first appeared, were from the "comfortable, literate, but ill-educated middle-class, which read magazines for pure entertainment and easy instruction" (Wellesley 387). They were "not shopkeepers and tradespeople, but were resolute householders who had lately begun to acquire wealth and education and servants, who read Tennyson and Dickens" (DeBaun 16). The La,dy's Mile was originally published in St. James 's Magazine, which had a slightly different audience from Temple Bar; St. James's "appealed chiefly to middle to upper class women, of low to fair educat�onal standard" (Ellegard 19). Braddon herself designed Belgravia for a less affluent group, namely the residents of Brixton and Bow, two lower-middle-class neighborhoods in London ("Letters" 138). Birds of Prey, Charlotte 's Inheritance, and Dead-Sea Fruit were originally published in this journal. The main characters in the novel published in Temple Bar, a serial read by the "ill-educated middle-class," are fairly humble, especially in comparison with those in the 1 1  In Mudie 's Circulating Library and the Victorian Novel, Guinevere Griest writes: "the subscribers who stepped from their carriages in New Oxford Street were predominantly women whose primary interests and occupations remained in the home" (126). 12 Margaret Beetham writes, "there is a dearth of specific information about who historically reads [magazines]" ( 1 1); Nicola Thompson agrees: "there is little to no direct information on the readership of Victorian periodicals" (12 1). 20 
novel published in St James 's, a magazine read by "middle to upper class women." It is interesting to note that Braddon named The Lady's Mile, the novel published in St. James 's, after a site in Hyde Park where the wealthy went to see and be seen, a location some of the magazine's readers may have frequented. Two of the novels that appeared in Belgravia, meant for lower-middle-class readers, are much more sensational than the others studied here. Braddon intentionally wrote them as such, telling her mentor in August 1866 that she was "going in for a strong sensation story for 'Belgravia' not because I particularly believe in 'sensation,' but because I think the public shilling can only be extracted by strong measures" ("Letters" 138-39). All three of these serials were published monthly, had between 130 and 150 pages in each issue, and sold for one shilling. The price was low for monthly magazines, but not a negligible sum, indicating that readers had some spending money. Although neither Temple Bar nor Belgravia includes advertisements in the mid-to-late 1860s, St. James's does. The few advertisements in this journal provide additional information about Braddon's readers. Each of the four issues in volume eleven (August - November 1864) begins with the same advertisement: Heal and Son announce that they have built large showrooms in which customers can view their bedroom furniture, both "Mahogany goods for the better Bedrooms, and Japanned goods for plain and Servants' use." The presence of these advertisements indicates that St. James ' s readers had surplus income, could afford quality furniture, and kept servants. Clearly, many of Braddon's original readers were from the middle class, especially the lower half of that group. The social position of Braddon' s characters ranges from upper class to servant, 21  
but is generally above that of her readers. Titled characters include Lady Cecil Chudleigh (The Lady's Mile) and Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor's Wife). A number of characters, including Georgina Champemowne (The Lady's Mile) come from old money but are not titled. There are also characters who have recently become wealthy, including Laurence O'Boyneville, the popular, hard-working lawyer; Thomas Lobyer, the despicable Manchester millionaire; and William Crawford, the famous painter, all from The Lady's Mile. Laurence Desmond and Daniel Mayfield from Dead­Sea Fruit have jobs that pay well: Desmond is editor of a literary journal and Mayfield is a popular columnist. Continuing down the scale, George Sheldon and Horatio Paget, "birds of prey" in the novel by that name, try various get-rich-quick schemes, but live on very little. Several characters come from modest backgrounds. Isabel Gilbert's family (The Doctor's Wife), for instance, had only a maid-of-all-work, placing them just within the confines of the middle class. Lucy Alford (Dead-Sea Fruit) is an actress performing in some very questionable theaters when we first meet her. Nancy Woolper (Birds of Prey and its sequel Charlotte's Inheritance) and the Jeffsons (The Doctor's Wife) are servants. Although Braddon does draw some characters from modest backgrounds, the large majority of her characters is wealthy. The difference between the readers' social position and that of the characters encouraged readers to experience the characters' lives vicariously. Braddon's own experience with class shifted significantly, especially in the early 1860s. At the beginning of that decade, she was an actress, placing her in the working class or at the bottom of the lower-middle class, but by the time Birds of Prey was 
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published in 1867 she was living an upper-middle-class lifestyle in a mansion full of servants. Her familiarity with various class positions influenced her portrayal of class. Her characters' surroundings vary with their class position, but their personalities - and the rewards and punishments Braddon assigns them - generally do not. We see this weak relationship between social position and characterization, for example, in the description of William Jeff son, George Gilbert's servant: I do not know what William Jeffson might have become had his destiny given him gentlemen for his kindred, and placed a pen in his hand instead of a spade; but I know that there were all the elements of poetry in his nature, and a profound depth of tenderness and sentiment underlying the slow simplicity of his talk, and the gentle homeliness of his manner[ . . .  ]. He was [ . . .  ] brave and honest [ . . .  ]. He was a gentleman pure and simple, fresh from the supreme hand of Nature, who creates a gentleman after her own fashion now and then, to the confusion of all theories about race and culture. If you had taken Mr. Jeffson to a West-End tailor, and ordered a suit of clothes for him, you might have sent him straight into the House of Lords, and no member of that assemblage would have discovered that the intruder had been bred a market-gardener[ . . .  ]. Fortune had done nothing for him, but he had been born a gentleman, and no power upon this earth could deprive him of his birthright. (The 
Doctor's Wife 1.81) While Braddon does not specifically define what makes a man a gentleman, her 
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implication is that neither family background nor wealth confers this distinction. A man's (or woman's) value stems, rather, from his inherent interior qualities. Braddon' s approach to class was unusual in mid-Victorian Britain, but not unheard of; ideas about class were shifting at this time. The anonymous author of The Habits of Good Society (1867), for example, questioned the definition of "middle class": Not twenty years ago, it was taken to represent only the better portion of the commercial and lower half of professional society[ . . . ]. [T]he middle-class has an enormous extent now, and even the landed gentry, when brought to town, mingle freely and gladly with commerce and the professions. In fact, we are more and more widening our range. The nobleman takes a partnership in a brewery, on the one hand; on the other, the haberdasher sits in Parliament, and sends his son to Oxford. (61-62) Along similar lines, one of Braddon' s characters, Horatio Paget, states that he has "lived to see the levelling of all distinctions," including those of class (Charlotte's Inheritance 293). Braddon was aware of social class, but did not define behavioral expectations based on it; the character's social standing is not a significant factor in the way Braddon draws him or her. More influential are the character's age and circumstances. Braddon consistently draws rule-abiding daughters more positively than free-spirited ones and just as consistently draws independent women who create rich personal lives for themselves more positively than those who lean heavily on others to shape life for them. A girl's or woman's age and family position was a larger determining factor in the way Braddon presented her than her social standing was. 
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Literary Devices Another thread I follow throughout this work is Braddon's use of literary devices. As Robin Gilmour writes in The Novel in the Victorian Age, most Victorians read novels for "escape and diversion" (9). Braddon used novelistic techniques skillfully to keep her readers entertained, pulling readers into and through the novels, enhancing their interest in the storyline and strengthening their relationship with characters and thus with the messages implicit in the novels. One of Braddon' s contemporaries wrote that her novels "fulfil the functions of novels to perfection": they "give pleasure," "supply amusement," and "furnish the hours of recreation with reading which [ . . .  ] captivate[s] the fancy and engross[es] the attention." This author is quick to point out that Braddon is unlike the very serious novelists. She does not have the "qualities of the philosopher, the historian, the moralist, the metaphysician, and the jurist"; after all, a novelist "may be all these if he be very wise indeed," but then "he ceases to be a good novelist, and his public insensibly distrust him" ("Miss Braddon's Novels" 439). Although Braddon's novels certainly convey messages, as I show below, she was not a didactic novelist. She cared more that her public read her novels than about any ideas she hoped they would glean from them. Her character Daniel Mayfield, patterned after Braddon's friend George Augustus Sala, expresses Braddon's own attitude about readers when he talks to his nephew, an aspiring author: take to heart this one precept throughout your literary career: you have only one master, and that master is the British public. [ . . .  ] The public, your master, has a very plain way of expressing its opinion. If the public 
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like your book, the public will read it; if not, the public will assuredly let it alone; and all the king's horses and all the king's men, in the way of criticism, cannot set you up or knock you down, unless the reading public is with them. (Dead-Sea Fruit 2.200) Braddon believed the public would read her novels if she entertained them, which she did in part by addressing issues they cared about, and if she placed her stories in their world. The large degree of specificity in Braddon' s novels helped readers relate the novels to their own lives by making the characters' environment simply a more exciting version of their own. Braddon repeatedly refers to commodities readers might own or see advertised. Philip Sheldon and George Gilbert, for example, read the La.ncet. Cecil is sorry she cannot give Hector Bell's Life, the United-Service Gazette, or Post and Paddock; he tells her that he is also familiar with Tennyson and "Locksley Hall." Mrs. MacClaverhouse comments that she buys a duck for half a crown in the country, whereas she would have had to pay four shillings in London. Horatio Paget orders clothes from Stultz and Hoby; Florence Crawford buys six-and-a-quarter gloves from Jouvin's and Dent's; and William Crawford decorates his painting room with objects from Woodgate's shop. The list of descriptive details in Braddon's novels is endless. As Sadleir points out, Braddon was a "lavish, detailed [ . . .  ] commentator on the houses, gardens, furniture, amusements, affectations, food, clothes, social attitudes and general day-to-day deportment of the aristocracy, plutocracy and smart intelligentsia of her time" (80). An 1868 article in the Saturday Review concurs, stating that the "strong realism" in Braddon's novels 
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distinguishes them favourably among the novels of the day [ . . .  ] .  Few classes of society can read 'Charlotte's Inheritance,' for instance, without being struck with its realistic character. Stockbrokers may well be surprised at the authoress's intimate knowledge of the manner in which business is done in Capel Court. Time bargains, contangos, and all the slang of the Stock Exchange, are as familiar to her as French or the career of literary men. It was this realism which won for Miss Braddon the support, admiration, and encouragement of the public long ago. Lawyers found that she showed perfect know ledge of some of the intricate paths of law; doctors found she knew a good deal, and knew it well, about medicine; merchants found her well up on the subject of charter-parties and bills of lading; trainers saw she knew as much about horses as they did. (459) By drawing examples from the male working world, this reviewer emphasizes the comprehensive nature of Braddon' s know ledge. Braddon' s repeated references to specific London streets and landmarks also made her novels seem familiar to readers who knew the city. Harold Jerningham' s world, for example, is "bounded on the south by Great George Street, Westminster, and on the north by Bryanstone Square" (Dead-Sea Fruit 1.66). Upon his return from the continent, Eustace Thorburn lands at St. Katherine's Wharf, then walks through "the dirty bustling London streets" to Tilbury Crescent (1 .20). Laurence O'Boyneville and Cecil Chudleigh meet at a party in Harley Street (The Lady's Mile 1. 139). Mrs. 
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MacClaverhouse longs for a luxurious second floor apartment in a comer house in Hyde Park gardens ( 1.74). Florence Crawford shops on Wigmore Street (at Cavendish Square), Oxford Street and, at M. Rimmel,s emporium (2.8-12). Philip Foley lives in Highbury (1 .52). Horatio Paget can only afford to live "in an obscure little street leading out of the Old Kent-road" in Southwark, but walks "between St. James's and Mayfair, Kensington Gore and Notting Hill" every day (Birds of Prey 1.55, 1 .56). Diana Paget spends her childhood in "that horrible swampy district between Lambeth and Battersea" and moves to "the Westminster-road" when she leaves school (1 .7 1 ) . George Gilbert takes the Midlandshire train from Wareham into Euston Station, then a cab to Fleet Street (The Doctor's Wife 1 .7). Gilbert and Sigismund Smith go to dinner at Boujeot's, in "a very dingy street a little way behind the National Gallery" (1 .47). An 1 856 map of London confirms the existence of most of these and the other places Braddon mentions in her novels. Braddon's tone is also appealing. Sensitive readers understand that she cares about her characters. Although she makes some critical statements in her novels, she is rarely critical of the characters themselves. Rather, she criticizes society and societal forces for de-emphasizing the individual's inherent value and leading characters to make poor decisions. In contrast, advice manual authors condescend to readers, giving the impression that they are smarter, wiser, or more knowledgeable than the readers are and, at times, criticizing them sharply. Ellis, for example, asserts that her manual is "written with the warm feelings of a friend, and a sister" (Wives 9). She does not sound like a friend or a sister, however, when she states, "few women look much beyond themselves 
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in the calculations they make upon their married future. To be loved, and cherished, is all they appear solicitous to stipulate for, forgetting the many wants and wishes that will necessarily arise out of the connexion they are about to form" (26). The respect, kindness, and generosity with which Braddon treats the characters she sets up as role models made readers more likely to interact positively with her messages. Careful readers would understand that Braddon cared about them and wanted them to avoid the pain that can come from making unwise decisions. On a different level, Braddon' s use of sensationalism was also appealing. Certainly, these novels are much less sensational than Lady Audley's Secret, in which Lucy Audley fakes her death, creates a new identity, abandons her son to her drunken father, pushes her first husband down a well so her second (bigamous) husband will remain ignorant of him, and sets fire to an inn when she can no longer stand the owner's blackmail. In the novels examined here, sensational elements include Sleaford's sudden murder of Roland Lansdell (The Doctor's Wife) and Philip Sheldon's slow, suspenseful poisoning of Tom Halliday (Birds of Prey). Nevertheless, the questionable morality Braddon explores in all of the novels in this study fits the broad definition of sensationalism and is undoubtedly one of the reasons readers returned to her novels time and again. Braddon' s ability to keep readers off balance also ensured their involvement. A talented storyteller, she incorporated twists and turns in the plot that kept readers reading. Even Braddon's critics emphasized her narrative talent. W. Fraser Rae wrote, "What is conspicuous above all things is the skill with which [Braddon] groups her materials[ . . .  ] 
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she can tell a story so as to make us curious about the end" (589). One of the ways she kept readers "curious about the end" was by delaying the resolution of intriguing storylines. In The Doctor's Wife, for example, the true nature of the relationship between Isabel Gilbert and Roland Lansdell is never completely clear until, near the end of the novel, she refuses his request to run away with him. Until Isabel tells Roland in so many words that it has never been her intention to have a physical relationship with him, we enjoy the tension connected with the questionable morality of their relationship and the possibility (in the reader's mind, at least) that it will be consummated. Another example is Philip Sheldon's slow poisoning of Tom Halliday and of his stepdaughter, Charlotte in Birds of Prey and its sequel, Charlotte 's Inheritance. We know Philip is trying to kill Charlotte and hope her friends figure it out before it is too late. Two subplots increase the novels' interest. In the first, Horatio Paget pulls various scams on unsuspecting innocents; in the second, Valentine Hawkehurst plays detective in order to identify the heir to thousands of unclaimed pounds. In this novel, as in the others, we do not know until the end of the book that the characters we have grown to care about will be rewarded and those we dislike will be punished. The rewards and punishments Braddon dispenses often seem unrelated to the characters' behavior. But if Braddon had characters' actions lead to their eventual reward/punishment, then much of the suspense that keeps readers involved in the story would disappear. Braddon's dual desire to entertain and to teach does pull her narrative in different directions. Braddon shaped the messages in her novels as well as the readers' relationship with those messages, believing, as did the major Victorian novelists, that "fiction was an 
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art of the real, that novels could tell the truth about reality, and in doing so exhort, persuade and even change their readers" (Gilmour 9). Her extensive descriptive details, unpredictable story lines, and sensational elements led to the readers' strong interest in the characters and in the tum of events. Because Braddon sugarcoated her advice with entertainment, readers were more likely to internalize it. By presenting advice in the context of individual women's unique circumstances, depicting women whom she both praises and criticizes, and demonstrating that specific behaviors are acceptable in some situations and not acceptable in others, Braddon complicates her advice and encourages readers to determine the appropriate behaviors on their own. She encouraged them to consider various options and gave them guidance, but did not provide answers. A few of the advice manuals used narrative in an attempt to convey their points more forcefully and effectually. Cox, for instance, indicates that she wrote her book because she could not find any advice manuals "which treated of the subjects herein named in a way to combine sound advice with amusement" (v). In one chapter, she includes a 14-page story named ''The Heiress" in order to demonstrate more clearly the ideas presented in the rest of the chapter. While Cox's story is overtly didactic and clearly intended as a moral tale, however, Braddon's novels seamlessly integrate fiction and advice. One of the reasons some mid-Victorian critics reacted so negatively to Braddon's novels was their belief that readers did not use a critical filtering mechanism when reading easy fiction such as hers, meaning that they would internalize the ideas in the novels without realizing they were doing so. Even though readers may have absorbed Braddon's attitudes unconsciously, Braddon herself was highly aware of the attitudes she was conveying, the assumptions 3 1  
behind them, and the social consequences they entailed. She deliberately expressed these 
attitudes in a way she hoped would encourage her readers to consider more carefully their 
decisions. 
Braddon 's Life 
Some comprehension of Braddon' s fascinating, unconventional life deepens our 
understanding of her novels. Mary Braddon was born into a middle-class family in 
1835. 13 Her mother, Fanny White, was an "unusually cultivated woman, possessed of a 
fine critical taste" (Holland 149) and her father, Henry Braddon, was a solicitor. Her 
sister Maggie was eleven when Mary was born and her brother Edward was six. In 1839, 
Fanny separated from Henry, since he was unfaithful and irresponsible with money. 
Consequently, Mary grew up in a family led by an independent woman, a type of woman 
she later wrote about extensively. Maggie went to school in Kensington for some time 
and then, in the early 1850s, married well-to-do Antonio Cartighoni and moved to Italy. 
Edward lived at a preparatory school in Greenwich during the school year and completed 
his formal education at University College, London. In mid-century, he developed a 
government career in India and, at the end of the century (1894-99), he was Premier of 
Tasmania. Even today, there is an area named Braddon in northwest Tasmania. Mary 
herself had a governess as a young child; later she attended various schools, including a 
boarding school for girls in Brompton. During her adolescence, she and her mother 
13 Most of the information in this section comes from Wolff and Camell ' s biographies. 
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struggled financially and moved repeatedly, always to a house and a neighborhood worse than the previous one. Their financial concerns are representative of those many independent women faced. In 1852, at the age of seventeen, Mary became an actress largely in order to provide for her mother and herself. Her socially ambitious relatives had begged her not to go on stage or, if she must, to at least change her name. They did not wish it known that a close relative was in the questionable position of actress. At this time, her brother was developing a government career in India and her cousin, John Thadeus Delane, was editor of the Times and taking the paper to "the highest pinnacle of journalistic prestige" (Brendon 43). Mary did take the name of Mary Seyton and acted some small and some central roles in a number of British cities. 14 Her mother was her constant companion. Late in life, Mary wrote that when a woman went on stage in the mid-nineteenth century, her family - to the "most distant cousin" - was "convulsed"; it was "a thing to be spoken of with bated breath, as the lapse of a lost soul" ("Remember" 5). My chapter on the Independent Woman has more information about the financial reasons behind Mary's choice of profession. In 1860, Mary left the stage, probably because a wealthy patron offered to pay her for six months of literary work - more specifically, writing a poem in Spenserian stanzas about Garibaldi. He was undoubtedly familiar with at least a few of the many pieces -
14 See Camell 287-375 for a calendar of Braddon's theatrical career, including names of the towns where 
Braddon acted, the name and author of the play, the number of acts, the nature of the play (comedy, farce, 
drama, tragedy, etc.), and often the part she played. 33 
including plays, poems, and songs - she had already written and had attempted to have published or performed. Later that year, when looking for professional writing positions, she met magazine publisher John Maxwell15 ; he soon became her life partner. When they met, John was married to Mary Anne Crowley, who was confined in an insane asylum in Dublin. Mary clearly knew that John was married when she and her mother moved into his home in 1861, taking in his five children as her own, and loving them as they did her. This unusual relationship would influence her portrayal of wives, as I show in my Wife chapter. By June 1861, Mary herself was pregnant. She and John eventually had six illegitimate children, five of whom survived infancy. 16 Although the author called herself "Mrs. Maxwell" from the early sixties, some members of London society were aware that the couple was not married, which meant that she had to face "daily snubs and slights" (Wolff, Sensational 187). The literary world was also less than welcoming. Although she was immensely famous after Lady Audley 's Secret appeared in 1862, the only authors who supported her were her friend Charles Reade and her mentor Edward Bulwer-Lytton17• In 1864, John tried to ease the social pressure by announcing in several newspapers that he and Mary had married, an 
15 According to Carnell, Mary's first meeting with John "can be precisely dated to early April 1 860." See her page 1 15 for further information. 
16 In 1 867, when she was finally able to share the circumstances of her home life with Bulwer-Lytton, Braddon wrote this to her mentor: "I am now the head of a grown up family - who I think love me almost as well as if I were indeed their mother" ("Letters" 145). 
17Exactly how Mary met Bulwer-Lytton is unclear. Carnell writes: "At some point in 1 854 Braddon had already met Edward Bulwer-Lytton and confided in him her literary ambitions. Where this meeting took place is not certain, but it is quite likely that it was through her cousin, The Times editor John Delane, who was a friend of Bulwer-Lytton's and now lived in the grandeur of Eton Place. From childhood Bulwer­Lytton was her literary hero, and she continued to admire him for the rest of her life" (93). 34 
effort that only backfired. A few days after these announcements appeared, Richard Brinsley Knowles, the brother-in-law of John's wife, announced in those same papers that Mary and John could not have possibly married, as his wife was still alive. This public exchange caused the true nature of the relationship between Mary and John to become widely known. During these years, Mary made enough money from her writing to buy Lichfield House, a former bishop's mansion in upscale Richmond. The Max.wells and their growing family moved to their new home in 1866, and Mary and John lived there for the rest of their lives. Almost a decade later, Charles Reade wrote this in his private notebook: "As for M. E. Braddon, I don't know where to find a better woman. Industrious, self-denying, gentle, affectionate, talented, and utterly unassuming, a devoted daughter, faithful wife, loving mother, and kindly stepmother" (qtd. in Maxwell 23-24). Her large family apparently suited her well. Society's reactions to Braddon and her choices, as well as her rapid rise through the middle class, influenced her novelistic portrayal of class. Unimpressed with the trappings of society's upper ranks, she does not present one social group as superior to another; in this way, her writing is more democratic than many of her contemporaries'. In addition to criticizing Mary for her decisions to become an actress and to involve herself with a married man, mid-Victorians criticized her for the content of her early novels, which "aroused violent antipathy in some critics, who bitterly attacked her as a purveyor of immorality" (Wolff, Sensational 7). William Fraser Rae, for example, declared La,dy Audley 's Secret "one of the most noxious books of modem times" (96). By 1868, the heavy criticism died down, due in part to George Augustus Sala's essay, 
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''The Cant of Modem Criticism," which Mary commissioned her friend and colleague to 
write in support of her work and of sensation novels. 
Just as the author's professional situation was easing, the quality of her personal 
life plummeted. Within one ten-day period, Mary had three major blows. She learned on 
October 21 , 1868 that her sister had died in Naples at the age of 44. A day or so later her 
brother Edward, in England on a visit from India, slighted Mary and her mother Fanny, 
probably by refusing to visit Fanny because she was living with the unmarried Mary and 
John. 1 8  Almost immediately, Fanny became ill; she died ten days later, at the age of 64. 
As Mary later wrote Bulwer-Lytton, she and her mother had been very close: "I cannot 
tell you how I loved her [ . . .  ] .  Thus ends thirty years of the most perfect union, I believe, 
that ever existed between two human beings of the same sex" ("Letters" 147). Mary, 
who blamed Edward for their mother's death, broke down. A month or so later, she gave 
birth to a daughter, Rosie. Soon, her mental collapse was accompanied by puerperal 
fever, an infection of the reproductive system. 
Mary did not write for more than a year. When her mother died, five installments 
of Bound to John Company had appeared in Belgravia. John stretched the chapters she 
had completed before her collapse as far as he could, then hired someone else to finish 
18  In her November 3, 1 868 letter to Bulwer-Lytton, Mary notes that her sister's death "struck [her mother] hard, but another & more cruel blow was inflicted by the hand of him who should have most cherished her - her only son." Later in the letter, she comments that her mother "had NO SON." In his footnotes, Wolff writes, "It seems probable that [Edward] had [ . . .  ] refused to visit his mother while she was living under the roof of John Maxwell and [Braddon], who could not be legally married" ("Letters" 146). For more on this, see Sensational Victorian, chapter 7, where Wolff comments that Edward's nickname was "His Dryness" because of his "haughty carriage and behavior" (226). 36 
the novel. 19 The novels examined in this work were not affected by Mary's illness. 
Dead-Sea Fruit was published in Belgravia from August 1867 to September 1868 and in three volumes in 1868. Charlotte's Inheritance was published in Belgravia from April 1868 to February 1869, but had appeared in three volumes "well before the end of 1868," so both novels were complete by November 1868 (Wolff, Sensational Victorian 446). Mary began writing again in early 1870 and published two three-volume novels in 1871.20 In 1874, John's Mary Anne died, and he and Mary finally married, easing much of the social tension. She continued to publish one or two novels per year for the rest of her life. As the years passed, the public became increasingly fond of her. One of her sons, W. B. Maxwell, notes in his autobiography, "the newspapers [ . . .  ][gradually] became[ . . .  ] kind to [her], and softer, more gentle, more appreciative with every passing year, until in the end they gave her nothing but affectionate praise" (285). Clive Holland's "Miss Braddon: The Writer and Her Work" is representative of the glowing articles written about Mary at the end of the century. Calling her a "literary celebrity" (153) and a "distinguished novelist" (154), this nine-page article includes a facsimile of a manuscript page, ten photographs of the author and her home, and quotes from an interview. At the end of the century, her son remembers, "authors seemed naturally to 19 Three years later, Mary rewrote the ending of the novel and published it as Robert Ainsleigh ( 1872). 
20 In her June 13, 1872 letter to Bulwer-Lytton, Mary wrote: "I think I last wrote to you in the bitterest hour of my life, immediately after my beloved mother's death. For more than six months after that date life was a blank, or something worse than a blank, an interval in which imagination ran riot, & I was surrounded by shadows [ . . .  ] .  When that unreal world faded the actual world seemed strangely dull & empty - and my own brain utterly emptied out - swept clean of every thought. My first efforts to write after that time were beyond measure feeble, and I thought imagination was dead - but, thank Heaven, the knack of copy­spinning at least, has returned" (''Letters" 148). 37 
visit Lichfield House, wanting to pay their respects to my mother and to see her in the home that for long had been something of a focal point or place of assembly for the brotherhood and sisterhood of the pen" (164). Mary Elizabeth Braddon died February 4, 1915, at the age of 79. There is not always a strong correlation between the way Braddon herself behaved as a daughter, a young unmarried woman, a wife, or an independent woman and the behavior she most positively presents in her novels. While she was certainly a daughter, in that she was the female child to Fanny and Henry, she thought and acted more independently than do the daughters she presents most positively. The young unmarried women whom the novelist most embraces are those that passively accept the role society assigns them; in contrast, Braddon actively rejected society's ideas when she decided to become an actress. Perhaps Braddon' s daughters and young unmarried women are more stereotyped than her wives and independent women because she could rely very little on her own experiences in those roles. If she had modeled her daughters and young unmarried women on her own unusual experiences, Mudie's, which carried only works it considered morally acceptable, might not have carried her novels at its libraries; in addition, her novels probably would have been considered more suspect than they already were. Wives and independent women, however, Braddon drew more realistically, more fully because she could pull more from her own experiences. The wives Braddon draws most carefully are those that struggle to find their own place within marriage - or within a permanent relationship, as in the author's case. Braddon certainly faced this struggle herself. Several years after she moved in with 
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Maxwell, she wrote, "I would - for myself - always rather make life a quiet doze than a fever - but some people will have the fever - and I find there is nothing more difficult than to live one's own life" ("Letters" 136). Braddon was not an independent woman until late in the century in the sense that she was not a widow until that time. In a broader sense, however, she was an independent woman from 1852 to 1874, when she was between the ages of 17 and 39, while she was earning a living for her mother and herself and/or living out-of-wedlock with Maxwell. During this time, she took her life in her own hands and behaved largely according to her own ideas of correct behavior. Braddon' s fascinating life helped her create a wonderful, complex collection of female characters. The remainder of this work will work through the ways relationships define the various categories of women. It will analyze Braddon's portrayal of women in the context of contemporary advice manuals and feminist documents, tracing its progression from daughter to young unmarried woman, then to wife, and finally to independent woman. Chapter 2 will analyze Braddon' s daughters, whose behavior is generally conservative, especially in comparison with other categories of women. Braddon' s work intersects only minimally with the feminists' concerns regarding daughters, almost all of which relates to girls' education. Chapter 3 will explore her portrayal of young unmarried women. Braddon demonstrated the difficulty of being such a woman in the mid-Victorian period, pointing out the often-unrealistic nature of the advice manuals' instructions. Braddon's work, the advice manuals, and the feminists are more closely aligned in their treatment of young unmarried women; although the importance they 39 
place on marriage varies, all emphasize the serious nature of marriage and are critical of marriages based on factors other than love. Chapter 4 will examine Braddon's wives. It is in this chapter that Braddon's depiction of women becomes more closely tied with the feminists than with the advice manuals. Like the feminists, Braddon stresses the fair, respectful treatment of wives. The author appears to have had little regard for the advice manuals' concept of proper wifely behavior; her depiction of wives is considerably more liberal than that of young unmarried woman. Chapter 5 will analyze the portrayal of independent women. In her presentation of this group, Braddon did not have to struggle against societal expectations codified in advice manuals, since they barely acknowledged that women in this category existed. The independent women Braddon presents most positively are those who take control of their own lives, shaping them according to their own wishes; the feminists also advocate individuality. Chapter 6 draws my various conclusions together, suggests ways in which the study of Braddon would be useful in the classroom or for research, briefly examines Braddon's novels in the context of those written by canonical authors during the 1860s, and presents ideas for work related to my findings. Even though this study does progress from youth to age, from advice manuals to Langhamites, from characters determined by relationship to character determining relationship, there are complexities within each category of women. For instance, while Braddon embraces conventional behavior for daughters, she also emphasizes their individual value and indicates that daughters should not follow conventional behavior too closely. And, while Braddon embraces individuality for independent women, she 
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emphasizes new social responsibilities and indicates that independent women should not express their individuality too strongly. With every category, she stresses women's inherent value. 
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CHAPTER Two: DAUGHTER This chapter analyzes Mary Elizabeth Braddon' s novelistic treatment of middle­class Victorian daughters and their interaction with parents and parent substitutes. I begin with a chapter on daughters because almost all of the characters whom Braddon depicts as daughters are in their teens. In terms of chronology, then, they fall before young marriageable women, wives, and independent women. By "daughter," I mean a young woman who has not yet married, who lives with at least one parent or parent substitute, and whose parental figure is present. The characters who best fit these criteria are Helen de Bergerac, Lucy Alford (both from Dead-Sea Fruit), Charlotte Halliday, and Diana Paget (both from Birds of Prey and its sequel Charlotte's Inheritance). I also briefly consider Florence Crawford and Cecil Chudleigh (both from The Lady's Mile), primarily as a way of setting up a more extensive analysis of the daughters just named. 1 Braddon develops daughters less than she does young unmarried women, wives, or independent women, but she does provide some useful insight about relationships between daughters and their parents in the 1860s. To better understand how Braddon's original readers, including those whose primary role was that of daughter, may have responded to the daughters in her novels, it is necessary to be aware of other ideas about girls with which these readers were probably familiar. At one end of the spectrum of positions regarding women and 
1 Daughters I do not analyze include Isabel Gilbert, Gwendoline Pomphrey (both from The Doctor's Wife), and the young Emily Jerningham (from Dead-Sea Fruit), since Braddon shows us only very limited interaction between these young women and their parents. 42 
women's role in society, conservative advice manual authors articulated dominant social and religious views about "proper" behavior. On the other end, the liberal Langham Place Circle feminists challenged many institutions, including the mid-Victorian educational system for girls, and created new secondary schools and institutes of higher education for young women. In the following pages, I examine both groups' work as a way of better positioning Braddon' s portrayal of daughters. The manual authors and the Langhamites were not the only groups commenting on daughters and young women in the mid-Victorian years. Other forces certainly came in to play and influenced readers' reactions. Coventry Patmore, for example, began publication of The Angel in the House, a poem praising women's traditional behavior, in 1854. In addition, Queen's College opened higher education to women in 1848, Bedford College for Women was established in 1849, and North London Collegiate School for Girls was founded in 1850. It is clear, however, that mid-century ideas about middle­class girls - and middle-class women in general - tended to be strongly traditional or strongly progressive. Because Braddon's novels emphasize characters' behavior, they interact more directly with the advice manuals, which tell readers how to behave, than with the Langhamites, who wrote about changing systems. Yet, she found the manuals' traditional teachings unrealistic, confining, and even degrading. Any challenge Braddon made to these teachings, however, had to be done in a subtle way because the approval of conservative moral arbiters such as Mudie's Circulating Library was important to the financial success of her work. Using a system of rewards and punishments to convey her 
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opinion of characters' behavior - a method that was much safer than openly expressing her ideas through extended authorial intrusions - she was able to criticize the ideas in the advice manuals and still retain her broad popularity. Advice Manuals Advice manuals such as Sydney Cox's Friendly Counsel for Girls (1868), Marianne Farningham's Girlhood (1869), Harvey Newcomb's How to be a Lady: A Book 
for Girls, Containing Useful Hints on the Formation of Character (1849), and W. T. Tweedie's The Early Choice: A Book for Daughters (1861) are representative of the idealized Victorian behavior. The authors of these manuals were interested in teaching daughters "proper" behavior and encouraging them to act accordingly. This behavioral guidance was considered necessary only for "the daughters of the rising and prospering middle orders," since working-class girls were not expected to be ladies and upper-class girls were assumed to be so (Rowbotham 18). As I noted in my Introduction, Braddon wrote her novels for this same audience. There are slight differences between the manuals. The authors' goals, for example, vary a bit. Newcomb writes that he "hopes to be able to offer some good advice [ . . .  ] in an entertaining way, for girls or misses [ . . .  ] to assist them in forming their characters upon the best model; that they may become well-bred, intelligent, refined, and good; and then they will be LADIES, in the highest sense" ( 4 ). He sets out to create a specific type of woman - a "well-bred, intelligent, refined, and good" lady. And he attempts to incorporate some entertainment in his manual, as he knows that advice 
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offered in the context of entertainment usually increases readers' willingness to embrace the advice. The Reverend W. T. Tweedie is more interested in creating good Christians than good members of society. In his manual, which is "chiefly designed for the Young," Tweedie "attempt[s] to train [girls] to connect happiness or sorrow with conduct and character - to impress their minds with the conviction, that as surely as rivers run downward, or vapours ascend, sin will end in wretchedness, and holiness in peace." He relies not on entertainment, but on bribery ("holiness [will end] in peace") and punishment ("sin will end in wretchedness") to influence his readers' decisions regarding their "conduct and character" (v). A third author, Marianne Farningham, is interested in assisting young women not for the sake of society or for Christianity, but for their own sake: she hopes Girlhood will "at least encourage, and perhaps help, some of our English girls in the life that lies before them" (5). While their goals vary slightly, all three authors give young women specific advice about how to live their lives. Just as the authors' goals vary slightly, so does their intended audience. Newcomb, for example, wrote for girls between the ages of eight and fifteen ( 4 ), whereas Farningham assumes her readers are between thirteen and twenty (20). The price of these books and the authors' assumption that readers ar� attending or have attended school (something most mid-century working-class girls did not do) indicates that they were written for and read by the middle and upper classes. These authors wrote, more or less, for the same audience. Whatever their small differences, manual authors generally agreed about the kind of life a young woman should lead. She should be a useful and charitable member of the 
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community, a central member of the family, kind and generous with siblings, obedient to parents (as most of Braddon's  daughters are - some to a fault, as we will see), a good conversationalist (as Helen de Bergerac, especially, is) , and close friends with a small number of women (as Diana Paget and Charlotte Halliday are). Assuming (probably correctly) their readers do not already behave in these ways, manual authors tell girls that shaping their character while young is important and possible through a process of self­examination and reformation. A religious mindset is assumed throughout the manuals. Cox, for example, encourages readers to follow his instructions because they will one day have to "render an account" for the "example they set" (102). One way to set this example is to "be agreeable to everybody, even at the expense of one' s own comfort" (102). One way of being "agreeable," Farningham advises, is to be useful and charitable: "Speak to a little child. Give kindly words to the aged and forgotten. Prepare good soup and give it to the hungry during the coming winter. [ . . .  ]Be everywhere and to all around you a sunbeam and a blessing" ( 1 8). These authors had high expectations of young women. Their role in the household is even more important. Newcomb tells daughters they should make home a "pleasant, sunshiny place" that "charm[s] every one who comes within the circle of its influence." To create this warm haven, a young woman needs to follow the Golden Rule and be always "sweet-tempered and amiable, kind and obliging" (37). She should, for example, treat her siblings with gentleness and generosity. If her little brother "comes in cold, or wet, or tired, assist him to a seat, take off his outer garments, warm his hands, and make him comfortable." Or, if her little sister "is grieved, 
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or in trouble, do not speak harshly to her, or reproach her for crying, but try to soothe her feelings, by diverting her attention." In general, a young woman should "never teaze [her] brothers or sisters"; rather, she should "be a lady, and treat [them] like little gentlemen and ladies" (40). Braddon develops Isabel Gilbert's character in part by showing her neglect of her younger siblings. Toward her parents, a girl "owe[s] it [ . . .  ] to God to exercise filial piety [ . . .  ]because it is one of the means He employs to cultivate piety towards Himself' (Newcomb 25). She should esteem and love her parents, and promptly and cheerfully submit to their authority. Never should she "answer back," "argue against their commands, or excuse [herself] for not obeying" (29). In fact, a girl who "truly honor[s]" her parents actually anticipates their wishes. Braddon has Lucy Alford do this with her father. Newcomb writes that a girl's attitude toward her parents even affects her physical appearance. A "quick perception of propriety, in regard to the respect due to parents; with a constant watchfulness to show attention, [ . . .  ] will adorn a young lady [ . . .  ] more than all the finery, and jewels, and other ornaments, that can be heaped upon her" (36). If she is disobedient, however, she will have "a black spot on her pretty face," no matter how beautiful she is, for the absence of "filial piety" makes young women "appear like monsters" (35, emphasis in original). The manual authors assure daughters that, however rigid these expectations, they have an important role: "Oh, you can do much, very much, to make home happy," (Farningham 14). They just as clearly state that woman's place is firmly in the home. If she leaves it, Tweedie warns, her "proper power" is "paralyzed" and she "forfeits [her] 
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ascendancy and influence" (15). Within these confines, a young woman had little room to develop her personality. Outside of the family, girls were advised to develop a small number of close friendships with other girls. These relationships were seen as an important part of a girl's development because they could "foster the feminine qualities of empathy and expressiveness, and[ . . .  ] develop the capacity for sustained intimacy." On the other hand, if a girl had too many friends, she was considered frivolous and shallow. It was better to develop a small number of "deep, intimate" friendships, carefully choosing friends for their "inward qualities, and not merely because they were "'good looking, or merry, or accomplished,"' than it was to maintain a larger number of superficial acquaintanceships (Gorham 113). One of the ways Braddon indicates that Florence Crawford is superficial is by pointing to her popularity with other girls. Readers have hope for Florence, however, since she does have one strong friendship - with Cecil Chudleigh. Farningham writes, "we never think very highly of the woman who cannot count upon the love and sympathy of at least one staunch friend of her own sex" and tells readers that having "faithful and true female friends" is "a very essential thing" (54). Like female friendships, education was seen as useful for girls. The manual authors were quick to point out, however, that education was not for the girl's benefit, but for others'. John Ruskin wrote: "It is of no moment, as a matter of pride or perfectness in herself, whether she knows many languages or one; but it is of the utmost, that she should be able to show kindness to a stranger, and to understand the sweetness of a stranger's tongue" (31). According to Ruskin, any enjoyment a young woman received from 
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knowing a foreign language was inconsequential; it mattered only that her familiarity with that language allowed her to help others. In general, girls were told to "apply themselves diligently" to their school work and, after they leave school, to "devote a portion of each day to private study" in order to be "pleasant and useful companions to men, and responsible mothers to their children" (Gorham 103). Study such as this would also, Cox asserts, keep girls from becoming mired in the "quicksands of frivolity, superficiality, novel-reading, and general waste of time" (242). Young women were not, however, to be "over-serious" about their studies, since too much learning might "damage" their femininity. Part of being a good young woman was avoiding harmful reading material. Asserting that it is "impossible to overestimate the importance of using discrimination in the choice of books," Cox differentiates between "tales of fiction" and "novels and romances." The former, by authors such as Charlotte Young, Jane Austen, and Diana Mulock, are acceptable since they contain "sound morals and high principles, as well as a true picture of life[ . . .  ] and may fairly aid their young readers in steering life's barque." The latter, however, generally "are not worth the trouble of reading. [ . . .  ] They usually represent persons and things in a false and extravagant light; and, by a series of improbable causes, bringing on impossible events, they are apt to give a romantic turn to the mind, which is often, in after years, productive of errors in judgment, and of fatal mistakes in conduct" (52-53). Famingham writes along similar lines: "there are [ . . .  ]hundreds of books which are not only silly and quite useless, but which are absolutely bad and degrading in their aim and tendencies. We beg you not to read them" ( 46). 
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Braddon shows Isabel Gilbert making "errors in judgment" and "fatal mistakes in 
conduct" because she reads too many novels and romances; by doing so, Braddon tries to 
distance herself from them. 
What girls should spend most time reading is history, biography, and travel. And, 
manual authors note, they should not skim and skip through this material, but approach it 
seriously, reading it carefully and thoroughly: 
if dates are mentioned, make notes of them, and so impress them on your 
recollection. If foreign countries and cities are alluded to, seek them in 
your atlas as you proceed, and so refresh your mind as to their 
whereabouts. If a language other than your own is used, take care to have 
a dictionary at hand, and make sure of every doubtful word, and clear up 
each dubious meaning as you go. (Cox 245) 
The purpose of such careful fact gathering is to make women better companions for men, 
for whom such knowledge is basic. As is the case with education, women should read 
not for their own enjoyment, but for others' .  
As these manuals indicate, the young woman's role within the community, but 
especially within the family, was well defined. Manual authors comforted girls whose 
behavior did not yet conform to these high expectations by assuring them they could 
change. Using a vivid analogy comparing a girl 's character to a young tree, Newcomb 
explains why youth is the best time for character examination and re-formation. The 
passage, too long to quote in full, concludes: 
You [ . . .  ] have just begun to be; and now your character is pliable, like the 
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young tree. [ . . . ] Every thing that you do now must have an influence in forming your character for your whole being. [ . . . ] You are the germ of an immortal being. [ . . .  ] The most insignificant action you perform, in its influence upon your character, will reach through the whole period of your existence. It will not do for you to say, "It is no matter how I behave now; I shall do differently when I am a lady." What you are while you are a girl, you will be when you become a woman. (9-10) It is striking that both the natural tree and the natural young woman become unnatural as they are manipulated or, as Newcomb would have it, as they manipulate themselves to be different from what they are. Through his analogy, Newcomb (probably unwittingly) acknowledges that the young women he hopes to create, like artificially shaped trees, are highly constructed. In this quote we also see religion ("you are the germ of an immortal being") again used to encourage readers to change their behavior, adapting any unconventional behavior to the manuals' model. The analogy of a young girl's mind to a piece of sugar candy in Ruskin's Letters 
and Advice to Young Girls and Young Ladies (1879) is also telling. He advises girls to "keep absolute calm of temper" because "it does not in the least matter what happens to you, whether a clumsy schoolfellow tears your dress, or a shrewd one laughs at you, or the governess doesn't understand you. The one thing needful," he repeats, "is that none of these things should vex you." A girl must stay calm because her mind is "crystallizing like sugar-candy; and the least jar to it flaws the crystal, and that permanently" (2). Sugar candy is a perfect metaphor for the type of woman Ruskin and other conservatives hoped 5 1  
to create: like the candy, the woman is not substantive, provides only pleasure, and is to be consumed for another's enjoyment. Farningham's treatment of the subject is less artistic, but more pointed. She tells readers that youth should be "an earnest time, because so much depends upon it. Your whole future, the entire success or failure of your womanhood, and the influence for good or evil which you must exert, whether you will or not upon others, all hinge very much upon what you are, and what you will do now" ( 4-5). Her comment that readers will influence others "whether [they] will or not" acknowledges the likelihood that some of them did not want to play the conventional role, just as her statement that "life will be very much what you make it" acknowledges that young women have some control over their lives. She advises readers to use this control in a traditional manner: "Therefore, what can you better do with the glad time of your youth than spend it in preparation for the higher duties and greater responsibilities which will come to you in the future?" (15). While Newcomb compares a young woman's character to a tree and Ruskin compares it to sugar candy in order to encourage girls to reform their character while it is pliable, Farningham appeals to their reason. The first step a girl should take in shaping her character is to examine it. Ruskin tells her exactly how to do this: "Do not think vaguely about it; take pen and paper and write down as accurate a description of yourself as you can, with the date to it[ . . .  ] that you may determine to the best of your intelligence what you are good for, and can be made into" ( 1 1-12). Farningham' s method is slightly different, but just as deliberate. She advises the girl to spend fifteen minutes every day trying to see herself as others do 52 
(16). Next came character re-formation. Cox, who believed girls had great power to redirect their energy, encouraged them to convert haste and passion into energy and earnestness, stubbornness into "stability of character and patient perseverance," and "bitterness" into a "keen sense of right and wrong, and a horror of injustice." These "transmutations," he asserts, are "accomplished easily by self-discipline and daily prayer" ( 17). In addition, the manuals advised girls to learn how to "keep a tight rein" on their aspirations, control their behavior, and accept dependence on men as a "natural and inevitable part of the feminine condition." They must also "strive to perfect [their] moral nature," as their "future tasks as wife and mother[ . . . ] could be properly carried out only if [their] moral sense were properly developed." Overall, they should strive for "a commitment to duty that could spring only from a well-developed conscience" (Gorham 101-12). The manual authors appear to recognize that most girls instinctively yearned for more control over their own lives and for richer opportunities than convention allowed them. Otherwise, there would be no need for these girls to control their aspirations and they would not resist dependence on men. The manuals also implicitly acknowledge that most women's "moral nature" was not as pure as Victorian society liked to think it was, else why the need to perfect it. The authors do not, however, bring the awareness of these ideas to top level of the text; they repress it, just as they advise their readers to. Repeatedly, the manuals advocate restricted lives for young women. They were to repress their own hopes, aims, and ambitions, and to learn about the world around them 53 
and read the books in front of them not for their own enjoyment, but to be better 
companions for fathers and brothers and for future husbands and children. 
The ideas about the daughter' s  role described in the advice manuals played an 
important role in Victorian society. Deborah Gorham writes in The Victorian Girl and the Feminine Ideal, the "strength of the imagery [ of daughters] and its persistence 
[throughout most or all of the nineteenth century] would seem to indicate that an 
idealised view of the daughter's role is a crucial feature of the cult of domesticity" (6). In 
other words, the daughter appeared to be an essential cog in the wheel of the Angel-in­
the-House ideology. Many Victorian novels written for middle-class girls also generally 
espoused conservative, restrictive behavior, according to Judith Rowbotham (Good Girls Make Good Wives: Guidance for Girls in Victorian Fiction). Embracing the traditional 
values of the manuals, these novels taught readers that action based on personal desires 
led to "general and individual unhappiness" (21) and attempted to train young women 
who aspired to the middle-class how to fill "their prescribed role in adult society, that of 
the Lady and Angel of the House" (16, emphasis in original). As I will show, Braddon' s  
novels repeatedly point out the simplicity of the manuals' advice. They also show 
daughters questioning the traditional moral code; they demonstrate the impracticality of 
the manuals' advice; and, in one case, they even suggest that following this guidance can 
be life threatening. 
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The Langhamites Unlike the restrictive manual authors, the Langhamites attempted to create options for women wherever they found barriers, but wrote little about daughters per se. They concentrated instead on reforming the Victorian system of female education, a matter of great relevance to middle-class girls, since many of them attended school for several years in their teenage years. 2 The Langhamites' complaints are summarized in an 1857 North British Review article: "Instead of educating every girl as though she were born to be an independent, self-supporting member of society, we educate her to become a mere dependent, a hanger-on, or, as the law delicately phrases it, a chattel" (qtd. in Williams 16). They argued that female education should be equivalent to male education and that it should enable girls to make a positive contribution to society. Although the content and tone of the Langhamites' works is strikingly different from the content and tone of Braddon' s novels, these authors were working toward the same goal for girls: less blind passivity and greater independence. They wanted girls to think and act on their own beliefs rather than merely comply with conventional ideas, as the manual authors hoped they would. The Langhamite most vocal about girls schooling is Bessie Rayner Parkes, who published Remarks on the Education of Girls in 1854. Her title page epigraphs are 
2 Gorham writes: ''The most noteworthy feature of middle-class girls' education in the first half of the 
nineteenth century was its variability. It is possible to describe an average education, but it must always be 
kept in mind that in a situation where there was no standardisation, the average or typical has limited 
meaning. While the education of some girls was completely neglected, a minority received an education 
that was both rigorous and extensive" (2 1). 
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striking, given the state of female education at the time. One is Plato's "It is better to be unborn than untaught"; the other is Shakespeare's "Ignorance is the curse of God, / Knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven." As these quotes indicate, the Langhamites believed that every woman deserved an enriched life and that education was a path to that life. They asserted girls had the right to use their intelligence and to develop their knowledge base for their own purposes. This position is in stark contrast with the manual authors' belief that female education was important simply because educated women better meet the needs of those around them. Since the cultivation of intellectual skills was widely perceived as a danger to femininity, girls' schools generally taught their students already-formed conclusions rather than the skill of analysis, which would allow them to draw their own. In Remarks, Parkes argues that memorizing facts does not serve the purpose of education, which is to "develop faculties" and to foster reasoning and analytical abilities (6). An article in the Langhamite Victoria Magazine asserts many women are "nervous, miserable, half insane, and devoured by bitter disappointment - their minds crushed, their entire nature envenomed" because they "simply [ . . .  ] have nothing else to do except eat out their hearts." If they had been well educated, they could throw their energy into ideas, perhaps even careers, which would allow them to escape their endless brooding. As it is, they are brought up with "nothing before them but the chance of a husband" ("Matrimonial Chances" 249). In "What Results Should be Sought in the Education of Girls, and How Are Such Results Most Likely to Be Attained?" one Langhamite wrote, No woman, who ever received such a training as boys receive[ . . .  ] ever 56 
regretted it; most women so trained regard it as their prime blessing, as an inheritance better than gold and silver; women so trained are not unfit for social duties, they do not feel it distasteful or degrading to superintend the details of domestic economy, they are not dulled in their affections, or careless in their friendships" (358). This author alludes to some of the conservatives' concerns about female education and attempts to diffuse their power. Girls who are taught how to use and refine their critical and analytical skills, the Langhamites aver, will be happier and have fuller lives than those who are not. It is not a coincidence that Georgina Champernowne (The La,dy's Mile), Braddon's best-educated woman and the one with the richest intellectual life, is also the one most at peace with herself.3 In addition to advocating intellectually challenging schools for girls, Parkes asserts that they should have a wide range of employment opportunities. "Daughters should," she writes, "have the utmost liberty to earn and to spend money, and to engage in responsible occupations." The idea that girls should have the freedom to earn money was unusual in the mid-nineteenth century; the ability of women not to work for money was, after all, one of the markers of a middle-class family. But young women forbidden to work were often intensely unhappy because their days were empty; they had "nothing else to do except eat out their hearts." Calling on parents' desire to have mentally and 
3 I do not analyze Georgina Champemowne in this chapter, since Braddon gives us only minimal information about her relationship with her parents and since we actually witness none of their interaction. Georgina will become increasingly important, however, as we progress through the chapters. 
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physically healthy children, Parkes states that girls should have "that general freedom of 
life in which alone the human creature can healthily develop," adding "it is impossible to 
insist too strongly on this point." A girl cannot, she argues, develop as she needs to if she 
lives the conventional middle-class Victorian life; she becomes "a woman incapable of 
general views or sustained action for any purpose extraneous to home" (18-19). Parkes 
wants girls to have active lives and to be full members of their communities. 
Anticipating a question about the specific kinds of employment women should 
engage in, Parkes refuses to limit the possibilities, saying, "We cannot now tell - we can 
only demand for women the facilities of following up any course for which they deem 
themselves fitted" (21-22). She concludes Remarks with a call to action, telling readers 
that if they care for their "responsibility before God" or their "generation and its honor 
among the ages," they should work to improve women's education. Parkes uses religion 
to motivate her readers just as the manual authors use it to motivate theirs. But she hopes 
it encourages women to improve female education and lead to increased independent 
thought and action, whereas the manual authors hope it encourages them to behave 
according to restrictive guidelines. Mid-Victorians read Braddon' s novels in the context 
of these competing ideas. 
Indicative of the strong opposition the Langhamites faced is an Athenaeum review 
of Emily Davies' The Higher Education of Women (1866). Davies' work supports 
women's college and university opportunities, including medical school. The reviewer 
criticizes it strongly, averring "women do not know what they are saying when they" 
support medical education for women: 58 
A medical course of study is entirely unfit for women, and could only be carried out at the cost of all that makes womanhood good and lovely. [ . . . ] To put them into the dissecting-room, to require them to walk the hospitals, to see and hear all the unutterable details of medical experience [ . . .  ] it would be a thousand times better that girls should be left to do crochet-work all their days, if there were no other alternative. (170) Braddon' s original readers would have been influenced by the tension between Davies' and others' progressive ideas on one hand, and traditional views such as this Athenaeum reviewer's on the other. The quality and purpose of teenage girls' education did begin to improve in the mid-Victorian years. In the late 1840s, Queen's College, intended for girls interested in teaching, and Bedford College opened. In the early 1850s, two demanding secondary schools opened: North London Collegiate, "the single most influential pioneering girls' secondary school of the nineteenth century" and Cheltenham Ladies' College, a boarding school catering to upper-class and upper-middle-class girls (Gorham 25). As Parkes points out in Remarks, the discussion regarding girls' education became very active in the mid-Victorian years. When her work was first published in 1854, Parkes writes, the subject of female education was "unthought of by the English press." Two years later, however, it "appear[s] perpetually in newspaper articles, in paragraphs at the foot of columns devoted to politics and literature, and above all, in the monthly reviews. Questions, delicately handled in reference to the education of girls, have sprung into public importance" (iii). By the 1860s, female education was a matter of extensive 
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discussion. In 1864, a Schools Inquiry Commission was appointed to examine the overall state of middle-class education, including the quality of girls' education. The investigators heard testimony from Frances Mary Buss, Headmistress of the North London Collegiate School; Dorothea Beale, Headmistress of Cheltenham Ladies' College; and Emily Davies, who became the founder of Girton College (Gorham 24-25). This Commission found the quality of middle-class female education "on the whole, unfavourable." They also noted what the Langhamites already knew: a "general indifference of parents to girls' education, both in itself and as compared to that of boys" and a "long-established and inveterate prejudice[ . . .  ] that girls are less capable of mental cultivation, and less in need of it than boys; that accomplishments and what is showy and superficially attractive are what is really essential for them; and[ . . .  ] that, as regards[ . .  . ] the probabilities of marriage, more solid attainments are actually disadvantageous" ( qtd. in Williams 9). This report was an important step in the improvement of female education at the secondary level. Women's options for higher education also increased mid-century. In 1 869, Davies and other Langhamites founded what became Girton College. Although Cambridge would not grant Girton official status, it was "in all essentials a Cambridge college" where women, taught separately from men, could take degree examinations but could not earn a degree. In the 1870s, Cambridge also established Newnham College; Oxford opened Lady Margaret Hall and Somerville; and Manchester New College, St. Andrew's, and London University began to admit women (Billington 249-50). What 
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would take longer was a general acceptance of the young women who attended these institutions. Even in the 1860s, conditions remained unchanged for girls in Braddon' s novels. Two female schools are described in the novels studied in this work. Both descriptions are negative, indicating that Braddon agreed with at least some of the Langhamites' ideas. In The Doctor 's Wife, Isabel Sleaford attends a lower-middle-class day school where she learns a little Italian, enough French to serve for the reading of novels that she might have better left unread, and just so much of modem history as enabled her to pick out all the sugarplums in the historian's pages, - the Mary Stuarts and Joan of Arcs and Anne Boleyns, the Iron Masks and La Vallieres, the Marie Antoinettes and Charlotte Cordays, luckless Konigsmarks and wicked Borgias; all the romantic and horrible stories scattered amid the dry records of Magna Charta and Reform bills, clamorous Third Estates and Beds of Justice. (35) As Braddon describes it, Isabel's education did not expand her mind, teach her to distinguish nuances, or allow her to be independent. Rather, it helped her read novels "better left unread" and pointed to sensational aspects of historical lives and events. Her school also taught her some accomplishments, enabling her to play the piano "a little" (echoing Mr. Rochester's comment about Jane Eyre's ability), sing "a little," and paint "wishy-washy-looking flowers on Bristol-board/rom nature, but not at all like nature; for the passion-flowers were apt to come out like blue muslin frills, and the fuchsias would 61 
have passed for prawns with short-sighted people" (27). Isabel's school did not teach her anything useful and did not show her how to do anything well. The other school is Hyde Lodge, the upper-middle-class school Diana Paget and Charlotte Halliday attend in Birds of Prey. It is also apparently satisfied with mediocrity and unconcerned with inspiring a passion for learning. Diana finds her experience as a student and, for a short time, teacher "dull work, going through the stupid abridgements of history and geography, and the scrappy bits of botany and conchology" (98). Charlotte, like Diana, was assigned only abbreviated history, giving her "a great deal more of Lingard and condensed and expurgated Gibbon than was quite agreeable." Charlotte's study of velocity was also dry; in fact, it was as monotonous as "the drip, drip, drip of water on the skull of the tortured criminal." Her study of irregular French verbs "the 'braires' and 'traires' which were so difficult to remember, and which nobody ever could want to use in polite conversation" was nearly useless. In art lessons, she drew dull subjects, including "ruined castles and dilapidated windmills, the perpetual stumpy pieces of fallen timber and jagged posts, executed with a BBB pencil; the chalky expanse of sky, with that inevitable flight of crows scudding across it." Although she enjoyed her social life at school, Charlotte was "tired of the lessons and the accomplishments" (95-96). Braddon describes female education as plodding. Braddon's novels do not engage extensively with the Langhamites' ideas regarding girls, but mid-Victorians read them aware of both the feminists' work and conservative reactions against it, an awareness that would have shaped their response to Braddon' s character portrayals. Readers may have also recognized the connection 
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between the emphasis the Langhamites placed on girls directing their own lives and Braddon' s criticism of expectations that daughters repress their own aspirations in favor of others ' .  
Braddon 's Life As I indicated in the Introduction, Mary Braddon did not have a typical girlhood. Her parents separated in 1839, when she was four years old.4 As a result, she grew up knowing what few middle-class Victorian girls did, that marriage could be far from ideal and that women could get along very well without men. Mary also grew up seeing little of her father, although her parents were fairly friendly to each other, so men did not have a large presence in her early years. Even her brother, a number of years older than she, did not live with the family, since he was usually away at boarding school. Mary did not lead the protected, isolated life so many of her peers did either; as money was short, she and her mother moved often, at times even taking in lodgers. Her early experiences led to a strong sense of independence that stayed with her all her life. Even in the unlikely event (given their wide availability) that Mary never read an advice manual, she would still have been aware of their teachings. Yet given her mother's unconventional behavior, it is unlikely she insisted Mary act according to their restrictive ideas. Without a doubt, her life as a daughter had little in common with the lives girls' advice manual 
4 The information in this section is largely from Wolff's Sensational Victorian and Carnell's The Literary Lives of Mary Eliuzbeth Braddon. 63 
authors assumed their readers led. Mary's own education was also atypical for a middle-class girl. Her mother, with whom she was always extremely close, educated her at home in her very early years. Then in 1845-46, at the age of ten, Mary attended Dartmouth Lodge, a boarding school for girls located just off the Old Brampton Road in London. She did not attend this school for more than a year, however, because her mother could not afford it. It is probable that, unlike many of her peers, she did not attend any school in her late teens. She undoubtedly learned more from her mother than she would have at school, at least at the schools she describes in her novels. In 1852, at the age of seventeen or eighteen, Mary began acting in a traveling theatre company largely in order to earn a living for herself and her mother. 5 Although there are many father-daughter relationships in the novels I am analyzing, there are few between mother and daughter, and none Braddon develops extensively. That her relationship with her father was estranged and her relationship with her mother intimate almost certainly explains why she portrays parents as she does. She had a personal need to explore father-daughter relationships, since hers was so unsatisfactory. But her relationship with her mother did not require exploration, so she did not engage the issue to any extent in her writing. 
5 See Introduction for more details on Braddon's acting career. 
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Braddon 's Novels This section analyzes Braddon' s depiction of daughters, the ways in which her portrayal of them responds to the advice manuals' teachings and the feminists' ideas, and the implied advice Braddon herself provides in her works. I do not methodically examine each of the daughters in the five Braddon novels. Rather, I analyze only the young women who best fit my definition of daughter: a young woman who has not yet married, who lives with at least one parent or parent substitute, and whose parental figure is present in the novel. Before turning to individual treatments of the four daughters who most deserve analysis, I want to show how Braddon uses two young women, Florence Crawford and Cecil Chudleigh (both from The La.dy's Mile), to contrast traditional and more modem ideas regarding daughters' proper behavior.6 Twice, we see daughters behaving toward their parents/parent substitutes in a way the daughters believe is appropriate, but their elders find offensive because it is not restrained. In one such instance, Florence tells her father she plans to marry Thomas Lobyer unless he objects. To his daughter's announcement, William Crawford responds, "If I have no objection ! [ . . .  ] What influence have the fathers of the present day over their children that their opinion should be asked or their 6 Florence's relationship with her father is worth mentioning because we see quite a bit of it, but does not lend itself to extensive discussion since she lived most of her childhood not with him but with her deceased mother's extended family, resulting in an undeveloped relationship between father and daughter. Cecil' s relationship with her parent substitute (her aunt) also merits comment in part because Mrs. MacClaverhouse thinks of herself as a kind of mother to Cecil, and in part because we see so much of it. It does not merit a full discussion, however, because it is unlike most parent-daughter relationships. The aunt, for example, invites Cecil to live with and work for her in exchange for room and board. 65 
wishes consulted? Don't look at me so imploringly. I am not angry with you, my dear. I am only an old-fashioned fellow, and there are many things I see nowadays that mystify me." ( 1.264) His reference to "fathers of the present day" and his phrase "things I see nowadays" indicate that he attributes the conflict between his opinion and his daughter's to their generational difference. The situation with Florence is a bit complex because her decision to marry Lobyer is a poor one. The second incident takes place between Lady Cecil Chudleigh and her aunt, Mrs. MacClaverhouse. When her aunt verbally attacks her, Cecil defends herself. In response, Mrs. MacClaverhouse exclaims: "Well, I'm sure ! The young women of the present day fly in a passion if you venture to say an unpleasant word to them. The world is moving on at a nice pace, upon my word. I wonder what the children of the rising generation will be like, and how they'll treat their mothers and aunts. I suppose they'll take the story of the Grecian daughter7 out of those children's story-books, and supply its place with 'The Obedient Father,' or 'The Dutiful Grandmother,' or 'Parental Submission,' or something of that kind." (1 .255) Like William Crawford, Mrs. MacClaverhouse points out a difference between "the young women of the present day" and those of an earlier generation. Whereas girls had 
7 Probably a reference to Antigone. Representative of the many allusions in Braddon' s  novels. 
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been taught to submit to their elders, Mrs. MacClaverhouse speculates, children will soon be reading stories in which parents and grandparents submit to them. Through these incidents, Braddon does criticize ideas in the advice manuals. For instance, although Florence's assertiveness is a bit brash, Braddon does not have William assert that his traditional ideas are better than his daughter's, just that her ways "mystify" him. Florence later marries Lobyer, even against her father's advice. I return to their relationship in the upcoming chapters. Braddon treats Cecil's assertiveness positively by belittling Mrs. MacClaverhouse at almost every opportunity. The result of Cecil's self­defense is also indicative of Braddon's opinion: Mrs. MacClaverhouse becomes less aggressive, making Cecil's life with her aunt a bit more pleasant. The advice manuals assert that girls who do not submit humbly to their elders' will "appear like monsters" (35), Braddon, in contrast, defends them. That one of these events involves Florence and the other Cecil is significant. Though close friends, the two girls are near opposites: Florence appears to be - and often is - a willful young woman who craves attention, but Cecil is generally obedient and prefers the background. While Florence's ideas are often unlike her father's, the discordance between Cecil and her aunt is unusual since the niece rarely vocalizes her unhappiness. The expression of her displeasure on this occasion and the parallels between Florence and Cecil's experiences are indicative of the broader conflict between the ideas in the advice manuals (which are the expectations of the older generation) and Braddon's opinion of those ideas (which the girls' actions represent). When we turn to a detailed discussion of daughters, we see that Braddon' s 
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criticism is usually more subtle, however, than it is in these instances. We begin with Helen de Bergerac, the daughter who most closely follows the manuals' instructions and end with Diana Paget, who most departs from them (although even Diana tries to follow them as closely as she can). Helen and her father, Theodore de Bergerac, are very fond of each other. Mme. de Bergerac died when Helen was seven years old and, as the daughter grows up, she effectively takes her mother's place in the household. Her father is fully cognizant of Helen's importance in his life, telling a friend that without her he would be "only a bookish abstraction," but that with her he is "a happy man" (2.40-41). As Eustace Thorburn, Theodore's secretary, watches them together, he longs for a similar relationship: "Here was that ideal father of whom he had dreamed so often; here was that pure and perfect love which he had fancied" ( 1.165). Helen is just as fond of her father as he is of her. She is "in love with him"; she watches him with "tender, reverential eyes," and listens to him "as to the voice of an oracle." Once, at dinner, she lifts his hand "gently to her lips" - and she does all this without a "taint of affectation" (1.163). The "desire of Helen de Bergerac's heart and mind" (1.222) is maintaining a pleasant home for her father, sustaining his scholarly ambition, and watching his health. The decor of the de Bergerac home, which has a "sweet rustic charm" and a "harmonious beauty," is symbolic of Helen herself. There were no false forms, no discordant tones lurking here and there to mar the harmony of the general effect. No pert young Cupid in Parian [ . . .  ] uplifted his insolent pug nose before the outraged beholder[ . . .  ] no impossible roses and lilies in Berlin-wool and bead-work offered 
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themselves as a flowery couch for the visitor's repose. A subdued harmony of form and colour pervaded every object. The valuable books scattered lavishly in every direction made no parade of their costliness. The rare old china needed examination before its beauty revealed itself. Everything was fresh and pure and delicate. (1.156-57) The peaceful home Helen created is in perfect taste. The beauty feels natural ("no false forms, no discordant tones"), not ostentatious (the decorations make "no parade of their costliness"). Like Helen, everything in the de Bergerac home is "fresh and pure and delicate." Although clearly intelligent and curious about the world around her, Helen is happiest at home with her papa. Her "home-life was inexpressibly dear to her, and an evening's absence from the beloved father's side seemed like a break in her existence." Once, on her return from an afternoon at a neighbor's house, she says, '"I meet no one who can talk like you, papa. [ . . .  ] Why should I take the trouble to put on this white dress, and crush all the little flounces that poor Nanon insists upon ironing with her own hands, in order to hear people say stupid things, when I am always so much happier with you in this dear old room?"' (2.174). She even refuses to go to Italy and Switzerland without her father, since she would " 'care nothing for the most beautiful land unless papa was [her] fellow-traveller"' (3.196) and since she would not be "so selfish as to take him away from" his book (2.39). The reader does not doubt that Helen is happiest when catering to her father's needs. She appears to be the incarnation of the advice manuals' model. Their relationship is not entirely traditional, however, since Theodore is also 
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dependent on his daughter. As we learn when Helen faints upon hearing that Eustace is lost and probably dead, however, she is not as closely aligned with the advice manuals as she appears to be. Try as she does, she cannot hide the feelings she has for her father's secretary; they will come out - if not through words, then by literally losing control of her body. Helen knows Victorian propriety mandates silence regarding feelings for any man until he declares his for her. Indeed, some of the advice manuals tell young women not to even feel - or think about feeling - anything for a man until he has spoken of his undying love. But, even for ideal Helen, repressing feelings to this extent is physically impossible, as Braddon indicates first when Helen faints and again when she unintentionally blurts out that she loves Eustace. That she cannot act in accordance with strict guidelines is especially clear when even her gentle father rebukes her. Through her portrayal of Helen, Braddon demonstrates the impracticality of the manuals' advice. Overall, Helen is less compelling and less fully developed than some of Braddon' s other daughters. It is interesting that Braddon repeatedly refers to Helen as -and has other characters think of her as - a fairy tale princess, conveying the idea that girls like her are merely storybook characters. Braddon rewards Helen for her "filial piety," however. When Eustace, who returns her love, is eventually found, frail but alive. In fact, Helen herself finds him after others search unsuccessfully. Her ability to locate him when others could not indicates a strong connection between the two. When he turns out to be the bastard son of wealthy Harold Jemingham (much to Harold's surprise), it appears Helen will also be rewarded with the good fortune of marrying a wealthy man. 
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Eustace, however, refuses the money his father wants to give him, as he believes accepting it would be morally wrong, indicating the purity of his character. But Harold gives the money to Helen, his best friend's daughter, as a wedding present. Lucy Alford (Dead-Sea Fruit) also approaches the advice manuals' ideal daughter. Like Helen, Lucy dotes on her father. The girls' fathers are very different, however: while Theodore de Bergerac loves and guides Helen with great care, Tristram Alford is a negligent guardian and an irresponsible drunk. Laurence Desmond, one of Tristram's former pupils, helps readers understand what he is like. Soon after becoming reacquainted with the Alfords, Laurence realizes that his tutor has become a drunk and begins to feel great sympathy for Lucy: " 'What a man to hold the fate of a daughter in his hand! What a helpless guardian for innocent girlhood! "' (2.75). His opinion is confirmed when he receives a letter from Tristram, saying that he has been thrown in jail for debt and does not have the courage to tell his daughter where he is, asking Laurence to convey the message for him. Laurence is indignant: Alone, and her father in prison ! Poor, ill-used girl ! [ . . .  ] What a father ! [ . . .  ] He leaves his daughter, in ignorance of his fate, to suffer the tortures of suspense all day, and at night writes to me, a single man of something less than five-and-thirty years of age, to befriend and protect the poor, helpless girl [ . . .  ]. How does he know that he can trust me? [ . . .  ] And this poor little girl must go through life with no better guardian. Lucy is "quite alone," Braddon agrees, "alone in a shabby lodging; perhaps with vulgar, sordid people, who would use her harshly because of those unpaid bills alluded to so 
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lightly by the captive of Whitecross Street" (2.91-92). Tristram also allows Lucy to grow up "very much as she pleased, taking no pains to educate her" (3.62). Being a tutor, he could have educated her easily; evidently, he did not believe that doing so was important, admitting that she "reared herself, as it were, with[ . . .  ] little help from me" (l.268-69). Braddon implies that raising children is a responsibility parents must take seriously when she dismisses Tristram as "the kind of father who ruins himself and his children with the most affectionate intentions, and would perish rather than speak an unkind word to the child whose prospects he is destroying" (2.93). Although Tristram has "affectionate intentions," he has treated his care of Lucy lightly, much to her detriment. Lucy could have used some strong guidance when deciding whether to become an actress. But, as Tristram explains to Laurence in self-defense, "it would have seemed ill in me to frustrate her hopes by my cold reasoning or timid doubts" (1.268). Braddon presents Tristram' s support of Lucy's acting, as well as his belief that she is a fine actress, as poor judgment. He should not have allowed her to become involved with acting because of the questionable respectability of the profession; given her limited acting ability, he certainly should not have encouraged her ambition. Braddon emphasizes Tristram's irresponsibility by having Laurence take the more responsible approach, telling Lucy that being an actress is unwise. He gently says, "when you have failed [as an actress] [ . . .  ] and have entered upon some other career, malicious people will reproach you with your dramatic associations, and discredit the truth and purity of your nature [ . . .  ]. [l]t can be a very hard and bitter world" (2.111). Laurence's 
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comments about acting are intriguing, given that they were written by Braddon, whose own acting career lasted almost a decade and who became an actress to support her mother, just as Lucy does to support her father. "Malicious people" did later "reproach" Braddon with her "dramatic associations" and "discredit[ed] the truth and purity of' her nature.8 Whatever her own feelings about Laurence's advice, Braddon presents his words to Lucy and his encouragement that she leave the acting profession as prudent and her father's silence on the subject as negligent. At one point, Lucy innocently reveals another weakness in her father's character. When tending Emily's sickbed, she casually mentions that her father had often been '"delirious [ . . .  ] and used to want to throw himself out of the window, or to kill himself with his razors. And then he would grow angry, and say that flies were tormenting him, and try to catch them, - when there were no flies, you know. It was very dreadful'" (3 . 134-35). Braddon leaves no question in the reader's mind regarding Tristram: "he had not been a good father" (3.63). Even though Tristram has been a poor parent, Lucy is just as submissive to and respectful of him as Helen is of her father. Upon learning that he is in jail, for example, Lucy expresses nothing but sympathy for him: "Poor, dear papa! Thank heaven he is well ! [ . . .  ] The only trouble is the prison? [ . . .  ] Then I can bear it very patiently. [ . . .  ] Poor, 
8 See Introduction for more information about her acting career. Braddon did not regret her past on the 
stage. She was, in fact, involved with theater throughout most of her life. See Carnell for more 
information on her continued involvement with the theatre. 
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dear papa ! It is a very uncomfortable place, is it not? [ . . .  ] I may go and see him, may I not?" "Yes. [ . . .  ] But it is not a nice place for you to visit ." "I do not mind that in the least, if I may only see him. Can I go very early to-morrow? Papa will want linen, and razors, and things." (2.94-95) In thinking only of her father and his needs, rather than being angry that he had not sent a message earlier or that he repeatedly spends more money than he has, Lucy exemplifies the manuals' ideal. Lucy's submissiveness both highlights her father's selfishness and inflames Laurence's feelings for her. Her behavior with her father affects Laurence just the way the manuals tell readers a dutiful attitude toward parents affects men: the "tenderness and sweetness" of Lucy's interaction with her father in the prison "touched him to the heart." Never before, Braddon writes, had he seen "such patience, such unselfish affection; never had he imagined so perfect a type of womanhood" (2.106). Lucy is also self-forgetting when she moves from the squalor in which she and her father lived to the home of wealthy Emily Jemingham, Laurence's friend. Lucy settles bills with the money Laurence gives her and, keeping only a sovereign for herself, sends the remainder to her father in prison, gently asking him to use the money carefully. She apologetically tells him she is going to stay with Emily in her grand home: '"You must not imagine that I am enjoying myself while you are unhappy, poor dear papa. [ . . .  ]The train will bring me to town in an hour whenever you wish to see me, and you have only to write one line to me[ . . .  ] telling me your wish, in order to be immediately 
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obeyed"' (2.160-61). Her self-abnegation is precisely what the advice manuals teach. But it is unrealistic, as is most of her behavior with her father. Through her portrayal of Lucy, Braddon points out that traditional advice regarding behavior, as articulated by the advice manuals, dodges the very real existence of unpleasant circumstances. Someone else in Lucy's position would more likely be angry, even exasperated, with her father than submissive and sympathetic to him. A sense of betrayal would also be appropriate, since Lucy's father did not provide the protection she needed. Lucy may have never read an advice manual - but that is beside Braddon' s point, which is that the advice manuals were not helpful to (and perhaps even harmed) people who lived real lives, as opposed to the ideal lives advice manual authors assumed their readers lived. Upon her father's death, which occurs soon after he leaves prison, Lucy writes Laurence a letter in which she reveals the extent of the respect and affection she felt for her father: "He was always good and kind. [ . . .  ] I  cannot recall one cross word from his dear lips. He did not go to church so regularly as religious people think right; but he was very good. He read the Bible sometimes, and cried over it; and wherever we lodged, the little children loved him. [ . . .  ] May God teach me to be as good and gentle as he was" (3.40-41). But he was not always "good and kind" and his "gentleness" is better described as passivity;. a better father would have said some "cross words" to Lucy to encourage her to lead a more reputable life. The advice manual authors would approve of Lucy's description of her father, but, as Braddon indicates, it is not an honest nor a successful one. 
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Braddon punishes Lucy for failing to adjust her behavior toward her father to be in line with his behavior toward her. In short, because he is not an ideal father, she should not have tried to be an ideal daughter. The punishment comes in the form of Emily's self-inflicted death. Emily, who loves Laurence, realizes he and Lucy are in love, and knows he will never act on his feelings for Lucy while she is alive, sacrifices herself for their sakes. Her sacrifice allows Lucy and Laurence to marry, but only at the price of Emily's death. Charlotte Halliday (Birds of Prey and Charlotte's Inheritance) does a better job allowing her mother and stepfather's treatment of her to color her attitude toward them. While she tends to follow the advice manuals' teachings closely, she does depart from them when she is told to. The negative connotations of stepparents in literature that go back as least as far as "Cinderella" allow Braddon some room to explore behavior more assertive than that the manuals describe. Braddon is also given some leeway by the stepfather himself; whereas Tristram Alford is negligent, Philip Sheldon is simply evil. As a child, Charlotte had a good and caring father, Tom Halliday, with whom she was very close. The two had often talked of the future, when she would be old enough to wear a habit and ride a pony and to "go about with her father to market-towns and com­exchanges" (Birds of Prey 93). But Tom dies when she is nine years old - actually, Philip Sheldon murders him. To make matters worse, Charlotte's mother Georgina is a vacuous non-entity. A "poor weak little woman," Georgina found sachets, boxes, and trinkets "more real" than her daughter "because more easy to realise." Braddon writes that Georgina loved Charlotte "after her own feeble fashion," but that "the power to 
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understand her or to sympathise with her had not been given to that narrow mind." The only way she showed her daughter affection was through "unquestioning indulgence and the bestowal of frivolous gifts, chosen with no special regard to Charlotte's requirements" (298). Charlotte receives so little emotional support from her parents that, at her stepfather's expressed request, she must live not at their London home but at her school in Brompton for the eleven years following his marriage to her mother. According to Gorham, staying at school this long was highly unusual: "Only if a girl were orphaned, or if there were other circumstances that made it difficult for her to live at home, did a girl attend boarding school from childhood through adolescence. Usually if a girl were sent to school, it would be for a period of one or two years, when she was in her early teens" (22). At one point in particular, Charlotte acts according to her own volition more than Helen de Bergerac or Lucy Alford ever does. When her mother tells her that Philip would never allow her to marry Valentine Hawkehurst, implying that Valentine is not rich enough to be an acceptable husband, Charlotte replies that she is "not bound" to consult her stepfather's wishes and wants only to please her mother. What a contrast Charlotte's boldness is with Helen, who tries so hard to follow the advice manuals' teachings that she ends up fainting, and with Lucy, who tells her father he has only to tell her his wish in order to be "immediately obeyed." The reader is taken aback with Charlotte's declaration, perhaps even pleasantly surprised. When Georgina persists, commenting that she herself "cannot possibly" consent to anything of which her husband disapproves, Charlotte pleads: 
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0, mamma, dear kind mamma, do have an opinion of your own for once in a way! I daresay Mr. Sheldon is the best possible judge of everything connected with the Stock Exchange or the money-market; but don't let him choose a husband for me. Let me have your approval, mamma, and I care for no one else. I don't want to marry against your will. But I am sure you like Mr. Hawkehurst. (299) Charlotte is not entirely submissive to her mother, but she is determined to do her duty: "I do not think I could bring myself to disobey you, dear mother, [ . . .  ] and if you tell me, of your own free will, and acting on your conviction, that I am not to marry him, I must bow my head to your decision, however hard it may seem" (300-01). She is willing to obey her mother's wishes, provided they are her wishes, and not her stepfather's. Braddon, who ridicules Georgina and paints Philip with dark, black lines, is not critical of Charlotte's limited willingness to obey her parents. Charlotte's reactions to Philip are complex. Her instincts tell her not to trust him. When her friend Diana tells her she is lucky to have a respectable man for a father - for Philip does appear very respectable - , Charlotte responds, " 'he is not my own father, you know[ . . .  ] and I should be a great deal happier if mamma and I were alone in the world. [ . . .  ] Of course Mr. Sheldon is very respectable, and I daresay it's very wicked of me; but 0, Diana, I think I should like him better if he were not quite so respectable"' (98). She also tells Diana that although Philip is "so kind to me in reality," she "always fanc[ies] him cruel to me in my dreams"' (94). She should have paid more attention to her instincts. 
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Since Charlotte is a kind and generous young woman willing to give Philip every benefit of the doubt, she does not protect herself from him as she needs to. At one point, when he is being his usual immoral self but Charlotte wants to believe he is being generous and thoughtful, she runs up to him saying, "'O, please let me kiss you, just as if you were my own dear father come back to life to protect and guide me. I have thought you cold and worldly. I have done you so much wrong"' (323-24). She wraps her arms around his neck and "lift[s] up her pretty rosy mouth to his hot dry lips," her heart "overflowing with generous emotion," but Philip thrust her from him roughly, almost violently, and looking up at his face she saw it darkened by a blacker shadow than she had ever seen upon it before. Anger, terror, pain, remorse, she knew not what, but an expression so horrible that she shrunk from him with a sense of alarm, and went back to her chair, bewildered and trembling . . . .  "For God's sake, let us have no sentiment ! [ . . .  ] I am anxious to do my duty in a straightforward, business-like way." (324) Philip's cold reaction to Charlotte's warmth proves her instincts about him are accurate. But she unwisely accepts his explanation and excuses his behavior. Soon after this event, Philip asks Charlotte to drink a certain port every morning, telling her that doing so is good for her health. This wine is, of course, poisoned; Philip is trying to kill her for the unclaimed inheritance he believes she will receive. Although Charlotte does not like following this request, she "'take[s] out [her] special decanter, and [her] special glass, in the most punctiliously precise manner"' every day, just as Philip 
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asks (Charlotte 's Inheritance 161). Braddon indicates that her character' s obedience to a 
man who behaves so oddly is a mistake; her sense of duty works against her as the poison 
begins to destroy her health. Eventually, Charlotte's  friends Diana Paget and Valentine 
Hawkehurst realize that Philip is trying to kill her and run him out of the house. Through 
her portrayal of Charlotte, Braddon advocates a thoughtful submission to parents' wishes. 
By bringing her close to death, she punishes Charlotte for obeying Philip's odd request 
even after he has proven to be a violent man. But she rewards her for hesitating to 
consider Philip's  opinion on the matter of her marriage. Unlike Lucy, Charlotte takes her 
parents' treatment of her into consideration when deciding how much allegiance she 
owes them. And Braddon rewards her for doing so by having Charlotte fully recover, 
bringing Valentine into her world. Philip, however, receives his just reward when he 
freezes to death at the end of the novel. 
Diana Paget (Birds of Prey and Charlotte 's Inheritance) is more honest with 
herself about her corrupt father, Horatio Paget, than Charlotte is about Philip, but perhaps 
even more inclined to please him. Diana' s mother dies when she is four years old. Her 
father, a "bird of prey" who devises an unending number of schemes to trick people out 
of their money, neglects his daughter shamelessly. So Diana is raised by various 
strangers who answer his newspaper advertisements. From the "earliest awakening of 
[her] intellect," Braddon writes, Diana had been "familiar with falsehood and chicanery, 
with debt and dishonor." From "the age of six or seven," she felt 
all the shame of a creature who is always eating food that will not be paid 
for, and lying on a bed out of which she may be turned at any moment 
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with shrill reproaches and upbraidings; [she heard] her father abused and vilified by vulgar sops over a tea-table, and [was] reminded every day and every hour that she [was] an unprofitable encumbrance, a consumer of the bread of other people's children, an intruder in the household of poverty, a child whose heritage is shame and dishonour. (100) In "sad and bitter truth," Braddon writes, Horatio "did not care for" Diana (72), and thought of her as "a nuisance and an encumbrance" (100). When others will no longer take her in, Horatio determines to bring Diana with him on his travels. From the age of fifteen, then, she "inhabited the nest of the vultures, and every day had brought its new lesson of trickery and falsehood" (72). For three years, she lives with Horatio and his companion in crime, Valentine Hawkehurst. When her father is caught cheating at cards, Valentine tells her to "disappear from this place before you become notorious as your father's daughter" (81 ), so she returns to London to fend for herself and becomes a teacher. Diana says that, because of her upbringing, she has a hard heart, is a "dark, ugly, evil-minded-looking creature" (102), and is not a "loveable kind of person" (231). Others see her differently. Braddon describes Diana as a beautiful woman, and Charlotte finds her so loveable that she invites her to live with her family as her sister. Despite the absence of good role models, Diana grows up to be a good woman. She is rightly embarrassed of her father's ways and longs to be "beloved and admired, trusted and respected" (73 ). There is a touch of dreaminess about the way Diana interacts with her father; 
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despite his neglect, she is determined to be good to him. At the beginning of Charlotte's Inheritance (sequel to Birds of Prey), Diana agrees to her father's request to visit him 
often since she believes she owes him "a kind of duty" (68). Even "at this eleventh hour" 
of their relationship, she is "in nowise disposed to repel any affectionate feeling" from 
her father, thinking "'He [Christ] tells us the eleventh hour is not too late. [ . . .  ] If it is 
not too late in the sight of that Divine Judge, shall it be thought too late by an erring 
creature like me?"' (86). This sentiment comes as quite a surprise to the reader, who has 
grown accustomed to Diana's strong criticism of her father. 
When she agrees to visit Horatio whenever he wishes, he, true to himself, sheds 
the "solitary tear which [he] could produce at will" (69). He schemes even with his 
daughter, wanting her to visit often so she will repeatedly encounter the eligible bachelor 
Gustave Lenoble, whom Paget believes will inherit a large fortune (the same fortune 
Philip thinks Charlotte will inherit). Even though Diana could not forget she had 
"suffered much cruelty and neglect" at her father's hands (164), she forgives and pities 
him "with all her heart." She wants to be a beneficial influence on him and was "pleased 
to think that a remorseful reprobate might be dependent on her toil, and owe his 
reformation to her influence." She was, Braddon writes, "indeed a new Antigone - ready 
to lead him in his moral blindness to an altar of atonement more pure than the 
ensanguined shrine of the Athenian Eumenides" (95). Diana's role as a "new Antigone" 
is in line with the advice manuals' teachings, but unrealistic, given her history with him. 
Diana's determination to see her father in the best possible light highlights the 
unrealistic nature of the advice manuals' expectations. Her kindness to one who owed 
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her so much and treated her so badly is difficult to believe. Since Braddon needed to maintain her popularity and make an income, however, she literally could not afford to show Diana being unkind to her father. Braddon does help readers arrive at a negative opinion of the traditional ideas in the advice manuals by showing Horatio pretend to be interested in reformation. His real interest is not eternal life, but great wealth. Horatio reads his Bible more and appears to recognize the error of his way before he dies, but we have little reason to believe the change in his character is real. This is especially true given his threat to commit suicide unless Diana accepts Gustave's proposal. After Diana agrees to marry Gustave, Horatio asks forgiveness for his arm­twisting method of threatening suicide and Diana submissively grants it, saying "yes, papa. I dare say you are wiser than I'' (115). The reader knows that Horatio is not wiser than Diana and, what is more, knows that Diana knows it. Her infuriating concession to him on this point is right in line with the advice manuals' instructions to be submissive. I can only imagine Braddon meant her concession to be maddening, hoping to energize readers to think critically about the advice in the ubiquitous manuals, rather than simply accept it as wise. Diana marries Gustave and he inherits the fortune Horatio thought he would, but Horatio dies before the inheritance comes through, meaning that he is unable to enjoy the fruits of his last scheme - a fitting punishment for an immoral man. An indication of the fine line Braddon had to tread in order to make what critical statements she could and remain on Mudie's shelves is that Gustave, by all accounts a highly desirable man, tells Diana he loves her in part because he has repeatedly seen her " 'the patient consoler of an invalid and somewhat difficult father - ah, my sweet love, who is 
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there so hard amongst mankind that he should escape from loving you, seeing all that?"' (105). Diana's reward for following the manuals' guidance, guidance we are meant to see as extreme and limited, is the love of a good man. Although Diana is more willing to see her father for the man he is than the other daughters of weak fathers are, she still submits to his requests. 
Conclusion In this chapter, I have analyzed Braddon's portrayal of daughters and their relationships with their parents, especially their fathers, next to the advice manuals' conventional instructions and the Langhamites' progressive ideas. Although Braddon engaged the content of the advice manuals more than she did the Langhamites' ideas, she, like the feminists, stressed daughters' inherent value. Braddon was critical of the advice manuals, repeatedly depicting their ideas as unrealistic, but because Mudie's Circulating Library and other moral guardians had narrow ideas about proper behavior for a middle­class girl in mid-Victorian Britain, she was forced to explore departures from the advice manuals' models cautiously if she wanted her novels to sell - and she did want them to sell. Braddon indicates her opinion of daughters' interactions with their parents by rewarding and/or punishing them. Analysis of which behaviors are rewarded/punished indicates that Braddon advocates a thoughtful submission, not blind obedience, to parents' wishes. Parents, Braddon indicates, should treat their daughters with respect and raise them responsibly. When they do not meet this obligation, daughters should not be 
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expected to behave as the advice manuals' instruct. Next to Braddon' s nuanced portrayal of daughters, their presentation seems simplistic. Braddon' s daughters naturally push less on the boundaries of what was socially acceptable than do her young unmarried women, wives, and independent women. Because they were dependent on parents and thus had little choice but to follow their will, there were limited ways in which they could assert themselves. As we will see in the next chapter, young unmarried women could push boundaries further because meeting parents' expectations was less essential for them than it was for daughters, meaning they had more options. 
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CHAPTER THREE: YOUNG UNMARRIED WOMAN This chapter analyzes Mary Elizabeth Braddon' s women of marriageable age and their interactions with potential husbands, a vitally important topic in the 1860s. Just as this chapter is a transition between the Daughter and Wife Chapters, the young unmarried woman is in transition between daughter and wife. In Braddon' s works, she is less traditional than daughter, but not as freethinking or self-defining as wife or independent woman. The wide range of young unmarried women in The Doctor's Wife (1864), The Lady's Mile (1866), Birds of Prey (1867), Charlotte 's Inheritance (1868), and Dead-Sea Fruit (1868) falls loosely into three groups. 1 Lucy Alford (Dead-Sea Fruit), Helen de Bergerac (Dead-Sea Fruit), Charlotte Halliday (Birds of Prey and Charlotte's Inheritance), and Isabel Sleaford (The Doctor's Wife) are highly sentimental characters who have unrealistic ideas about marriage. Lucy, Helen, and Charlotte are connected with highly sentimental men, but Isabel is paired with pragmatic George Gilbert. In contrast with this first group, neither Diana Paget (Birds of Prey and Charlotte's Inheritance) nor Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor's Wife) is sentimental about manjage. Through her portrayal of Diana and Gwendoline, Braddon demonstrates some hard truths about the life of a young unmarried woman in mid-Victorian Britain. Florence Crawford (The Lady's Mile) and Cecil Chudleigh (The Lady's Mile) are the most 
1 I do not examine Georgina Champemowne (The Lady's Mile), Emily Jerningham (Dead-Sea Fruit), or 
Celia Mayfield (Dead-Sea Fruit) as young unmarried women, since Braddon provides only minimal 
information about them in this role. 86 
complex of the young unmarried women in these novels; I analyze Braddon's portrayal of them and their approach to marriage in the most detail. Many of the characters who appear in this chapter were covered in the chapter on daughters; here, however, I analyze their behavior not with their parents, but with potential spouses. Although their behavior as young unmarried women is much like that as daughters, there is some movement toward increased self-definition. No time has passed since we saw some of the characters as daughters; others we pick up later in their lives. Interaction between young women and eligible young men was an important issue for Braddon to explore since women were expected to marry, have children, and devote energies to the family. As the author of an 1859 Saturday Review article stated, "Married life is a woman's profession, and to this life her training[ . . .  ] is modelled"; if she does not marry, she has "failed in her business" (qtd. in Markwick 18). Young women generally knew marriage was rarely the happily-ever-after described in fairy tales, but they also knew being an old maid was "a fate to be avoided like the plague" (Perkin 3). As Mary Lyndon Shanley writes, ''The plight of a woman who did not marry, who in the parlance of the age was 'left on the shelf,' could be economically as well as socially disastrous. [ . . .  ] For most middle-class[ . . .  ] women, marriage was an economic necessity. Legal rules, social practices, and economic structures all worked together to induce a woman to marry" (9-10). Since marriage was so important, much of young women's time was spent evaluating potential husbands and preparing to be model wives. They were "trained," the Saturday Review author notes, for a continued life of dependence, passing from the protection of father to that of husband. 
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Marriage generally gave a woman a home of her own, children, a husband who was legally required to take care of her, and a position in the community. If she was fortunate, her husband was also an affectionate companion. But, as Laurence O'Boyneville in The La,dy's Mile points out, "Circumstance is the tyrant of women. A man may marry the woman he wishes to marry; a woman can only marry the man who wishes to marry her" (1.191). Women therefore faced intense pressure to accept any marriage proposal, no matter how unappealing. 
Advice Manuals By providing young unmarried women extensive guidance on the subject, manual authors acknowledged this emphasis on marriage.2 The manuals' restrictive behavioral guidelines were so much a part of the mid-Victorian culture that, to an extent, Braddon wrote in response to them, and readers' reactions to her novels were influenced by them. Familiarity with their guidance leads to a better understanding of Braddon' s position on young unmarried women and to mid-Victorians' reactions to her novels. Her portrayals of her own characters demonstrates that she found them unrealistic and too restrictive. The manual authors consistently emphasize the serious nature of marriage, exhort young women to have reasonable expectations of married life, and specify characteristics of 
2 In addition to the manual titles I named in the Introduction, I refer to Sydney Cox's Friendly Counsel for 
Girls; or, Words in Season ( 1868), the Rev. Frederick Arnold's Turning-Points in Life ( 1 882), The Girls ' 
Manual ( 1850), J. W. Kirton's Happy Homes and How to Make Them; or Counsels on Love, Courtship and 
Marriage ( 1870), Sarah Ellis's The Women of England, their Social Duties, and Domestic Habits ( 1838) and Wives of England ( 1843), and The English Matron: A Practical Manual for Young Wives ( 186 1). 
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desirable husbands, but address slightly different audiences. The English Matron, for example, is written for readers that are more affluent. All of them assumed young unmarried women would marry. The manual authors took their role seriously. In Friendly Counsel for Girls, for example, Sydney Cox begins the "Love" chapter with "fair warning" that it will not be a "sentimental" one, telling readers they "will find it written in a very matter-of-fact spirit, and common sense, I hope, pervading its pages far more than romance" (113). She matter-of-factly asserts that "a love affair must be either sober earnest or contemptible nonsense; it must be a thing with which you have no business at all, or it must be the most serious business of your life" (115). In Turning-Points in Life, the Rev. Frederick Arnold also asserts that marriage is not to be treated lightly: "It is lamentable to see how many boys and girls become engaged and marry without any serious thought; how silly people will only treat the subject with smiles and giggles, and how fathers and mothers avoid giving counsel and advice to their children on such matters" (169). As I will show, Braddon also encouraged readers to give marriage the consideration it deserves, largely through her criticism of Isabel Sleaford and Florence Crawford, who do not. This advice was necessary in part because so many girls were kept ignorant about marriage. As Joan Perkin writes, when the "romantic" young woman pictured marriage, she had a "hazy idea of loving and being loved, in a warm glow of cuddles and kisses." Even the "more practical" young woman idealized marriage, thinking of "escape from the control of parents, having a husband to maintain her, a home of her own, children [ . . . ] and freedom to make her own friends" (52). Annie Besant writes this of her experience: 
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My ignorance of all that marriage meant was as profound as though I had been a child of four, and my knowledge of the world was absolutely nil. [ . . .  ] Looking back now on all, I deliberately say that no more fatal blunder can be made than to train a girl to womanhood in ignorance of all life's duties and burdens, and then to let her face them for the first time away from all the old associations, the old helps, the old refuge on the mother's breast. That 'perfect innocence' may be very beautiful but it is a perilous possession. (114) As my next chapter will show, the "duties and burdens" on wives were extensive. Manual authors gave extensive guidance designed to help a young woman carefully evaluate a potential husband's character. In Happy Homes and How to Make Them, J. W. Kirton encouraged her to see that he is respectable, careful, provident, industrious, of good moral character, and honest. He should also have a good temper, good health, and be religious (44-51). Arnold asserts that health, constitution, family history, and connections are "deeply important" (181). The Girls' Manual is more concerned about a man's character, advising readers especially to differentiate between "good nature" and "good humour." "Good nature" is true benevolence[ . . .  ] which promotes the satisfaction of every individual within the reach of its ability, which relieves the distressed, comforts the afflicted, diffuses blessings, and communicates happiness as far as its sphere of action can extend; and which, in the private scenes of life, will shine conspicuous in the dutiful son, in the affectionate husband, the 
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indulgent father, the faithful friend, and in the compassionate master both 
to man and beast. (78-79) 
"Good humour," in contrast, is 
nothing more than a cheerful, pleasing deportment, arising either from 
natural gaiety of mind, or from an affectation of popularity, joined to an 
affability of behaviour - the result of good breeding, and a ready 
compliance with the taste of every company. [ . . .  ] A man, by this 
specious appearance, has often acquired that appellation, who, in all the 
actions of his private life, has been a morose, cruel, revengeful, sullen, 
haughty tyrant. (79) 
Readers should not take "the shadow for the substance," warns the author, since this is an 
"irretrievable mistake, pregnant with innumerable consequent evils !" (80). 
To determine if a man is of "good nature" or just "good humour," a young woman 
should "lay no stress on outward appearances, which are too often fallacious," instead 
watching him in "the less conspicuous scenes of life" (80). If he is "equally respected, 
esteemed, and beloved by his tenants, by his dependants and domestics," the author 
assures her reader, "you may justly conclude, he has that true good-nature, that real 
benevolence" (80-81). Braddon explores this very concept in The Lady's Mile through 
Cecil Chudleigh, Hector Gordon (a handsome, polished man, but of only "good 
humour"), and Laurence O'Boyneville (less attractive and unfamiliar with many of 
society' s unwritten rules, but a man of "good nature"). 
Cox also tells readers that the best husband is eight or ten years older than his 
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bride, "certainly not less than five [or] more than fifteen" (119). She should not marry a man too near her own age because she "will never respect or look up to him as a wife should to her husband, and, moreover, after a few years, you will appear much older than he does; indeed; when both are forty, you may find yourself mistaken for his mother instead of his wife." And she should not marry a man old enough to be her father because a time will come when "instead of being what poets call 'an old man's darling,' you will find yourself tied to a querulous old invalid, who has but little sympathy with your tastes, pursuits, and amusements, and yet can scarcely bear you to be away from his side or out of his sight" (119). The second is the case with Georgina Champemowne and her first husband. The Girls' Manual also tells readers that a couple should have enough money to support itself, for "'love in a cottage' sounds very charming and sentimental; but there is an unromantic, and, I fear, true adage, that 'When poverty comes in at the door, love flies out at the window"' (123-24). Charlotte Halliday thus does not follow the manuals' advice when she dreams of "love in a cottage" with Valentine Hawkehurst. She also errs, according to their standards, by agreeing to be his strong moral influence, his "pole-star"; the Girls' Manual advises young women "in no case" to believe "that non-religious men are easy to reclaim and to convert, for it is not so[ . . .  ] and a wife is, of all persons, the least likely to succeed in such an attempt" (121). Even though Charlotte and Valentine are destined to have a happy marriage, Braddon first punishes her for ignoring the manuals' advice by placing her in great danger. After a young woman accepts a marriage proposal, she should make a determined 
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effort to learn as much as possible about her fiance's character. Prior to the engagement, social convention prohibited young people from getting to know each other well, 3 but the months between engagement and wedding day allowed ample opportunity. Rather than think of her fiance as "some ideal and perfect being," she should know his "faults of temper, follies, inconsistencies, and past misdeeds" (Ellis, Wives 16-18). An "intimate knowledge" of her betrothed's "peculiarities of temper," writes the author of The English Matron, will help the young woman avoid much difficulty in the couple's married days (10). Braddon presents this idea in Charlotte's Inheritance, where she has Charlotte say, "what can be happier than a long engagement? One gets to know and understand the man one is to marry so thoroughly. I think I know every tum of thought in Valentine's mind; every taste, every fancy; and I feel myself every day growing to think more and more like him. I read the books he reads, so as to be able to talk to him, you know" (121). Braddon may have wanted her readers to take this submissiveness with a grain of salt, but she does criticize Isabel Sleaford and George Gilbert for not making the effort during their long engagement to know each other well. According to the manuals, too many young women spend their engagement preparing not for the lifelong role of wife, but for the day on which they will wed. The 3 In "Relations between Young Men and Women" ( 1844), Ann Richelieu Lamb writes: "It is difficult [ . . .  ]to speak of friendship between persons of opposite sexes; to so low an ebb have matters come, that they can scarcely be on terms of acquaintanceship apart from the tie of matrimony, or bond of relationship. Women are so schooled about catching husbands, that the simplest species of civility from a man is converted into 'particular attention' [ . . .  ] .  Thus men are terrified from the presence and society of women, by the vision of an action for 'breach of promise,' or there rises before them the startling question of some prudent parent, or brother, as to intentions, keeping them in a perpetual trepidation, rendering the intercourse between the sexes of the most restrained, artificial and embarrassing description" ( 109). 
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author of the English Matron, for example, writes : 
In conclaves of dressmakers and ladies' -maids, many of the hours [ . . .  ] of 
an engagement are passed [ . . .  ] . Between the demands of the wardrobe, 
the consultations of friends, and, perhaps, the necessity of somewhat 
advising upon the furnishing of a house, or the choice of servants and 
equipages, the period of the engagement hurriedly passes away. (9-10) 
This is Florence Crawford's experience exactly - and Braddon is critical of it, as I show 
below. The English Matron author notes that society is partially to blame for the 
emphasis on the wedding day, since "the first question asked on hearing of a young 
lady's engagement, if she be at all in the higher ranks" is "Who is to have her trousseau?" 
(6). Braddon makes the same point. 
To help young women prepare for a life of marriage, manual authors advised 
them to adjust unrealistic expectations. Ellis used a series of questions and answers to 
push her readers to do this: 
Are you expecting to be always flattered? Depend upon it, if your faults 
were never brought to light before, they will be so now. Are you 
expecting to be always indulged? Depend upon it, if your temper was 
never tried before, it will be so now. Are you expecting to be always 
admired? Depend upon it, if you were never humble and insignificant 
before, you will have to be so now. Yes, you had better make up your 
mind at once to be uninteresting as long as you live, to all except the 
companion of your home; and well will it be for you, if you can always be 
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interesting to him. (Wives 24) Ellis' s assertions imply not only that a woman talces on a background role when she marries (becomes "insignificant" and "uninteresting"), but that she was more significant and interesting before she married; she is of more interest to her society as a potential wife than as an actual wife. In this study, I argue that Braddon malces her women become more interesting as they progress from daughter to young unmarried woman to wife and/or to independent woman because they become more self-determined, more individual. The author of English Matron also describes the difficulty of marriage, pointing out that when a woman marries, she promises that "henceforth no will, no interests, are to be paramount to [her husband's] mighty and lasting claims." Even if he is "perverse, unreasonable, or cold," her "obligation to cleave to him, only, is the same; the same, be her young and trusting heart disappointed; the same, in all cases save in one" (4-5). Since this one case - the death of the husband - could hardly be counted on, a young woman should prepare for a difficult life. To prepare her daughter for marriage, the author continues, a wise mother would diligently tutor her [daughter's] mind so as to train her for her arduous career; and subject her to a merited discipline of self-denial and humility. She would inculcate [ . . .  ] a rigid self-government of speech; she would recommend a more scrupulous calculation of expense than has heretofore been considered necessary; she would point out to her that the season of careless pleasures has passed away, and that a time of forethought, of 
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reflection, and discretion, has now arrived. (5) Braddon clearly believes this attitude is absurd. As I will demonstrate in the next chapter, she shows through Cecil that women have the right - even the responsibility - to ask their husbands for what they need and want. Less considerate of women than Braddon, manual authors such as Ellis tell young women that "an earnest and prayerful determination[ . . .  ] to be but a secondary being in the great business of conducting the general affairs of social life" is essential (25). A young woman must not only love her husband, but also be willing to acknowledge and submit to his superiority. One "important truth" that will help her do this is simply that her husband is a man and, as such, is superior (24 ). Braddon never asserts this idea. Because marriage requires such complete submission, the manual authors state, a young woman should be certain she wants to be tied to her fiance for life. She should be sure she is not "ashamed of him," that he does not "annoy and irritate [her] more than [ . . .  ] men in general [do]," and that her "affections are entirely and irrevocably his" (18). She must also love her fiance "as a woman ought to love her husband, not merely esteem him highly, be grateful for his kindness, and flattered by his admiration" ( 19-20). These are high expectations, especially given the disproportionate number of men to women in the mid-Victorian period,4 women's limited opportunities to meet eligible men, and the pressure women felt to accept almost any proposal. The likelihood that a woman would 
4 As I explain in more detail in the next chapter, the 1851 census revealed that there were six percent more 
women than men in the 20 to 40 age group - married or not; the percentages were similar a decade later. 
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find a man who met all of these qualifications while of marriageable age (generally, between eighteen and twenty-five) was low - but the manual authors do not acknowledge this reality. Through her portrayal of Cecil, Braddon does. Cecil esteems Laurence, is "grateful for his kindness" and "flattered by his admiration," but she does not love him "as a woman ought to love her husband." Yet Braddon shows that her character is in an unbearable situation before she marries and does not criticize her for doing so. Ellis advises young women who do not love their fiances as they should to break the engagement. She acknowledges that "the opinion of the world and the general voice of society are against such conduct, even where love is wanting," but asserts it is "the only just line of conduct." A young woman should also break an engagement when her fiance's unfaithfulness is "too glaring to be overlooked" (because a woman's love may grow after marriage, but a man's never does), when he "maintains a distant kind of authoritative manner" with her (keeping the couple from opening their hearts to each other), and when "symptoms of insanity" or "even a highly excited and disordered state of the nervous system" become apparent (20-22). Although this is an odd collection of traits, Ellis does indicate here that a woman should have some basic expectations of her husband: love (though not necessarily fidelity), openness, and sanity. The manual authors evidently were not bothered that traditional marriage, which they called women's "most fitting" role, was an "ordeal, for sacrifices so unceasing, for a fidelity so perfect, for a self-abandonment so entire" (English Matron 5). They believed they were fulfilling their duty to women by telling them that marriage is difficult and advising them about the importance of realistic expectations, presenting the difficulties in 
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detail. Why a young woman would choose to marry after reading the manuals' 
description of marriage is hard to understand until we remember that they sometimes had 
to for financial survival and that they were told from a very early age their only legitimate 
role in society was that of wife and mother. 
Braddon' s life as a young woman flew in the face of the life the manual authors 
envisioned young women having. As detailed in the Introduction, Braddon traveled with 
an acting troupe between the ages of 17 and 25. If she had relationships with any of her 
fellow actors, we do not know about them. In 1860, the year she left acting, she met John 
Maxwell, "a big, burly, florid-faced loud-spoken Irishman" (Wolff, Sensational 99). By 
February 1861, he was calling her "My dear Polly" and writing her love letters (102); no 
later than that June, she moved into his home, unmarried (since Maxwell's wife was still 
alive in an insane asylum).5 According to Robert Lee Wolff, we "cannot be certain" 
about Braddon' s feelings for Maxwell at that time: she may have felt "affection but not 
youth's first love for Maxwell. Or perhaps Maxwell did actually sweep her off her feet" 
(103). We do know she did not draw significantly on her own experience when creating 
fictional young unmarried women. Nothing in Braddon's biographical information 
indicates she wished she had had a more conventional experience as a young unmarried 
woman. In fact, she generally depicted actors and the stage with fondness and remained 
involved in theater throughout most of her life. She probably drew these characters as 5 "Her first child, Gerald, was born on March 19, 1862; so the liaison cannot have begun later than June 1861" (Wolff 103). 
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she did because she knew readers would find young women drawn after her own experience too risque. 6 The Ianghamites The Langhamites were not against marriage. In fact, Frances Power Cobbe asserted that marriage is "the right and happy condition for mankind" as long as it is "founded on free choice, esteem and affection - in one word, on love" (356). In contrast, marriages founded on wealth, position, rank, or support are "the sources of misery and sin [ . . .  ] of nothing but wretchedness" (357). The Langhamites made much of "free choice," a young woman's ability to choose to marry, rather than having to marry for financial support. If society forbids a young woman to earn her own living, Cobbe argues, it has driven her into a "sinful and unhappy marriage" (356). Their acknowledgement that some women had to marry separates them from the manual authors, who never acknowledge this all-too-true fact. We see Braddon dealing with the issue of when women should or should not marry through individual situations, as opposed to the non-specific nature of the Langhamites' grand statements. For example, she does not criticize Cecil Chudleigh when she marries Laurence O'Boyneville not from "free choice" but to escape the unbearable dependence on her aunt, but she does criticize Isabel Sleaford for marrying George Gilbert simply because she is ready for her life to 6 In June 1 868, for example, a wri�er for The Mask who was apparently unaware of her acting background, 
wrote: "Miss Braddon has tried the stage, producing a comedietta called, 'The Lovers of Arcadia,• at the 
Strand Theatre, in 1 860; and, though she has had little time to devote to dramatic literature, she shows her 
love for the footlights by always appearing at first representations of note" (138). 
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begin. The Langhamites did acknowledge that marrying for "free choice" was difficult mid-century and lobbied for societal change, such as increased employment opportunities for women, to make it more possible. Cobbe, for instance, writes, "Let the employment of women be raised and multiplied as much as possible, let their labor be fairly remunerated, let their education be pushed as high[ . . .  ] as possible." These feminists wanted to make single life "so free and happy that [young women] shall have not one temptation to change it save the only temptation which ought to determine them -namely, love" (357). As I show below, Valentine Hawkehurst makes a similar statement when he realizes what few options his friend Diana Paget has. The Langhamites also acknowledged the shortage of men in mid-Victorian Britain, a point to which Braddon refers when she alludes to "that panic in the matrimonial market of which we have heard so much in these latter days" (The La,dy's Mile 1 .41) and again when she has realist Mrs. MacClaverhouse comment that young men in London are "scarce enough nowadays" (1 .49). Since young women could not depend on marriage, Langhamites such as Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon encouraged them to create options for themselves, to do more than sit around waiting for an eligible man to propose: Oh young girls ! waiting listlessly for some one to come and marry you; wasting the glorious spring time of your lives sowing nothing but vanity, what a barren autumn will come to you ! You are trying hard to make yourselves agreeable and attractive by dress and frivolity, and all this time 
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your noblest parts lie sleeping. Arouse yourselves ! Awake ! Be the best that God has made you. Do not be contented to be charming and fascinating; be noble, be useful, be wise. (269) For many reasons, Bodichon encouraged women to work. One is that there is more to life than love (39). Another is that "no human being has the right to be idle"; after all, "God sent all human beings into the world for the purpose of forwarding[ . . .  ] the progress of the world" (40). Women who work will also be on more equal footing with men. As one of Bodichon' s epigraphs, an excerpt of an Elizabeth Barrett Browning poem, reads in part: ''The honest, earnest man must stand and work; / The woman also; otherwise she drops / At once below the dignity of man, I Accepting serfdom" (36). Women who allow themselves to be financially dependent on men accept "serfdom." Bodichon also asserts that women should work because being supported by a man is degrading: "Adult women must not be supported by men, if they are to stand as dignified, rational beings before God" (41). It is conceivable that Bodichon used whatever argument she thought would effectively encourage women to work and that her underlying reason is that "Idleness, or worse than idleness" leads to hysteria, which "incapacitates thousands" (39). She encourages readers to "ask medical men the effects of idleness in women" and to "look into lunatic asylums," for then they will be "convinced something must be done for women" ( 42). Compared with the manual authors, the Langhamites were more respectful of women, placed more emphasis on women's happiness, and were more realistic about the difficulty of finding a man with whom a woman would be happy. In the Englishwoman 's 101 
Review, they went as far as to say that "the higher a woman's nature is, the more likely it is that she will prefer rather to forego marriage altogether, than surrender herself to a union that would sink her below her own ideal" (qtd. in Vicinus, Independent 18). Applying their ideas, however, was difficult. Braddon's characterizations show that the Langhamites' goals, though admirable, leave a real woman in a real situation wondering how to get from her own life to the life the Langhamites envisioned. Braddon shows smaller, more practical and concrete steps toward the feminists' aims. 
Girl of the Period On this topic of young unmarried woman, there was a third stance - different from both the advice manuals' and the Langhamites' - that shaped Braddon' s portrayal of women: Eliza Lynn Linton's ''The Girl of the Period." This famous essay, published anonymously in the Saturday Review in 1868, draws similarities between modem young women and high-class prostitutes. Linton writes that in "the old time," a girl was "content to be what God and nature had made [her] ." This girl was pure and dignified, not "bold in bearing" or "masculine in mind." The Girl of the Period, in contrast, "dyes her hair and paints her face"; her "sole idea of life is fun," her "sole aim is unbounded luxury," her clothing is "the chief object of such thought and intellect as she possesses," and her "main endeavour" is to "outvie her neighbours in the extravagance of fashion." Neither "tender, loving, retiring, [nor] domestic," the modem girl uses slang, talks boldly, loves pleasure, is indifferent to duty, and desires money more than love or happiness. Her dissatisfaction with the monotony of daily life stems not from its dullness, but from 102 
her lack of "high principle" and "tender feeling." She is superficial and materialistic. Unlike the woman of earlier days, who was her husband's "friend and companion," considered his interests "as identical with her own," and made his house a "home and place of rest, not a mere passageplace for vanity and ostentation to pass through," the Girl of the Period thinks of marriage as "the legal barter of herself for so much money, representing so much dash, so much luxury and pleasure." She marries not the man, but "his house, his carriage, his balance at the banker's, his title" (Linton 41-44 ). Men, Linton argues, are only objects through which the Girl of the Period can obtain the material objects and the social status she truly desires. Like the manual authors, Linton was a traditionalist with high expectations of women, expecting them to suppress their own desires; unlike them, she acknowledges that women have departed from this model. Her essay sounds extreme, but, according to Joan Perkin, it was an "accurate, if exaggerated, account of the current marriage market" (55-56). It certainly resonated with mid-Victorians, as the line of merchandise developed in response to the Girl of the Period controversy and the articles written in response to Linton's indicate.7 One fascinating reaction to the "Girl of the Period" article is a letter published in 
7 See Nana Rinehart, "'The Girl of the Period' Controversy," Victorian Periodicals Review 1 3  (1980): 3-9, 
for a discussion of these responses. Janet Horowitz Murray writes: "Among the most thoughtful responses 
to Linton's  attack was Penelope Holland's article published in Macmillan 's Magazine, written as a self­
defense by 'a Belgravian young lady. ' The article rings true in its description of the demoralization of 
young women of privileged classes, who were exhorted to live lives of high spiritual and philanthropic 
purpose, yet who were locked up at home with nothing to do put plan for the next ball and hope for a good 
husband" ( 40-41 ). 103 
the July 1 868 issue of the Langhamite Englishwoman 's Review. The author wrote: The writer of that vile and infamous libel contained in the Saturday Review, some weeks since, entitled ''The Girl of the Period," deserves the fate of Aristides for not being just. Were he not too much compromised ever to gain admittance into a respectable English household, as likely as not, he would turn up his sceptical scornful lip in disdain at the truth and purity pervading the hallowed precincts. There are yet plenty of English girls who honour their God, their parents, but not the principles of the Saturday Review. The thousands of English girls whom this writer .has thus unfairly stigmatised, demand an apology, and they ought to have it. AN INDIGNANT OUTRAGED GIRL OF TIIE PERIOD. Her signature indicates that she does consider herself a Girl of the Period, although her definition of that term is clearly different from the Saturday Review's. Unfortunately, she provides only a hazy explanation of her understanding of the term. In a footnote attached to the letter's title ("A Protest"), the editor of the Englishwoman's Review also takes a stand of a sort on the Girl of the Period issue, first making the pacifying comments that St. Paul 's June issue contains an "admirable answer" to the Girl of the Period article and that she believes the Saturday Review article to be "a gross exaggeration." Then she adds, but if it were a true account of modern girlhood it would be a strong reason for promoting all the proposed reforms in education. If these are the results of the usual course of education, let us adopt the strong-minded 
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reforms. Even learned girls would be less detestable than the present race, if the account of them be true. This author cleverly attempts to tum the at least some of the focus from the Girl of the Period issue to female education. Braddon also responded to the Saturday Review essay, writing "Whose Fault Is It?" and publishing it in her Belgravia in August 1869. Although she often signed essays with a pseudonym, she wrote "M. E. Braddon" at the bottom of this one, clearly tying it with the many novels she published under the same name, including all of the works studied in this work. After summarizing Linton's article, Braddon pits her "defence" of the girls of England against "Juvenal's indictment." She agrees that women's behavior has changed, but points to men as the source of the problem, stating that women did not change until "the moral deterioration of modem young man had become a fact but too obvious." The "cure" to women's behavior, Braddon states, lies with men: "When men cease to admire vicious women, good women will cease to imitate them." Like Linton, Braddon asserts that modem woman has simply copied the life of the demimonde. The reason "Miss Bull" has "meekly and dutifully copied the model [men] have set-up before her eyes, and at whose shrine she has seen them prostrate and worshipping" is not because she wants to be a Girl of the Period, but because she believes she should; she is only copying the behavior of the demimonde because it is apparently what men want. Whereas Linton criticizes young women, asserting they are copying the behavior of the demimonde because they believe it will bring wealth and status, Braddon praises them for being proactive about keeping men happy by replacing angel in the house 105 
behavior, which clearly does not satisfy men, with Girl of the Period behavior, which apparently does. Braddon also plays with the Girl of the Period issue in The Lady's Mile (1866). Philip Foley is critical of young women for some of the same reasons Linton is; Sigismund Smythe8 defends them with reasoning much like that Braddon uses in "Whose Fault Is It?"; and, as I demonstrate below, Florence Crawford is a strong example of a Girl of the Period. This clear depiction of the issue in 1866 indicates it was in the air several years before Linton's article was published in 1868. Braddon was less guarded about expressing her ideas forty years later, when she wrote ''The Woman I Remember" (1909). Contrasting mid-century young women with those of the early twentieth century, she asserts that the earlier young woman "was a poor creature as compared with" the later one (4). She criticizes the mid-century girl, whom she describes as "from a finishing school, prim, pretty, nicely mannered, very shy," for having a "tremendous opinion of her own importance." This girl was neither athletic nor learned, knew "little or nothing about politics," and cared little for the vote, which she would have sold for "a pair of Houbigant' s gloves, or a bottle of Patchouli from Atkinson's" (3). That the mid-century young unmarried woman was shallow, ignorant, and self-important was not her fault, however, for she was "hemmed round with conventionalities, stifled with respectability," and in a "narrow world of strict propriety" 
8 Wolff describes Sigismund Smith, the sensation novelist, as Braddon's  "mouthpiece." One of very few 
characters Braddon includes in more than one novel, we first meet him in The Doctor's Wife. By the time 
he appears in The lady's Mile, he "had abandoned the penny public to court the favour of circulating­
library subscribers, and had sublimated the vulgar Smith into the aristocratic Smythe" (1.13). 106 
(5). Although Braddon wrote this essay decades after she wrote "Whose Fault Is It?" both essays blame the mid-century society for young woman's faults. Braddon' s metaphorical description of the mid-century woman in "Woman I Remember" is striking: "Figure to yourself a vigorous chicken in a shell of thick glass, full-grown for life, seeing a wonderful world outside, and hopeless of getting at it !" (4). To blame for this young woman's confinement were the restrictions of her life. She was, Braddon writes, "a kind of State prisoner in the custody of her parents. She could go nowhere, see no one, spend nothing, read nothing, think of nothing, without their supervision and approval. The more colourless her mind, the duller her instincts, the nearer she came to the ideal young lady" ( 4 ). This mid-century young woman is very different from the young women of the early twentieth century, who ride on a man's saddle across the desert of Gobi, take a South American president by the shoulders and tell him that he has to be interviewed whether he likes it or not; who take degrees in mathematics that place them practically on a level with the Senior Wrangler; [and] who in medicine and surgery hold their own against all masculine Harley Street. 
(4) Braddon admires these independent, self-possessed young women who are actively involved with academics and careers. 107 
Braddon's Novels Braddon did not have the same freedom to express her ideas in the 1860s that she had when writing this essay in 1909. To make money from her mid-century novels, she had to keep Mudie's Circulating Library reasonably satisfied that her works did not depart significantly from the conservative status quo. She thus portrayed young unmarried women as developing a sense of personal agency, making some effort to take charge of their lives, but not enough to be of much help to themselves; they are still largely determined by men. Faced with the advice manuals' unrealistic instructions on one hand and the feminists' social criticism - difficult to translate to daily life - on the other, the young unmarried woman in Braddon' s novels were in an impossible bind, as Braddon demonstrates through a number of the characters I analyze in the chapter, but most clearly through Cecil Chudleigh. Moving from the extreme of the advice manuals toward the extreme of the feminists, the characters would have pleased neither group. A self-conscious author highly aware of her audience, Braddon used literary conventions to present her position - which sits between the manual authors' and the Langhamites' - in ways that did not alienate her readers or, more important, keep her novels from being on Mudie's shelves. She wrote quickly, as I state in the Introduction, but was in control of her pen, consciously shaping characters and storylines. The fictional genre gave Braddon great flexibility, allowing her to create individual characters in a variety of situations and to convey nuances, effectively portraying the complexity of young unmarried women's position. In contrast, the collection of instructions in advice manuals and the essay form used by the Langhamites provide little room for nuances or a 
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variety of suggestions. Presenting one-size-fits-all, black-and-white advice and ideas, these authors could only make general statements about, for example, when women should or should not marry, not taking individual circumstances into consideration. Fiction also allowed Braddon to use situational ethics, depicting, for example, one character's behavior and circumstances, then indicating whether or not that character's behavior is acceptable in her circumstances. She conveyed her opinions by commenting directly on characters' behavior, by using metaphors and classical allusions to help readers see characters and situations in the context she wanted them to, and by rewarding or punishing characters through turns in plot. Braddon thus made her novels more realistic, effective, and practical than the advice manuals or the feminists' documents. Monica Fryckstedt writes, "In no field was the novel's moral influence more important than when it came to marriage. The majority of novel readers were women, and the moral lessons imparted in fiction helped to form their conduct" (83). Braddon's novels, created in a way that allowed her to convey ideas about young unmarried women in a format readers found familiar, were effective to this end. Her novels also had to appeal to readers, many of whom were accustomed to reading sentimental novels. To this end, Braddon portrayed a number of ingenue characters, which served an escapist function for readers. These young women do not follow the advice manuals' guidelines and are not interested in topics of concern to the Langhamites. Although they fare well at the end of the novel, perceptive readers would have picked up on Braddon's sardonic attitude toward them; beneath the sentimental text was a critical subtext. Charlotte Halliday (Birds of Prey and Charlotte 's Inheritance) is such a young 109 
unmarried woman. Her relationship with Valentine, the "penniless adventurer" who traveled with Horatio Paget for several years and conned people out of their money, is highly sentimental. No time has passed since she we saw Charlotte as the daughter who almost dies at her stepfather's hand, and hence Braddon' s portrayal of her in that role and as young unmarried woman overlap and are interconnected. Perhaps because Braddon was following the advice manual idea that young women were not to acknowledge love until the man declared his, we know less about Charlotte's growing feelings for Valentine than we do about his for her. She does flirt with him - however clumsily - and admire him. By describing Valentine as a "a young man with a handsome pale face, a little haggard and wan from the effect of dissipated habits and a previous acquaintance with care and difficulty, [ . . . ] a penniless Bohemian who had a certain disreputable cleverness," Braddon creates an appealingly Byronic lover, but implies that Charlotte's ideas about Valentine are idealistic. She is clearly critical of Charlotte's blindness when she notes the young woman mistakes his "gloomy sentimentality" for "genius" (Birds 148). Valentine himself is surprised to be "hanging upon the words and living upon the looks of an ignorant schoolgirl" (124). His feelings for her grow, and when he has reason to hope they are returned, he writes in the journal he keeps for his investigative work: "Ah, if Heaven gave me that dear angel, I think my old life, my old recklessness, my old want of principle, would drop away from me altogether, and the leper would stand forth cleansed and whole" (24 7). This language probably appealed to Braddon' s religious readers - and she was always aware of her audience - , but it is jarring coming from 
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Valentine. By putting religious language in Valentine's mouth, Braddon asks the reader to question the depth of his feelings. After some time, Charlotte and Valentine confess their love for each other in the country, where they meet coincidentally. Valentine remembers that a year earlier he spent his evenings "in third-rate cafes, on the rive gauche, playing dominoes, talking the foul slang of Parisian Bohemia, and poisoning my system with adulterated absinthe." Now, however, because of his love for Charlotte, he "feast[s] upon sweet cakes and honey, and think[s] it paradisiac enjoyment to play whist - for love - in a farm-house parlour." Valentine's response to Charlotte is sickeningly sweet. He continues: "What is the office so humble I would not fill for her dear sake? 0, how I sighed for the days of Jacob, that first distinguished usurer, so that I might serve seven years and again seven years for my darling !" (256). "Ah, let me thank God," he writes, "who has sent me my redemption" (260). Undoubtedly, his most ridiculous statement is that he "must be the prince in the fairy tale who begins life as a revolting animal of the rhinoceros family, and ends by marrying the prettiest princess in Elfindom" (328). Braddon puts these bizarre descriptions "a revolting animal of the rhinoceros family" and the "prettiest princess in Elfindom" - in Valentine's mouth to make him seem ridiculous and, thus, to make his relationship with Charlotte seem ridiculous. She hoped readers would realize that, while escaping into intense romanticism can be a release from the dullness of everyday life, actually living the life depicted in romantic stories would be very odd. After Charlotte and Valentine are engaged, we hear more of her thoughts. For instance, she tells her friend Diana Paget that although Valentine is "not what people call 1 1 1  
a good match," by which is meant "one is to have a pair of horses [ . . .  ] and a great many servants[ . . .  ] and a big expensive house," she actually prefers is "a dear little cottage at Highgate or Wimbledon, and a tiny, tiny garden, in which Valentine and I could walk every morning before he began his day's work" (295). Charlotte often daydreams of that "little archetype of a cottage on the heights of Wimbledon-common." She is always "furnishing and refurnishing [it], building it up and pulling it down, as the caprice of the moment dictated. Now it had bow-windows and white stuccoed walls - now it was Elizabethan - now the simplest, quaintest, rose-embowered cottager's dwelling, with diamond-paned casements, and deep thatch on the old gray roof." As she does this, she . thinks "ah, what happiness ! what dear delight in the thought !" But again Braddon's comment points to the unrealistic nature of Charlotte's ideas: "And 0, of all the bright dreams we dream, how few are realised upon this earth ! Do they find their fulfilment in heaven, those visions of perfect bliss?" (322). Here again Braddon warns her readers that the relationship Charlotte and Valentine envision for themselves is not realistic. Another warning sign is Valentine's recourse to deceit in order to save Charlotte's life. Philip, determined to have his stepdaughter's life insurance money, refuses to leave the house so that Charlotte will be unable to escape his deadly grasp and frustrate his goal. Realizing his game, Valentine makes Philip believe she is becoming increasingly ill when she is in fact healing. When Valentine tells him that Charlotte is dead, Philip goes to the insurance agent and she escapes. The sensationalism in this plot sequence again points to the unrealistic nature of the relationship between Charlotte and Valentine. They soon marry and have a son; before long, their friends Diana and Gustave marry and 1 12 
have a daughter. ''This fact in itself," Braddon writes, "seemed to the two friends to be a special interposition of Providence" (Charlotte 's Inheritance 311). Only the more naYve section of Braddon' s audience could believe the timing of the births to be mere coincidence. Braddon exaggerates the pair's story to the extreme, hoping to show readers that ideal love matches such as the one Charlotte believes she has with Valentine belong in storybooks, not real life. Just as Charlotte is a nai"ve and unrealistic daughter who follows her stepfather's directions even though her instincts tell her not to trust him, she is a nai"ve and unrealistic young unmarried woman. The events of her life, including being poisoned by her stepfather, are those of a fairy tale. Here we see an instance of Braddon being pulled in one direction in order to convey practical advice and in another in order to provide a suspenseful plot. Also full of melodrama is the relationship between Laurence Desmond (Dead-Sea 
Fruit) and Lucy Alford, the aspiring actress introduced in the daughter chapter. When we first see her as a young unmarried woman, her father is still alive and she is still actively playing the role of daughter. By the time she marries, however, she has given up acting, become more familiar with respectable ways under Emily Jerningham's guidance, and trained to be a highly qualified governess, all of which make her a better match for Laurence. Laurence describes Lucy as a young woman "born to melt the hearts of men [ . . . ] a tender, Wordsworthian creature" (2.116), "a very sensible, reasonable young lady," "of gentle blood, of refined rearing," "all innocence, gratitude, and affection," "as simple as a child" (2.149-50). Like Laurence, Emily Jerningham connects Lucy with Wordsworth, 
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telling her that her name suits her "admirably" (2. 165). Her innocence extends to an unfamiliarity with the London Laurence knows. When he visits his old friend Emily, with whom Lucy is living, Lucy sits in the background and hears him talk of "that western London, which was stranger to her than Egypt or Babylon." In general, she found "the books, the people, the places" Laurence and Emily talk of "all alike strange to her. She was with them, but not of them" (3.75). Her character is also different from Emily's and that of other society women. When Laurence takes Lucy to see her father in prison, for instance, he notices the difference between her "unselfishness" and the way in which Emily would have "bewailed her own misery, and the horror and degradation of her position" in the same situation (2.95-96). Also, while Lucy "walk[s] every night from one end of London to the other" because she cannot afford a cab, society women "would have uttered a shriek of horror at the idea of walking in the streets of London at any hour of the day" (2.71 -72). Braddon's description of Lucy makes seeing her as a credible character difficult. She belongs in escapist fiction, not real life. Laurence tries to ignore his growing feelings for Lucy, acknowledging that she "has nothing in common with me, or the world I live in" (2 . 1 1 8). Indeed, they are very different: she is an 18-year-old "penniless orphan-girl" (3.85) and he is a 35-year-old "fashionable editor" (1 . 17 1). Nevertheless, her "helplessness had touched him, her gratitude had melted him, her pretty, innocent, almost reverential looks and tones had flattered him." Unfortunately, he is not free; on him "there was a tie more binding than marriage, a chain that no divorce could break." Since Emily's marriage to Harold Jemingham became strained when he found letters she secretly wrote Laurence, the latter 
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is honor-bound to wait for Harold to die, so he can marry her. And so, Braddon writes, "as Lancelot sadly bade farewell to the lily maid of Astolat, so Laurence, in the silence of his heart, put away from him the dream and the hope that he would fain have cherished" (3.86-87). Here Braddon switches in her depiction of Lucy from Wordsworth and Romantic poetry to Tennyson and his medieval romance from Idylls of the King (1858). Just as Elaine of Astolat has no awareness of the relationship between Lancelot and Guinevere, Lucy is unaware of the relationship between Laurence and Emily. Braddon's comparison between Lucy and Elaine effectively conveys her naivete. When he can no longer resist his feelings, Laurence confesses his love to Lucy, then "put[s] her suddenly away from him, with a solemn gesture, symbolical of eternal divorcement," saying "'I love you, my dearest and best; but you and I can never be more to each other than we have been"' (3.101). But when Emily hears Lucy and Laurence declare their love each other (from her hidden position in the fernery), she vows to give him up. Already spitting up blood - about which she swears her maid to secrecy - , Emily insists on a boat ride in the rain and, no surprise, becomes quite ill. When Laurence learns the true state of Emily's health, he exclaims, "Great God, it is a kind of suicide" (3.127). And indeed it is. The sensational element Braddon interposes here changes the path of .events in Lucy and Laurence's lives, enabling them to marry. But first Emily lingers, even arranging to leave Lucy money in her will so she does not go to Laurence dowerless. Dying, Emily tells Laurence that Lucy "reverences you as a heroic creature" and that from her he "will receive the pious worship that is ordinarily given only to saints" (3.170). Again, Braddon uses extreme language to convey the non-1 15 
realistic nature of the relationship, prompting her readers to acknowledge the difference between these characters and real life. Even though Lucy is too ideal and puts Laurence on a pedestal (as she did her father), Braddon rewards her behavior as a young unmarried woman by giving her Laurence and a significant increase in social position. Referring to Lucy's feelings about Laurence, Braddon comments, ''This is how girlhood loves. Unhappily, or it may be happily, such love as this - simple, single, passionate as its sister poetry - perishes with girlhood. The woman's Love is a compound of many passions, claims cousinship with Pride and Self-esteem, and owns an ugly half-sister called, by her friends, Prudence, by her foes, Calculation" (3.101-02). In these sentences, Braddon points to a recurring topic in her treatment of young unmarried women: the difference between a girl's love and the more mature love of a woman. Charlotte and Lucy love with a girl's love; as I show below, Braddon also draws characters who love with a woman's love. As we move from one to the next, we will encounter young unmarried women who emphasize the practical and the real as well as the emotional. These women are also less willing to deny their own needs or preferences. This growing sense of integrity and of self-identity is an aspect of the progression I am showing throughout this work. The relationship between Helen de Bergerac, the scholar's daughter we met in the daughter chapter, and Eustace Thorburn, her father's secretary, is even more sentimental than that between Lucy and Laurence. Eustace, Braddon writes, grows to love Helen with "a young man's love - pure, honest, and enthusiastic" (2.175). According to Eustace, Helen is "fresh and bright as a woodland summer morning, pure as a flower with 1 16 
the dew upon its opening petals"; her eyes are "more brilliant than the rarest sapphires"; her lips are "more precious than Neapolitan coral"; and in her "innocent young beauty there was a brightness surpassing the radiance of earthly gems" (1.160-61). When he first traveled from London to the de Bergeracs' Berkshire home, he felt he had "passed out of the dull, beaten tracks of everyday life into an enchanted region, a kind of Arcadian fairy-land, of which this beauteous creature was a fitting queen" (1.160). As an aspiring poet, Eustace fittingly uses metaphors from sentimental novels and poetry to describe Helen. Helen's own extensive learning, atypical for a girl who in many ways follows the advice manuals' guidelines, sets her apart from Charlotte and Lucy. Braddon even has Helen say she is afraid she "must be a blue-stocking" since she cannot enjoy the "perpetual talk about operas and morning-concerts, and new curates and croquet-parties" that she hears whenever she goes out (1.174-75). She is not a bluestocking, however; she is not pedantic and her intellectual interests add to her life, are not the center of it. The manual authors probably would have found her learning extreme but would have been proud of her domestic abilities. She creates a lovely home, is "a salad-maker whom Brillat Savarin might have approved" (1.162), and, her father notes, can "make butter for Windsor Market[ . . .  ] as well as she is able to read Greek" (1.164). Her strong conversational and listening skills also align her with the advice manuals. The "most delightful, the most sympathetic of listeners," she "demonstrated her interest in your discourse, her perfect appreciation of your meaning" (2.137). Eustace and Helen are equally idealistic. Theodore de Bergerac's old friend 1 17 
Harold Jerningham describes Eustace's face as "one of the handsomest, and at the same time the noblest, he had ever looked upon," noting that ''the stamp of high thoughts had been set upon the countenance, and [ . . . ] the light of a pure young soul shone out of the ·eyes" (2.13). A scholar and "a born poet" (2.39), he learns Sanskrit (in a few months !) so he can be more useful to his employer. He has grown up believing himself a bastard, but, based on "the delicate modeling of nose and chin," Jerningham believes he is of "patrician blood" (2.17). Braddon hints early and often that Eustace is in fact not a bastard, but Jerningham's legitimate son. Since Harold and Eustace's mother, Celia, lived as man and wife in Scotland before he deserted her, they were considered legally married, although Celia never knew it. Braddon' s high praise of Eustace is conspicuous. For instance, when Harold, who wants Helen for himself but knows Eustace has her heart, thinks of him as a "young prig," Braddon speaks up: "Now most assuredly Eustace Thorburn was neither prig nor pendant; but [ . . .  ] Mr. Jerningham was a good hater, and he had taken it into his head to hate this young man" (2.139-40). She describes him as "very ambitious" and as having a "passionate love of learning for its own sake," but "as free from pedantry as from every other affectation." He has "a knack of doing everything well," and is "in tone and manner irreproachable." "Grave and earnest," Braddon continues, "when good taste required that he should be serious; in his moments of expansion, full of enthusiasm and vivacity; always deferential to superior age and attainments, yet entirely without sycophancy; profoundly respectful in his intercourse with women - Eustace Thorburn was a man who made friends for himself unconsciously" (2.189) . In praising the bastard 
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Eustace, Braddon may have been thinking about the illegitimacy of her own children. The relationship between Helen and Eustace develops slowly. She "found it pleasant to have a friend who went to the extremest lengths in the worship of Beethoven and Weber, - a friend who could discourse most eloquently of Hugo and Shakespeare, Bulwer and Goethe, Balzac and Thackeray [ . . .  ] a friend who seemed, strange to say, always intensely interested in every subject that happened to interest her, - a knight­errant [ . . .  ] who, by some unerring instinct, contrived always to do and say precisely what she wished" (1.223-24). Even after Harold knows she is falling in love with Eustace, Helen herself believes her feelings are limited to friendship. Through phrases such as "strange to say," Braddon points to her character's naYvete and, by extension, emphasizes the unrealistic nature of the manuals' instructions not to acknowledge feelings for a man until he has declared his. Eustace, however, is not bound by the same restriction. He tells his uncle he and Helen have been like "brother and sister" for nearly a year, "I teaching her Greek, she teaching me music. [ . . .  ] We have all kinds of tastes, and predilections, and enthusiasms in common" (2.203-04 ), and he admits that he loves her. The opportunity for Helen and Eustace to become this familiar with each other is also unrealistic; it c�uld occur only with a father like Theodore de Bergerac because only men as naYve as he would be unaware that Eustace was falling in love with his daughter and thus let him continue living in the house. Even Eustace's uncle, who has never seen Eustace and Helen together, understands from his nephew's description that their relationship is a "pretty little pastoral comedy" (2.204). After some time, Eustace tells Theodore de Bergerac that he loves his daughter. 1 19 
Theodore, who has "outlived the idea that true love will pay rent and taxes, and butcher and baker" (3.299-300), and therefore hopes Helen will marry the wealthy Harold, tells Eustace he may not marry Helen since he cannot provide for her sufficiently. This concern about pragmatic issues shifts the sentimental love story between Helen and Eustace to a more realistic tone. It does not stay there long, however; two sensational events return it to the sentimental. The first is Harold's realization that Eustace is his son, upon which realization he decides not to pursue Helen any longer, dooming Theodore's dream of their marriage. The second is Helen's confession to her father that she loves Eustace. Although she does not make this confession until after she believes Eustace is dead, it changes the course of events because Theodore then tells her that Eustace loves her too. At this point, there is nothing to keep Eustace and Helen apart ( except, of course, his apparent death); we return to the sentimental story line. With a greater sense of self than either Charlotte or Lucy ever shows, Helen insists on seeing the place on the coast where Eustace is believed to have died. He had been walking on the coast, searchers believed, when the tide came in faster than he had anticipated. While Helen, her father, and Harold are retracing what they think were Eustace's last steps in an act of memorial, she sees a white flag high up on a cliff - a sign of hope no one else had seen. Two days earlier, Eustace, realizing the tide would overtake him, had climbed up the cliff to a cave no one thought he could reach. And, indeed, he is still alive, though very ill. While he recuperates, the long poem he had submitted to a publisher just before his accident appears and is very successful. During this time, Harold also tells Eustace the true nature of their relationship; Eustace forgives 120 
his father, but refuses to let him legitimize him or to take his money. Helen and Eustace marry and during their honeymoon, she tells him his father gave them property yielding over 3,000 pounds per year. Even though, due to her education and her sense of self, Helen is less aligned with the advice manuals than she is as a daughter, she is still a model unmarried woman; hence, Braddon rewards her with Eustace's love and Harold's generous financial gift. The sentimental love story between Helen and Eustace is not realistic, nor did Braddon intend it to be. It did, however, give escape-minded readers the relief from daily life they wanted. Charlotte, Lucy, and Helen interact with their lovers much as they do their fathers. Charlotte does not think very much when reacting to Valentine or to her stepfather; she believes what they say without considering the truth of it. Although Laurence is more worthy of her admiration than her drunken father is, Lucy places both of them on a pedestal. And Helen thinks of both Eustace and her father as her teachers and companions. These young women are also alike in that all are defined largely by their relationship with men and that they largely react to male influence rather than make their own decisions and act on them. Especially passive, Charlotte is like a chess piece others, particular I y Philip and Valentine, move around at their pleasure. Lucy leaves acting and takes up govemessing because of Laurence's influence, but at least she makes the decision to do so. Helen is more active in her own life than Charlotte and Lucy are in theirs, demonstrating a sense of personal agency, for instance, when she insists on seeing where Eustace is believed to have died. Braddon rewards this movement toward self­assertion by having Helen be the one who finds Eustace alive. 121  
Isabel Sleaford (The Doctor's Wife) is also a sentimental young woman. What separates her from Charlotte, Lucy, and Helen is that she is paired not with a sentimental young man, but with a pragmatic country doctor from whose "homely, healthy good looks," Braddon writes, "the novelist or poet in search of a hero would recoil from with actual horror" (6). Braddon, fluent in French, based The Doctor's Wife on Flaubert's Madame Bovary9. Few readers recognized the relationship, however, since Flaubert's novel had not been translated to English. Before Isabel, a tamer version of Flaubert's Emma, meets George Gilbert, she works as a governess to support herself since her corrupt father is in jail. This life, however, does not fit the romantic life she hopes for. As she thinks "with a thrill of horror," she is nearly eighteen, the age by which "Juliet was buried in the tomb of the Capulets [ . . .  ] and haughty Beatrix had Ii ved her life, and Florence Dombey was married and settled, and the story all over" (73). As the allusions to fictional characters indicate, Isabel lives in a world of romantic novels. She enjoys getting caught up in the intense emotion they provide, claiming, "that sort of unhappiness" is "better than eating and drinking and sleeping, and being happy that way" (24). By indicating here that works by Shakespeare, Thackeray, and Dickens are dangerous because they encourage intense romanticism, Braddon both implies that her own work is not dangerous and encourages readers to read critically. While Isabel waits for a Byronic hero to discover her, George decides to propose. 
9 In a recent article, Robert Bearman convincingly shows that Braddon, s impressions of her May 1863 visit to Warwickshire "resurface,, in The Doctor's Wife, which began serialization in January 1864 (479). 
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Braddon indicates how inappropriate he is as Isabel's lover by describing his appearance that day: "He looked the very incarnation of homely, healthy comeliness, the archetype of honest youth and simple English manhood, radiant with the fresh brightness of an unsullied nature, untainted by an evil memory, pure as a new-polished mirror on which no foul breath has ever rested" (64). When Isabel realizes George is asking her to be his wife, she listens not because she cares about him but because this was the first little bit of romance in her life [ . . .  ]. She thought that it was pleasant to have this young man by her side, beseeching her, and worshipping her in the most orthodox fashion. [ . . .  ] She [ . . .  ] thought that he was almost as good-looking as Mr. Hablot Browne's portrait of Walter Gay [ . . . ]. She didn't like him, but she liked him to be there talking to her. [ . . .  ] But then she did not know this. (88-89) Rather than criticize Isabel for misleading George, Braddon indicates her lack of self­awareness by commenting "but then she did not know this" - she did not know why she listened to George's proposal, why she let him go on as she did. When Isabel realizes that George believes she has accepted his offer, she looks at him "with a startled expression in her face. Was it all settled, then, so suddenly - with so little consideration?" But she does not say anything to correct him since "she was beloved with one of those passions that endure for a lifetime. George had said something to that effect. The story had begun, and she was a heroine" (90). As Braddon indicates here through free indirect discourse, Isabel has created a fictional life for herself. Braddon' s novel thus contains another story, which makes repeated references to still 
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other works in a mis en abime. Isabel's fantasy is carefully developed. She is the heroine and George is the "secondary character in the play" (99). She finds his first love letter, an earnest attempt to gauge the seriousness of her feelings ("Oh Isabel if you do not love me I implore you for pity sake say so and end my misery" [99]), "by no means displeasing"; after all, "he should be miserable; it was only proper[ . . .  ]. They would have to quarrel by and by, and to bid each other an eternal farewell, and to bum each other's letters, and be reconciled again. The quietest story could not be made out without such legitimate incidents in the course of the three volumes" (99). And she intends to experience the full "three volumes of courtship" (99), later thinking of her marriage as "the last inevitable chapter" (102). These last comments allude to the many Victorian novels that do end with marriage; they also imply that life ends on the wedding day. Braddon's novels do not end with marriage, as I will demonstrate in the following chapters - and life for her characters, including Isabel, certainly does not end on the wedding day. Isabel, disappointed that she is "only to be a country surgeon's wife," longs "to have been Jane Eyre, and to roam away on the cold moorland and starve," thinking "would not that have been delicious !" (98). She completely misreads Bronte's novel, not understanding that Jane wanders on the moorland because she refuses to sacrifice her integrity, because she refuses to give in to her love for Rochester and be his mistress. But then Isabel, whose own integrity clearly is not important to her, cannot understand Jane's real pain. Braddon continues to refer to other literary works, writing, for example, that Isabel plans to treat George "as Edith treated Dombey, [ . . .  ] though she was doubtful 
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how far Edith Dombey' s style of treatment might answer without the ruby velvet, and diamond coronet, and other 'properties' appertaining to the role" (98). And she comments that Isabel, always wishing George could be different, "dressed him up in her own fancies, and deluded herself by imaginary resemblances between him and the heroes in her books": 
If he was abrupt and disagreeable in his manner to her, he was Rochester; and she was Jane Eyre, tender and submissive. If he was cold, he was Dombey; and she feasted on her own pride, and scorned him [ . . .  ]. If he was clumsy and stupid, he was Rawdon Crawley; and she patronised him, and laughed at him[ . . .  ] and played off all green-eyed Becky's prettiest airs upon him. (102) Braddon clearly indicates that Isabel's  approach to marriage is naive and misguided, but helps the reader understand why she is as she is. From her first introduction of Isabel, Braddon tells readers she spends "the best part of her idle, useless life" in a "neglected garden" (23). Her life is "idle" and "useless," Braddon indicates, because, like the garden where she spends much of her time, Isabel herself is neglected. Neither of her parents has the time to give her the guidance she so badly needs - and, even if they had the time, they care so little about her they would not take it. Thus, Braddon writes, there had not been "any one to take this lonely girl in hand and organise her education" (29). An "untaught and unfriended creature" (98), Isabel had "looked right and left for some anchorage on the blank sea of life, and could find nothing but floating masses of ocean verdure that drifted her here and 125 
there (75). Hence, Braddon comments, Isabel has no better idea of what love is "than the knowledge she had gathered from her books" (88). Braddon is critical of the lack of parental guidance in Isabel's life and, by extension, the lack of parental guidance in some of her readers' lives. Unlike these novels, her own, she implies, provide some of this badly needed direction. The absence of advice in Isabel's life is especially conspicuous in its contrast with the clear advice George's servant, Jeffson, gives him: "Si'thee noo, Master Jarge," said William Jeffson, laying his hand upon the surgeon's wrist, and speaking in a voice that was almost solemn[ . . .  ]. "I'd known my Tilly six year before I asked her to be my wife[ . . .  ] and it was only because she'd been true and faithful "to me all that time [ . . .  ] that I ventured at last to say to mysen, 'William Jeffson, there's a lass that'll make thee a true wife.' Doan't be in a hurry, Master Jarge; doan't ! If Miss Sleaford loves ye true to-night, she'll love ye ten times truer this night twelvemonths [ . . .  ]. If she doan 't love you [ . . .  ] keep clear of her as you would of a venomous serpent; for she' 11 bring you worse harm that ever that could do, if it stung you to the heart, and made an end of you at once." (97) That Braddon places the middle-class manuals' advice in the mouth of this lower-class character and that she has the lower-class servant advise his middle-class master is striking. Here she again downplays class differences. George is not, as Braddon writes several times, "of a poetical or sentimental 126 
nature" (101). In fact, he believes Byron and Shelley are "immoral and blasphemous" and that a "well-conducted young woman" should not even know the titles of their poetry (102). But his realism does not extend to his thoughts about Isabel. He declines to take Jeffson's advice and continues to believe that she is an ideal young woman. Braddon makes this comment later in the novel, after George has married Isabel and she has become romantically involved with Roland Lansdell: if a man chooses to marry a girl because her eyes are black and large and beautiful, he must be contented with the supreme advantage he derives from the special attribute for which he has chosen her: and so long as she does not become a victim to cataract, or aggravated inflammation of the eyelids, or chronic sty, he has no right to complain of his bargain. (160) Braddon has little patience for George, who marries Isabel simply because she is beautiful and refuses to acknowledge her humanity. At times, doubts about marrying George had flitted lightly through Isabel's thoughts, but since no one had taught her the "solemn import" ( 104) of wedding vows, she does not call off the wedding. In the end, Isabel marries George for the same reason so many Victorian wives married: economics. "If she was not George Gilbert's wife," she thought, "she would be nothing - a nursery-governess for ever and ever, teaching stupid orphans, and earning five-and-twenty pounds a-year" (103). By marrying George, "she was to have a house of her own, and servants, and an orchard and paddock, two horses, and a gig. She was to be called Mrs. Gilbert" (104). Thus, she "clung to George Gilbert, and was grateful to him, and fancied that she loved him" (103). 
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Braddon both criticizes and sympathizes with Isabel, at one point referring to her "poor, childish, dissatisfied heart" (102). Her "intention" in writing this novel, as she wrote her mentor Edward Bulwer-Lytton, "was to show the fatal error of an inconsiderate [i.e., 'ill-considered'] marriage" (Letters 23). And that she does. Braddon punishes Isabel for not giving marriage the consideration it deserves: soon after she marries George, she meets Roland Lansdell, the man of her dreams who is no longer within her reach. Braddon indicates Isabel's expectation that life would mirror sentimental novels is unrealistic, and hence portrays her more realistically than she does Charlotte, Lucy, or Helen. Even more realistic is Braddon' s depiction of Diana Paget (Birds of Prey and Charlotte's Inheritance) as a young unmarried woman. Through Diana, daughter of con man Horatio Paget, Braddon shows that finding a husband is not always as easy as our sentimental women found it and that young unmarried women sometimes had to create other ways to survive financially. When Diana reaches the age where she can no longer stay in school, her cousin tells her she must "'look the world straight in the face[ . . .  ] and make up your mind to rely upon your own exertions, since you know what your father is, and how little you have to hope for from him"' (Birds 115). Diana does this first by teaching at the school she and Charlotte attended, then by serving as an unsalaried companion to Charlotte and her mother, Georgina. Philip Sheldon, Charlotte's stepfather, has made clear that Diana will retain her place as long as she is "perpetually useful and unfailingly good-tempered and agreeable" (115). One time when Valentine is at the Sheldon home to see Charlotte, he sees Diana 128 
busy with needlework and asks her what she is doing. She replies that she is sewing beads on a prie-dieu chair, which she must do because "of course I am bound to do something for my living." Struck with the inequity of her situation, Valentine says, "And so you wear out your eyesight in the working of chairs. Poor girl ! It seems hard that your beauty and accomplishments should not find a better market than that. I daresay you will marry some millionaire friend of Mr. Sheldon's one of these days, and I shall hear of your house in Park Lane and a three hundred guinea barouche" (230). With bitterness, she responds that "the circumstances of [her] existence" do not justify such an expectation (230). She makes the same point Philip does when Charlotte wishes one of his "rich City men" would marry Diana: those men "have something better to do than to marry a young woman without a sixpence" ( 117). Watching Diana do her needlework, Valentine "pit[ies] her fate," thinking "what a sad life it seemed, and how hopeless !" As a man, he thinks, he could always find a way to survive, "cut[ting] his way through the forest of difficulty with the axe of a conqueror." A woman, however, could only "sit at the door of her lonesome hut," waiting for a "prince" to come rescue her - and, he remembers, there are many women "to whom the prince never comes" (230). Given his own storybook romance, his fairy tale terminology is fitting. The passage ends with a thought Braddon ascribes to Valentine, one which sounds very much like the Langhamites' pleas: "O! let us have women doctors, women lawyers, women parsons, women stone-breakers - anything rather than these dependent creatures who sit in other people's houses working prie-dieu chairs and pining for freedom" (230). By placing the Langhamite plea in romantic 
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Valentine's mouth, Braddon indicates that she finds it idealistic. What women are to do until they can be doctors, lawyers, parsons, and stone-breakers, she implies, is unclear. What Diana does is sit "at her eternal embroidery-frame, picking up beads on her needle with the precision of some self-feeding machine" (290). She may have been better off at a factory, where she at least would be paid something - however little - for her work. Although Braddon undercuts the feminists' grand ideas, she validates their concern by showing Diana as a machine. Diana had had romantic dreams of marrying Valentine, who accompanied her and her father on their travels for several years. Her "brightest dream of earthly bliss" had been to "live in a lodging-house parlour with him, to sit by and watch him at his work, to drudge for him, to bear with him" (293). Even though she knows he is not worthy of her love, she thinks, "at his worst he is dearer to me than the best man who ever lived upon this earth" (303). These dreams are crushed when Charlotte, Diana's friend, wins Valentine's heart. Diana struggles to repress her love for her friend's sake and finally is able to tell her that she has "conquered [her] stubborn heart." She adds, "you can never know what I have suffered. It is not in your nature to comprehend what such a woman as I can suffer" (351 ). Diana is correct on this point; Charlotte does not have the depth she does. Braddon wants the reader to understand, however, that what Diana felt for Valentine was only "girlish love" (352), as opposed to womanly love. One way Braddon does this is by describing Diana's highly sentimental thoughts: she would have "been content to be the veriest slave that ever abnegated every personal delight for the love of a 
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hard master. [ . . .  ] She had worshipped him on her knees, as it seemed to her; and he had left her kneeling in the dust" (Charlotte's 106). Gustave Lenoble, whom Diana later marries, makes the immaturity of Diana's feelings for Valentine especially clear. When she tells Gustave she cannot marry him because she loved and lost Valentine, she comments "he was the companion of my girlhood; and in losing him it seems to me as if I had lost a part of my youth itself." Gustave responds, "'And that is all ! [ . . .  ] A companion of your girlhood, for whom you had a girl's romantic fancy ! "' (108). In addition, Diana sheepishly accepts Gustave's proposal less than two months after she bravely told Charlotte she conquered her heart, aware that her feelings for Valentine must not have been as deep as she thought they were. Braddon also contrasts Diana's feelings for Valentine with her feelings for Gustave, writing, "at three-and-twenty she was girl enough to rejoice in the knowledge that she was truly loved, and woman enough to value the sense of peace involved in the security of a prosperous future" (120). Mature love, Braddon indicates, takes into consideration both emotion and pragmatic issues such as financial position. In refusing Gustave's first proposal because "I cannot give you measure for measure, and I will not give you less" (106), Diana demonstrates that she is an honorable woman. She is also realistic, admitting that his offer is tempting: " 'You fancy it is so easy for me to say no. Believe me, it would be much easier to say yes" (109). Clearly, she would rather be Gustave's wife than Georgina's  companion. Horatio, never imagining his daughter would refuse handsome Gustave, had introduced the two specifically because he knew Gustave would inherit the unclaimed fortune and hoped he 1 3 1  
would fall in love with Diana. When he threatens suicide if Diana does not accept 
Gustave, she concedes, saying, "I only fear to take too much, and give too little." To this 
generous remark, Horatio says she must "certainly be the lineal descendant of Don 
Quixote" (1 15). 
By the next day, when Gustave proposes again, Diana' s emotions have changed 
drastically: she "looked up at the frank tender face, and felt that she had found her 
conqueror. Master, friend, protector, husband, adoring and devoted lover, gallant and 
fearless champion - he was all; and she divined his power and his worth as she glanced 
shyly upward, ashamed to be so lightly won" (1 19). Braddon indicates her approval of 
Diana' s decision by telling readers her character was "happier to-night than she had been 
for a long time" (120). She is grateful for Gustave' s  love, for leading her "out of the 
ranks of lonely dependent womanhood" (120-2 1), and for being "the sort of man to 
whom one would naturally look in any emergency or danger; the sort of man in whose 
company fear would be impossible" (124). Before long, Braddon tells us, she "loved and 
admired this man with all her heart and mind" (133). 
At the end of the novel, Diana and Gustave marry and he does indeed inherit the 
unclaimed fortune. By having Diana marry a kind man who inherits a large sum, 
Braddon rewards her for being a young woman who acts with integrity even when faced 
with difficult circumstances. Although the ending of Diana's story as a young unmarried 
woman is superficially like the fairy tale endings we saw with Charlotte, Lucy, and 
Helen, Diana is not a fairy tale character; thus, her move to wife is more believable. 
Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor's Wife) is a more aggressive young 
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unmarried woman. She both disregards the advice manuals' injunction to be modest and repress her needs, and pushes aside their emphasis on love. "Handsome, self-possessed, and accomplished," a "proud Sax.on beauty" with "cold blue eyes," Gwendoline "wanted to marry a ruler, and to rule him" (145-46). Unlike most of the young unmarried women in Braddon' s novels, she believed that "the true wine of life was not that mawkish, sickly-sweet compound of rose-leaves and honey called Love," but "an effervescing, intoxicating beverage known as Success" (152). Almost the only way for a woman to have this kind of success in the mid-Victorian period was through a man. To this end, Gwendoline trains Roland Lansdell, whom she loves "better than any other living creature upon this earth" (152), to lead in Parliament. She breaks their engagement on a slight pretense when she is disappointed with his progress, however, and a short time later accepts the Marquis of Heatherland' s offer, believing he will be more successful. Unfortunately, the Marquis breaks his neck in a freak riding accident a month before their wedding date. By crushing Gwendoline's hopes so abruptly and so soon before the wedding, Braddon dispenses harsh punishment to a woman who placed more emphasis on worldly success than she did on love. Writing that Gwendoline had "played her best card, and had lost," Braddon expresses no sympathy for her (149). After the Marquis's death, Gwendoline's society began to say she had jilted Roland and "that the loss of her titled lover was Heaven's special judgment upon her iniquity" (149). Eight years later, her father sells their London townhouse, saying it was "absurd" to keep it for Gwendoline's sake since she was "never likely to marry" (150). Gwendoline resembles the feminists in her realization that women could have 133 
their own ambitions since "love is not the end of life" and in her drive for self­determination. She is unlike them in that she blindly pushes away the happiness of being with Roland. Later in her life, she appears to regret her decision: "She looked back, and remembered what her life might have been: she looked forward, and saw what it was to be: and the face of Nemesis was very terrible to look upon" (152) .  She had not realized that the price of giving up Roland would be so steep. She tried to control her destiny, but her effort backfired because she was too aggressive. Braddon' s portrayal of Gwendoline is the darkest and least sympathetic of the young unmarried women. Braddon most fully develops Florence Crawford and Lady Cecil Chudleigh, who are also assertive, but operate within society's rules more than Gwendoline does. Florence and Cecil, friends in The La,dy's Mile, have different ideas about how to behave as a young unmarried woman and what type of man they hope to marry. Florence is strikingly similar to the young woman Linton later named the Girl of the Period: "Whatever were the follies of the age," Braddon writes, "Florence went with them at full gallop. She talked slang, and [ . . .  ] had a tiny, tiny morocco volume [ . . .  ] called a betting book [ . . .  ]. She was very fast, and had once been seen [ . . .  ] puffing daintily at a coquettish little cigarette" (1 . 1 16-1 17). She has told Philip Foley "a hundred times that she will marry for money; that when she leaves her father' s house [ . . .  ] she will bid farewell to her home on the same principle as that on which her housemaid leaves her -to better herself' ( 1 . 19). Braddon even describes Florence as "the most capricious little enchantress who ever studied the prettiest method of breaking her adorers' hearts" ( 1 . 13). But Braddon also indicates that when Florence "declare[s] herself to be an utterly 
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heartless young person" she may be playing a role by commenting that no one could determine "whether the heartlessness were real or affected" (1.116). She also notes that Florence's betting book "had about the same relation to the greasy volumes kept by the bookmen [ . . .  ] as a rosebud has to a red cabbage" (1.110) and that her cigarette-smoking experiment, which led to "deadly pallor and unpleasant faintness," was "not repeated" (1.117). Another indication that Florence's behavior does not come naturally to her is her repeated justification of her actions. Granted, her explanations begin as responses to questions from her father and Cecil, but their extended nature makes them questionable. For instance, when she calls herself "the most mercenary of creatures," saying that she will marry for money and "nothing but money," she explains that "all the nicest girls marry for money nowadays, and live happy every afterwards" (1.117). Then she explains I daresay there was a time when it was quite nice to be poor, and live in a cottage with the husband of one's choice [ . . .  ]. [But] a woman in the present day must have three or four hundred a-year for pin-money, if she is not to be a disgrace to her sex in the way of gloves and bonnets; and she must ride a three-hundred-guinea hack, if she wants to escape being trampled upon by her dearest friends; and she will find herself a perfect outcast unless she has a box in a good position at one of the opera-houses; and she must go in for dogs and china[ . . .  ]. In short,[ . . .  ] a woman nowadays is a very expensive creature, and love in a cottage for the poor lovers ! (1.118) 135 
Her claim that a "woman of the present day" cannot "be poor and live with the husband of one's choice" contrasts sharply with Charlotte's daydreams of life with Valentine, the husband of her choice, in their cottage. While Braddon certainly criticizes Charlotte's idealization of that life, we will see that she does not embrace the other extreme, as Florence describes it, either. That Florence feels the need to explain the importance of money for "a woman in the present day" to Cecil, whose age is very close to her own, indicates that she herself doubts the validity of her argument. If the importance of marrying for money were obvious to her, then explaining it to someone very much in her position would seem odd, but there is no indication that it does; on the contrary, she explains it at length. Braddon's criticism of Florence is clear: "Did she ever pause to think that her life was useless, and extravagant, and unwomanly? Well, no, not yet" (1.117). Philip Foley, a landscape painter, loves Florence and she has some feelings for him, but will not allow herself to acknowledge them because he cannot give her the extravagant life of which she dreams. Describing Philip as "generous-hearted[ . . .  ] candid, and true," Braddon indicates that Florence's disregard of Philip is a serious mistake (1.21). His artistic talent adds to his value. As the man who discovered his ability and encouraged him to pursue his art said, "one may meet young sprigs of old families any day in the year; but a lad of fourteen who has such nice ideas about light and shade is by no means a common person" (l.25-26). In fact, Braddon implies that because of his talent, Philip should be more highly treasured than those who merely inherit position or wealth: "the divine afflatus that gives life to the nostrils of painters and poets 
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is no hereditary possession to be handed from father to son, like so many acres of common earth, or so much money in consols" (1.25). Nevertheless, Florence overlooks Philip and searches for a man with great wealth. Enter Thomas Lobyer "of Pevenshall Place, Yorkshire, and of the Lobyer Mills in the cotton country" (1.192). Although Thomas dresses well, has a lodging in prestigious Jermyn Street, speaks French with a tolerable accent, was educated at Eton and Oxford, and had "scampered over Europe" ( 1.196), he is "dull and embarrassed in the presence of an accomplished young lady" (1. 192). His features, Braddon writes, seemed "better adapted to a good-looking animal than a handsome man. He had big brown eyes; but so has a Newfoundland dog; and the eyes of an intelligent dog possess a beauty of expression which was utterly wanting in the round Vandyke-brown orbs of Thomas Lobyer" (1. 195). Braddon seems to have enjoyed creating this character, writing that Thomas "got on admirably" with ferrets and weasels and "there were people who said he could have made himself at home with a boa-constrictor" and that the "cry of 'Rats ! '  stirred him with [a] profound thrill of emotion" (1.192-93). She never gives Thomas an ounce of humanity, however, clearly demonstrating that he is a poor choice for Florence. Leaving no room in the reader's mind about her opinion of Thomas, Braddon describes him as "stupid and arrogant, profligate and hypocritical" (1.196). Setting her sights on this "Manchester man," Florence piques his interest by alternately flirting with and avoiding him. Using a metaphor she used to describe Gwendoline, Braddon writes that Florence "could scarcely have played her cards better" (1.202). She is again critical of Florence's interest in Thomas, commenting that she was 137 
"childish enough to be proud of having made such a conquest" and "weak enough to be flattered" by his attentions (1.203). Florence, who acknowledges that Thomas is "stupid and ignorant" ( 1.171 ), defends herself using the same reasoning Braddon uses three years later in "Whose Fault Is It?": The men complain that we are fast and mercenary; that we talk slang, and try to make rich marriages; and there are articles about us in the fashionable newspapers, just as if we were a new variety in animal creation, on view in Regent's Park. Do they ever stop to consider who taught us to be what we are? Can the gentlemen, whose highest praise of a woman is to say that she is jolly, and has no nonsense about her, and sits square on her horse, wonder very much if we cultivate the only accomplishments they admire? ( 1.173) When Thomas proposes, Florence is the envy of the season; as she later tells her father, "the Hinchliffe girls were never tired of congratulating me[ . . . ] Mrs. Hinchliffe declared I was the luckiest creature in Christendom. And aunt Jane[ . . .  ] was delighted" (1 .265). Florence's society encouraged her to forfeit personal integrity and quiet happiness for material wealth and class position. Cecil, who, unlike most of Florence's acquaintances, sincerely cares about her best interests, sadly asks Florence if she really plans to marry for money. (Ironically, Cecil herself eventually does just that, as I show below.) Florence answers Cecil's question by saying, "Is there any thing so well worth marrying for? [ . . .  ] Depend upon it, Cecil, that money is power, and the only power worth wielding. Money is power, and beauty, and grace, and fascination." In response to 
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Florence's comment, Braddon throws up her hands, asking, "Was it of any use to reason with a young lady who talked like this?" (1.171-72). She is clearly frustrated with Florence - and she indicates that her readers should share her frustration. Still, Braddon does help readers understand Florence's motivations. She takes on the Girl of the Period role, Braddon indicates, because her family and society taught her to emphasize the superficial. Florence' s mother died when she was a young child and, in his grief, her father allowed his in-laws to raise her. They condemned her mother's marriage to the then-struggling artist and, although Florence's parents were happy together, she grew up having "mamma's foolish marriage dinned into my ears" by her aunts and uncles (1.120). When Florence becomes engaged to Thomas, her Aunt Jane loses "no opportunity of vaunting her niece' s good fortune, or of praising Mr. Lobyer" (2.11 ). With sarcastic venom, Braddon writes, "if the modern Iphigenia is so base a creature as to immolate herself of her own free will before the hymeneal altar, she is rarely without some kind female relation to urge her to the fatal step, and to push her forward with relentless hand, should she shrink from the consummation of the sacrifice" (2.11). Braddon's allusion from Greek mythology dramatically conveys the tragedy of Florence' s situation. Iphigenia, the daughter Agamemnon sacrifices in order to win the Trojan War, consented to die for the glory of Greece. By comparing her grand (although perhaps misguided) self-sacrifice for Greece with Florence's pathetic self-sacrifice for wealth and position, Braddon presents Florence's decision - and her family' s support of that decision - as especially ignoble. Braddon also criticizes Florence's relatives for her lack of moral upbringing when she writes that Florence had "enjoyed all those 139 
advantages of education which fall to the share of middle-class damsels of the present day," but of a "moral education" she was "utterly destitute" (1.172). Aware that his attempt at parenting comes painfully late, William Crawford, Florence's father, begs her to "think seriously before you take so serious a step as that you talk of so lightly" (1.267). He regrets having allowed his in-laws to raise Florence, knowing that she has become a very different kind of woman with them than she would have under his guidance. Reminding her that marriage is "the affair of a lifetime," he tries to help her understand why marrying Thomas would be a mistake. He tells her not to "let [any] inducement upon earth tempt you to become [Thomas's] wife" if she has any doubt that she will be happy with him, for "the unhappy marriages of the present day end in the divorce-court" (1.267). Divorce was an option the mid-century manual authors would never mention. Nevertheless, as Braddon acknowledges, the option did exist - on a very limited basis - as of the 1857 Matrimonial Causes Act. Cecil also reminds Florence of "the long, long, life, [ . . .  ] the long years that are to come after the wedding day," emphasizing the long-term marriage rather than the short­lived excitement that accompanies wedding festivities (1.314). Despite these warnings, Florence becomes caught up in the extensive wedding preparations. Under her aunt's command, Florence's bedroom is transformed into a chaos of parcels and bonnet-boxes, trunks and packing cases. Glittering caskets of perfumery, mother-of-pearl glove-boxes, and enamelled handkerchief-boxes, wonderful boudoir inkstands in lapis-lazuli and ormolu, embroidered sachets, and perfumed pincushions, - all the 
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feminine delights of M. Rimmel' s emporium, - were scattered upon dressing-tables and writing-tables, waiting to be packed. Every day the industrious females at work in the spare bedroom brought some newly-finished garment to swell the heap of silk and moire, muslin and cashmere, that was piled upon the sofa. (2.12) Aunt Jane says Florence's marriage will be an "event in society" and that her "trousseau will be a subject of conversation." After all, the "Wigmore-Street people have already asked permission to exhibit the cambric and V alenciennes peignoirs they are making for her and the Oxford-Street people are going to introduce quite a new style for the Wellington boots we have ordered for riding" (2.8-9). Braddon describes this lavish wedding preparation very much as the manual authors do. There are times when Florence looks at the goods gathered for her married days and wonders if she is "much better or wiser than the savages who are so fond of beads and feathers" (2.13). She makes several comments that demonstrate a high (perhaps unrealistically high) level of self-awareness and a strong ability to understand how forces in her life have affected her behavior. She tells Cecil, for instance, that she sometimes wonders if her life would be different if she "had had time to think, and had been less influenced by other girls'' (2.17). Even before her marriage, she tells her father: I have been brought up among rich people, and the thought of poverty frightens me [ . . .  ]. To be out of reach of the parks, to have no horse to ride, no pretty dresses to wear, no nice fashionable friends to visit, to ride in omnibuses, and wear old-fashioned bonnets, and go through life shabby 141 
and dowdy and neglected - 0, what utter misery it all seems! I know all this sounds selfish and horrible, papa, but I have been brought up to be selfish and horrible. (1 .266-67) At some level, Florence knows that the self-sacrifice involved in her marriage to Thomas is barbaric. Indeed, on the day before her wedding, she sees her wedding dress "laid out on the sofa like a shroud, and looking almost as ghastly in its spotless whiteness" (2. 15). That her marriage to Thomas is a form of death is becoming clear to her, but she bows to peer pressure. After crying all night, she says the words that make her his, then wonders "sadly" on the way to their honeymoon if people who live in cottages marry for love (2.25). Florence's instincts about her marriage are correct - it is miserable, as I show in my next chapter on wives. Florence is more complex than the young women in the advice manuals and the feminist documents. Because multiple forces act on her, she does not always behave as she believes in her heart she should. Sometimes, she is not even sure what she believes or what she should do. Braddon gives Florence a humanity and complexity the manual authors and Langhamites cannot because the forms (instruction book, essay) in which they work and their own moral agendas do not provide sufficient flexibility. A strong contrast with Florence, Lady Cecil Chudleigh has a "tranquil beauty" (1 . 154) and a "patrician calm" (1 . 158). Her heart is "brave and generous, womanly and true" (1 . 133); she has "that beautiful pallor which is so rare a charm - a pensive, patrician face" (1 .41); and she is fine enough to feel "the delicious repose of the rustic scenery, the 142 
exquisite sweetness of the untainted atmosphere" (1.69). Coming from a very old family, Cecil is well educated and familiar with respectable ways. She also looks respectable: "there were few handsomer faces to be seen in the Lady's Mile than hers[ . . .  ]. People liked to see Lady Cecil in their rank and breeding" (1.141). Readers were given much to admire in Cecil. When Cecil's father dies at the beginning of the novel, she becomes a penniless orphan. With no idea how to support herself, she is beginning to wonder if she is clever enough to be a governess when her aunt, Mrs. MacClaverhouse, appears. Agreeing to be her aunt's "companion, reader, amanuensis, prop and comfort to her declining years," soon Cecil moves into her London home. There she ministered very patiently to [her aunt's] wants and pleasures, and read the newspapers to her, and beat down the tradespeople, and disputed about stray entries of mutton-chops and half-pounds of tea that had or had not been supplied, and counted the glass, and was responsible for the spoons, and trembled when the widow's own parlour-maid chipped a morsel out of one of the general's tumblers; for was it not her duty to see that neither glass nor china was broken, and that the silver entree-dishes, salvers, butter-boats, and tea-trays were rubbed with the hand only, and not scratched and smudged with a greasy, gritty leather? (1.36-37) Cecil is miserable in her position as Mrs. MacClaverhouse' s "drudge" and "servant" (1.36, 1.38). Braddon emphasizes the weight of her "burdens," saying, "there were so many of them; and every day it seemed as if the last straw would be added to the heap, 
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and she must sink down in the dust and die" (1 .37). Since Braddon employs free indirect style to allow the reader access to Cecil's thoughts, we know she feels "like a slave crowned with roses" at the innumerable parties she attends with her aunt, where she is - "compelled to wear the same company-smile night after night, to affect an interest in the same frivolous subjects" (1 . 129-30). Even her apparent emotions cannot be her own. As a "slave," she must pretend to be interested in topics she finds dull, to be "pleased" and "merry" when she is not (1 .209). She resents her situation, which is not unlike Diana Paget's. Before long, Cecil meets Hector Gordon, who appears to be a "good son and a brave soldier" (1 .46), knows how to interact with polite society, and was educated at Eton and Oxford (1.63). Cecil thinks of him as "the handsomest man she had ever seen - tall, and grand, and fair, the very type of a classic hero, she fancied, as he stood before· her on the battlements, with the winds lifting the short auburn curls from his bare forehead" (1 .53). Careful readers would notice Braddon's phrase "she fancied" in this sentence, prodding them to wonder if Hector actually is a classic hero or just looks like one. The auburn curls are also a hint that Hector is not what he appears to be. Cecil and he fall in love, but he is already engaged to a woman in India, a woman he does not love as he loves her. Presenting Cecil with his story, thinly veiled as the story of a friend, Hector asks her what his "friend," who loves one woman, but is engaged to another, should do. At what cost does he keep his promise? Cecil is heartbroken, but tells Hector that his "friend" must keep his promise to his fiancee. Even though she is deeply in love with Hector, sad, lonely, and tired of her dependence on Mrs. MacClaverhouse, Cecil takes the 144 
high moral ground. As I show in the chapter on wives, Hector comes back into Cecil' s  
life after she marries. 
Mrs. MacClaverhouse, "nothing if not a woman of the world" ( 1 . 138), is critical 
of Cecil 's decision and paints a realistic picture of what may be her future life. 
It's all very well to ride the high horse; but I think some day, when you 
find yourself unpleasantly close to your thirtieth birthday, and discover 
some ugly lines under those beautiful hazel eyes of yours - some day 
when I am dead and gone, and your delicate ivory-white complexion has 
grown as yellow as an old knife-handle - when you look forward to a 
dreary life of dependence upon others, or lonely struggles with a hard, 
pitiless world - I think then, Lady Cecil, you'll be inclined to regret that 
you were so contemptuously indifferent to Hector Gordon' s  merits. (1 .73-
74) 
Braddon, however, continues to portray Cecil in positive terms. As I show in the next 
chapter, she clearly made the right choice. Although Braddon does not overtly refer to Jane Eyre here, as she has Isabel do in The Doctor's Wife (shown above), the connection 
between Cecil 's  honorable decision and Jane's rejection of Rochester is evident. 
Whereas Isabel misread the scene, romanticizing Jane's experience roaming on the moor, 
Cecil feels the same pain Bronte's character does. 
Mrs. MacClaverhouse tells Cecil she might have more marriage opportunities if 
she behaved more like Florence: "I sometimes wonder how it is you haven't made a good ' 
match before now [ . . .  ] .  I think it's that cold manner of yours that keeps the men off; and 
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then you don't talk slang, as some of the women do nowadays" ( 1 .40). She also 
repeatedly refers to the "horrors of genteel pauperism, and the miserable destiny of the 
unprotected female" ( 1 .227). Eventually, even Cecil questions the value of her own 
integrity, thinking that Mrs. MacClaverhouse might be right, that she might be a "dreary 
desolate creature when I come to be thirty, and stand all alone in the world. But," she 
protests to herself, "it is so horrible to hear her talk of good matches, just as if every girl 
must always be on the alert to entrap a rich husband" (75). 
What Cecil most wants is financial independence. When she passes "tiny 
cottages, enshrined in tiny gardens," she thinks how simple and placid existence might be 
in such modest habitations. 
"What happiness to be one's one mistress !" she thought; "never to be 
obliged to smile when one is sad, or talk and laugh for the pleasure of 
other people. If my poor father had left me a hundred a-year, I might have 
lived in such a cottage, with my books and piano, and a few birds and 
flowers. [ . . .  ] I envy the dowdiest old maid who ever eked out her tiny 
income. I envy any one and every one who can live their own lives." (1 ,209) 
But, as Cecil has no money, she must depend on others for survival . 
At one point, she considers becoming a governess, wondering "why shouldn't  I 
[ . . .  ] earn my living?" When she tells her aunt she is considering this option, Mrs. 
MacClaverhouse is incredulous: " 'What! '  screamed the dowager; 'Lord Aspendell's 
daughter would be a nice sort of person to teach a regiment of tiresome brats for twenty 146 
pounds a-year. Upon my word, Cecil, I haven't common patience with you when I hear you talk such nonsense . . . .  Don't let me hear any more of such absurdity."' Besides, Mrs. MacClaverhouse adds, "What's to become of my silver[ . . .  ] if you leave me?" Mrs. MacClaverhouse does not seem to realize that the work Cecil does in her house is no less degrading than the work of a governess (1 .136-38). Cecil gives up the idea, but remembers the governesses she had seen in her friends' homes, women who were "infinitely less dependent than she was and whose lives were infinitely happier than hers" (1.138). Again Cecil thinks about "the dull blank life of spinsterhood and poverty that lay before her" and her "lonely helplessness, her penniless dependence[ . . .  ]. She was such an unnecessary creature, such a mere waif and stray, to be drifted hither and thither on every tide which carried her kinswoman; a lady's-maid without a lady's maid's wages; a slave without a slave's apathy" ( 1.230). Cecil is a concrete example of the issues the Langhamites wrote about in more abstract terms. Society's unwritten rules do not allow an upper-class woman to support herself financially; if Cecil had been a member of the lower class, she would have had more options. As it is, she is trapped in an untenable position. After a while, Laurence O'Boyneville, a hard-working popular barrister, falls in love with and proposes to Cecil. When Cecil, who is "so accustomed to look upon the graceful perfection, the harmonious elegance of high-bred youth," first meets Laurence, who is unfamiliar with society's ways and wearing a "tight-fitting dress coat of a departed age, a rusty black cravat, and boots of dubious symmetry," she thinks of him as 
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an "uncivilized monster" ( 1 . 152). She rejects his first proposal "irrevocably." As Cecil watches Laurence, however, she wonders if she has judged him too quickly. When he respects her wish for privacy, not once approaching her when they are at the same house party for a week, and sees how respectfully he interacts with others, she realizes he is a good man. She begins to describe him as a "stalwart, good-looking, loud-voiced Irishman" and grows accustomed to his "noisy laugh, his boisterous gaiety, his energetic declamation" (1 .227). 10 Laurence proposes again, but Cecil, determined to live a life of integrity, refuses him for much the same reason Diana first refuses Gustave - because she cannot give him "measure for measure." This time when Mrs. MacClaverhouse learns of Cecil's refusal, she forecasts doom: ''That's what I call flying in the face of Providence. This is the second chance you've had within two years, Lady Cecil Chudleigh, and I hope I may live to wish you joy of the third; but I freely confess I don't expect to do so" ( 1 .212). Florence says Cecil's ideas about marriage make her "as romantic as a girl in a novel" ( 1 .204). As she does throughout The Doctor's Wife, Braddon plays with reflexivity here: Cecil is a girl in a novel. But the sentimental novels to which Florence refers are more idealistic than the novel in which Cecil appears. This difference points to one of the issues Braddon plays with throughout her portrayal of young unmarried women: how idealistic should young unmarried women be? How realistic? As we saw, Charlotte, Lucy, and Helen, are too sentimental. Gwendoline and Florence are too self-serving. This examination of Cecil 
10 Laurence and Braddon's husband Maxwell sound strikingly similar. 
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will determine where she sits on the line between them. Eventually, the pressure of being an unmarried woman and of living with her aunt becomes too great for Cecil and she agrees to marry Laurence. Braddon helps readers understand Cecil's decision: Had he wooed her at any other moment it might have been different; but he came to her in an interval of depression, which had subdued her courage and crushed her pride. Never had the dull stagnation of her life seemed to her so dull and hopeless as it had seemed to-day. Never had the prospect of the future appeared so utterly blank and empty. [ . . .  ] She was so lonely, so unprotected; and here was this man, whose intellectual power impressed her with a sense of protection and support; here was this man [ . . .  ] once more at her side, too faithful to accept repulse, still eager to give her shelter and affection, to lift her from the dreary uncertainty of her position into woman's most fitting sphere. (1.237-38) Cecil uses the advice manual phrase "woman's most fitting sphere" as one way to justify her decision to herself. Neither she nor Braddon necessarily believes that marriage is woman's most fitting sphere, but in a case like Cecil's, where there is no better choice, believing it is may make her feel better about her lack of options. Cecil does not love Laurence the way the advice manuals told women they should love their husbands, but then the advice manuals do not acknowledge the reality that marriage was an economic necessity for many young middle-class women, a necessity Cecil had to face. We will see how her decision plays out. 149 
Conclusion Both Braddon and the manual authors explore the serious nature of marriage and the importance of getting to know a future spouse, but Braddon' s portrayal of young unmarried women is more individualistic than theirs. And both Braddon and the Langhamites assert that young women need more options, but Braddon' s treatment of the challenges they faced is more pragmatic than the Langhamites' grand solutions. Overall, Braddon kept her fictional portrayal of the young unmarried woman closer to readers' actual lives and thus more effectively explored issues they cared about. The novel form also allowed Braddon to demonstrate how factors such as lack of moral education, poor parental guidance, and women's limited options influenced individuals' approaches to marriage, thus helping the reader understand why characters made the decisions they did. Specifically, Braddon explores when a woman should or should not marry. Through Isabel and Florence, she implies that a woman should not marry the first man who proposes simply because she is ready to be married and that she should not marry for wealth and social position. Marrying for financial security is not always wrong, however, as Braddon suggests through her portrayal of Cecil. Another issue Braddon explores is how the woman loves. Charlotte, Lucy, and Helen, she clearly states, love their fiances with a girlish love. Diana loves Valentine with a girlish love, but Gustave with a woman's love. Practical Gwendoline and Florence do not love their fiances at all. And Cecil's love of Hector is girlish. She does not love Laurence when she marries him, but, as we will see in the next chapter, learns to love him with a woman's love. 
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As we have seen, most of the young unmarried women interact with potential spouses much as they do with parents. Charlotte, for instance, is nai've and unrealistic when she interacts with Valentine, just as she is when she interacts with her stepfather. Lucy puts both Laurence Desmond and her father on a pedestal. Helen treats Eustace much as she does her father, adoring both and thinking of them as teachers and companions. Diana is realistic about the faults of both Valentine and her father. Braddon' s women generally gain a greater sense of personal agency as they move from daughter to wife and/or independent woman. We see various stages of this progress in the young unmarried woman phase. Charlotte, for example, never had any control over her life and still does not. Isabel, who was never in control as a daughter, feels powerless as a young unmarried woman. Lucy does gain some personal agency when she decides to leave acting and take up govemessing, even though she bases her decisions on what she thinks will Laurence will approve. Helen, determined to see where Eustace is believed to have died, is the most self-defined of the sentimental young women. Diana is a larger player in her life as a young unmarried woman than she is as a daughter, making the conscious decision, for example, to cede to her father's wish and marry Gustave. Braddon punishes both Gwendoline and Florence, who assert their wills for self-serving reasons - one for worldly success and the other for materialistic ends. She praises Cecil, however, for acting with integrity when she tells Hector to marry his fiancee and when she decides to marry Laurence. The next chapter, which analyzes wives, continues the analysis of Isabel, Cecil, and Florence. Braddon's exploration of marriage, which is situational and vastly more 15 1 
complex than almost any other mid-Victorian's, considers individual circumstances. This complexity calls for a range of situations and characters through which Braddon can explore the topic. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: WIFE While most mid-Victorian novels end with weddings, many of Mary Elizabeth Braddon's contain rich portrayals of actual marriages. This chapter analyzes a number of Braddon' s wives and their interactions with their husbands: Georgina Halliday Sheldon 
(Birds of Prey and Charlotte 's Inheritance), Cecil Chudleigh O'Boyneville (The La,dy's 
Mile), Isabel Sleaford Gilbert (The Doctor's Wife), Emily Jemingham (Dead-Sea Fruit), and Florence Crawford Lobyer (The La,dy's Mile). 1 We encountered Georgina and Emily in passing and saw Cecil, Isabel, and Florence as young unmarried women. In general, Braddon's women play a larger role in their lives once they are married than they do as daughters or young unmarried women. Some wives understand the possibilities available to them and deliberately direct their future; some let others control their destiny. Braddon affirms those who actively participate in the shaping of their lives and accept responsibility for their decisions. Braddon' s representation of marriage indicates her awareness that 1860s readers were thinking about the relationship differently than they had a decade or two earlier. Conceptions of marriage, especially middle-class marriage, were in great flux at this time in England. The cult of the domestic angel had reached its peak by the late 1850s (Murray, Strong-Minded Women 5), and women were beginning to question the assumption that any marriage was better than no marriage. In The Victorian Heroine: A 1 The chapter does not cover Charlotte Halliday Hawkehurst or Diana Paget Lenoble (both from Birds of 
Prey and Charlotte 's Inheritance) or Lucy Alford Desmond or Helen de Bergerac Thorburn (both from 
Dead-Sea Fruit), whose weddings occur at the end of their novels. 153 
Changing Ideal 1837-1873, Patricia Thomson writes that during the 1860s it would have been a hard task to find a Victorian woman who would not have gladly taken the risk of unhappiness in marriage. But the fact that there was such a risk, that the balance was not quite so surely weighted as had till then been assumed - with marriage and bliss on one scale and spinsterhood and misery on the other - was a new line of thought. ( 114) In 1864, a Westminster Review author acknowledged the same: "the institution of marriage might almost seem to be just now upon its trial" (qtd. in Showalter 101). Victorians increasingly acknowledged that marriage could be miserable. One of the factors causing this shift was the 1851 census finding that many women between the ages of 20 and 40 - as many as 30 per cent - were unmarried (Perkin 226). This rate can be explained in part by the fact that the percent of unmarried men was almost as high. But the 1851 census also revealed that there were six percent more women in the 20 to 40 age group than there were men in that age group - married or not (Murray, Strong-Minded Women 48). The numbers were similar a decade later: "for every 1 ,000 men in 1 861  there were 1 ,053 women" (Flint xv). Victorians were highly aware that there simply were not enough men to go around. In 1868, one Englishwoman 's Review author referred in passing to ''The vast surplus female population in the upper and middle classes in England, which now perplexes politicians and confounds our old social ideas" ("What Results Should be Sought" 355). In Gender in English Society 1650-1850: The Emergence of Separate Spheres? Robert B. Shoemaker attributes the difference to "overseas military service, greater male than 
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female emigration, and lower mortality rates for women" (140). Regardless of the reason for the difference, the issue of unmarried and "superfluous" women was discussed extensively in the 1860s. One of the most influential articles was W. R. Greg's "Why Are Women Redundant?" (1862). Greg wrote: There is an enormous and increasing number of single women in the nation [ . . .  ]. There are hundreds of thousands of women -[ . . .  ]proportionally most numerous in the middle and upper classes - who have to earn their own living; [ . . .  ] who [ . . .  ] have to carve out [ . . .  ]occupations for themselves; who[ . . .  ] are compelled to lead an independent and incomplete existence of their own. (51) "Hundred of thousands of women" -a frightening number of women for whom society made no provision. Middle and upper class women did not know how to work and generally lost their social status if they did work, but unmarried women often had no other means of financial survival. Several authors responded to Greg's essay, which was often reprinted and quoted during the 1860s (Murray, Strong-Minded Women 48). Frances Power Cobbe, for example, wrote " 'What Shall We Do with Our Old Maids?"' (1862), and Jessie Boucherett wrote "How to Provide for Superfluous Women" (1869). Since these articles are more relevant to independent women than wives, I will analyze them in the next chapter. Martha Vicinus demonstrates that mid-Victorians "generally assumed" the number of single middle-class women was larger than it actually was and that it was 155 
growing. The "conviction shared by all middle-class commentators," that the number of unmarried middle-class women was "steadily increasing" was, she asserts, was due to the increase in absolute numbers, as opposed to percentages, and to "their increased visibility, brought about in part by their acceptance of paid work and in part by the public discussion of their plight" (27). Regardless, mid-Victorians reacted to the perceived number of single middle-class women, concerned the large number indicated a breakdown in the social system. Another factor contributing to changing middle-class ideas about marriage in the 1860s was the Matrimonial Causes and Divorce Act of 1857. Before that date, a legal divorce could be obtained only through a special Act of Parliament. The new law made obtaining a divorce possible, but doing so was still expensive and difficult: men had to prove adultery; women had to prove both adultery and either incest, rape, sodomy, bestiality, bigamy, physical cruelty, or two years' desertion. The divorce law most affected the middle class, since the upper class had been more likely to request and receive a divorce through a special Act of Parliament, and the lower class - operating with less money and under less restrictive social guidelines - continued to end marriage simply by living apart. There were few actual divorces in the 1860s2; the most significant result of the law, which formally acknowledged that marriage could be too miserable to continue, was a decreased willingness to accept unhappy marriages. Both the manual authors and the Langhamites wrote extensively about marriage. 
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The manual authors described wives' duties and responsibilities in extensive detail. The Langhamites promoted companionate marriage and educated Victorians about married women's rights, fighting throughout the decade to change married women's property laws. Braddon, whose own experience with marriage was highly unusual, exploited her perspective to discuss aspects of marriage rarely covered in the Victorian novel. She demonstrates that the quality of a marriage is directly related to a number of factors, including the extent to which wives submit to or assert themselves with their husbands, and the degree to which husbands are aware of their wives' emotional needs. Her novels also explore the consequences of marrying for wealth and status. 
Advice Manuals T. S. Arthur told readers the purpose of his work was to "supply the place of a living adviser." This author of The Young Wife: A Manual of Moral, Religious and Domestic Duties (1846) hoped readers would internalize his advice by placing the book "upon her toilet or centre-table, and occasionally read[ing] it until the whole is as familiar to her as household words" (x). Manual authors repeatedly assert the importance of the wife's role. Arthur, for example, asserted that her responsibilities are "the most sacred, yet endearing duties of her life" (1 1). And Sarah Stickney Ellis told wives "you have deep responsibilities, you have urgent claims, a nation's moral wealth is in your keeping" (Women 13). Wifely obedience and submission was an important topic in these manuals. At least one author encouraged readers to understand that a new bride must "learn to have 157 
her opinions, heretofore incontrovertible, questioned by an authority of which she never dreamed before" (English Matron 18). This author acknowledges that submission is difficult: ''The first compulsory obedience" to her new husband's demands "gives a pang to woman's heart not easily forgotten; it is an acknowledgment of bondage[ . . .  ]. Few men can comprehend the shock which is given, not to pride, but to affection, when the mandate is uttered in a manner which implies expected submission. Few men in the honeymoon remember the days of courtship" (20-21). Braddon demonstrates the truth of this last statement through Cecil and Laurence O'Boyneville and, in fact, asserts men should remember courtship only begins on the honeymoon. As we will see, Braddon identifies some characteristics wives should be able to expect of their husbands. Another challenge for a new wife, the manual authors state, is leaving her parents' home, where "her sense of what is due to her [has been] heightened by the devotion of a mother or an aunt, or by the partial and thoughtful affection of sisters." When she enters her husband's home, she is often "brought for the first time into intimate contact with the blind preference of man, for his own habits and opinions" and discovers "the real and intense coarseness of the masculine character" (16). Florence Lobyer certainly discovers the contrast between her family's devotion to her and her husband's indifference, as we will see below. Although the author of the English Matron sympathizes with new wives, she emphasizes the importance of obedience: In addressing myself to the young matron, I warn her that, when she takes the vow [of obedience], she may be assured that its observance will be 
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expected; not alone by the great Searcher of hearts, to whose Almighty mind the secret throbbings of disappointment, or the workings of resentment, are known, but by the fallible being to whom she has vowed that obedience[ . . .  ]. It is most unwise to contest a point which the wisdom of St. Paul hath decided, and which is admitted by all well­judging people to be a great aid to family order, and conducive of the respect and subjection of children. (22) Along similar lines, in Happy Homes and How to Make Them (1870), John William Kirton tells wives they must "learn the duty of submission - wives submit yourselves to your husbands, is the law laid down by St. Paul [ . . .  ] . We urge upon the wife the paramount importance of studying to submit [ . . .  ]. Let this then be the study of your life" (1 12-13). Arthur urges wives to approach their submission actively: "make a resolution, at the very commencement of your married life [ . . . ] to regulate your own conduct according to [your husband's] opinion" (23) and be "ever studious to supply him with whatever may, by any possibility, contribute either to his comfort or convenience" (25). Braddon addresses this paradox of active submission through her portrayal of Georgy Sheldon. Ellis went as far as to tell readers "the master of the house should be considered as entitled to the choice of every personal indulgence." The wife should even "adapt herself to her husband's mood and character," arranging the house the way he likes it. For example: I know an excellent woman who always had her fire built up in such a 159 
manner before her husband came home, as to present a tempting crust for him to break through on his arrival; and I much question whether the good lady was not more loved for this simple act, than she would have been, had her husband found his fire neglected, and herself engaged in tears and prayers for his individual welfare. (75-76) Not all men enjoy a "tempting crust," Ellis is quick to point out; some prefer to conserve coals for future use. The English Matron agreed that "in all matters of importance wherein difference of opinion exists, it is, I think, a woman's duty to yield," but noted that a wife should not be required to "yield" when "virtue and honour would be outraged by such a concession, or where the real interests of her family or of her husband are at stake." And, she added, "I do not think the promise to obey is to condemn a woman to ask permission for every trifling act - that it is to chain her very wishes and to subjugate her power of reasoning or of acting" (20). That the author believes she needs to state these exceptions indicates some husbands (and perhaps some wives) believed that the wife's promise to obey did require her to ask permission for "every trifling act." In her novels, Braddon highlights the issue of wifely obedience repeatedly. Although she never openly questions it, she does explore its limitations. The manual authors' emphasis on wifely obedience and submission conflicts with their assertion that, as housekeeper, a wife has considerable power, is required to develop strong judgment, and must make many decisions. In the 1172-page Beeton's Book of Household Management, Isabella Beeton asserts for example that "the happiness, 160 
comfort, and well-being of a family" depend on a woman's knowledge of household duties (84).3 Her husband writes in Family Etiquette: A Complete Guide To 
Conversation, Parties, Travel, and the Toilette, with Hints on Domestic Affairs that the "mistress of a house" is "the first and the last, the alpha and the omega, in the government of her establishment; and[ . . . ] it is by her conduct that its whole internal policy is governed" (106). Wives were told to cultivate "habits of thought, frugality, care, patience, perseverance, diligence, cheerfulness, and system," but many of these characteristics - particularly perseverance and diligence - conflict with obedience and submission (Kirton 119). The manual authors do not acknowledge this conflict. The doctrine of separate spheres, the idea that men belong in the business world and women belong in the home, attempts to erase the conflict between submission and leadership that is inherent in the advice manuals. But it does not acknowledge the impossibility that one person can have both sets of characteristics - that one person can both habitually submit and persevere. Shoemaker recognizes this issue when he questions the existence of separate spheres, arguing that there are "far more continuities in gender roles[ . . . ] than most historians suggest" (10). In addition to being a good housekeeper, a wife was to create a home for her husband. Kirton encouraged his readers to "Strive to make home happy. - Study to make it an earthly paradise [ . . .  ]. Endeavour to make your home so attractive, lovely, 
3 This work sold more than two million copies between 1 861 ,  when it was published, and 1870 (Perkin 247). 161  
and sweet, that it shall be to your husband the brightest spot upon earth" (115). What a man looks for in a wife, according to Ellis, is "a being to come home to," an "influence like a gentle dew, and the cheering light, more felt throughout the whole of his existence, in its softening, healing, harmonizing power than acknowledged by any single act, or recognized by any certain rule" (Wives 88-89; emphasis in original). Along similar lines, Ellis writes that a good wife diffus[es] happiness, without appearing conspicuously as the agent in its diffusion[ . . .  ]. She enters, with a perception as delicate as might be supposed to belong to a ministering angel, into the peculiar feelings and tones of character influencing those around her, applying the magical key of sympathy to all they suffer or enjoy, to all they fear or hope, until she becomes identified as it were with their very being, [and] blends her own existence with theirs. (Women 202-03) The wife Ellis and other manual writers describe was to be scarcely human; she was to be some kind of fairy who possessed the "magical key of sympathy" and who happily dissolved into others' "beings." The manual authors' instructions work to erase wives' individuality. Braddon, on the other hand, asks readers to pay attention to wives' needs and unique personalities. Asserting the need for companionate marriages, she indicates that poor marriages result when wives try to disappear into husbands. A woman was also to advance her husband's "intellectual, moral, and spiritual nature" and "raise the tone of his mind from the low anxieties and vulgar cares which necessarily occupy so large a portion of his existence" (Ellis, Wives 82). Especially 162 
"under the pressure of the present times," a man needs his wife to "foster in his nature, and establish in his character, that higher tone of feeling, without which he can enjoy nothing beyond a kind of animal existence" (Ellis, Women 58). The "pressure of the present times" is especially clear in the persons of Philip Sheldon, a stockbroker; Laurence O'Boyneville, a popular barrister; and Thomas Lobyer, a "Manchester man" heavily involved with the stock market - but none of their wives attempts to "raise the tone" of her husband's mind. Georgy Sheldon is completely incapable even of making a serious attempt. Laurence brings work home, eliminating the separation of spheres implicit in the manuals' advice. Thomas never would lead anything "beyond a kind of animal existence" - even if Florence did try to encourage a "higher tone of feeling" in him. Regarding the growing women's rights movement, one manual author defined these rights using terms very much unlike the Langhamites': "We often hear of 'Women's Rights,' but what are they? [ . . .  ]''The right to labour and to pray, The right to watch while others sleep, The right o'er others' woes to weep, The right to succour in distress, The right while others curse to bless, The right to love when others scorn, The right to comfort all who mourn, 163 
The right to lead the soul to God, 
And tread the path her Saviour trod." (Kirton 1 12) 
In other words, a woman has the right to care for others and nothing else. The 
Langhamites' definition of women' s  rights is strikingly different. 
The Langhamites 
The Langhamites' ideas about marriage were not as radical as we in the early 
twenty-first century might imagine. Frances Power Cobbe, for example, wrote that 
"marriage was manifestly the Creator' s plan for humanity" and assured Victorians that, 
while the Langhamites advocated increased opportunities for unmarried women, "we are 
very far indeed from maintaining that during marriage it is at all to be desired that a 
woman should struggle to keep up whatever pursuit she had adopted beforehand" ("Old 
Maids" 359). 
Cob be did assert that Victorian marriage suffered from husbands' "claims of 
marital authority," referring to the belief that wives owe husbands obedience. When men 
give these claims up, she wrote, a "conjugal love and union nobler and more tender by far 
than can ever exist while such claims are even tacitly supposed" will be possible 
("Celibacy" 83). She forwards the concept of a companionate marriage, such as that 
Cecil and Laurence O'Boyneville make some effort to have and that Georgina 
Champernowne and William Crawford (The Lady's Mile) will have. 
The Langhamites also worked to educate Victorians about married women's  rights 
( or lack thereof). Barbara Leigh Smith (later Bodichon) did this by writing and 164 
publishing A Brief Summary, in Plain Language, of the Most Important Laws Concerning 
Women: Together with a Few Observations Thereon (1 854). As the title suggests, this 
publication uses everyday language to summarize existing laws regarding women. 
Among other points, it informs readers that when a woman marries, "the law immediately 
steps in, and she finds herself legislated for, and her condition of life suddenly and 
entirely changed. Whatever age she may be of, she is again considered as an infant - she 
is again under 'reasonable restraint' - she loses her separate existence, and is merged in 
that of her husband." To emphasize her point, Bodichon quotes a Judge Hurlbut: "'In 
short, [ . . .  ] a woman is courted and wedded as an angel, and yet denied the dignity of a 
rational and moral being ever after'" (3 1). The Langhamites worked to increase married 
women' s power, to reinstate her "separate existence," and to give her the dignity of being 
a "rational and moral being." 
To meet these goals, they campaigned to change the married women's  property 
laws. In A Brief Summary, Bodichon explains that when an unmarried woman turned 
twenty-one, she became "an independent human creature, capable of holding and 
administering property to any amount; or, if she can earn money, she may appropriate her 
earnings freely to any purpose she thinks good. Her father has no power over her or her 
property." Once married, however, she had "no legal right to any property; not even her 
clothes, books, and household goods are her own, and any money which she earned can 
be robbed from her legally by her husband" (3 1 ). The Langhamites worked assiduously 
to change these laws. Bodichon and Bessie Rayner Parkes collected 26,000 signatures 
for a petition requesting a law giving wives the same property rights men and single 165 
women over twenty-one had. Although the first Married Women's Property Bill, introduced in Parliament in 1857, did not pass, the Divorce Act of the same year did make it possible for a deserted wife to protect the income and property she acquired since her husband left. Throughout the 1860s, the Langhamites continued to campaign for passage of a Married Women's Property Bill. An act passed in 1870, but the House of Lords, fearing that "giving women control over their money would end wifely obedience," stripped it (Murray, Strong-Minded Women 118). The confusing 1870 law was finally clarified by the 1882 Married Women's Property Act, which made a significant difference for married women regarding their right to own property. According to Janet Horowitz Murray, the Langhamites' work on married women's property rights was "one of the chief parliamentary victories of the [Victorian] women's movement" (Englishwoman 's . 
Review xiii). The Langhamites' work was unquestionably important. But while they waited decades for legislative change, many women struggled to improve their lives 
within the existing structures. Braddon, who shared many of the Langhamite goals, portrayed ways women could improve their lives even before the new laws were enacted. 
Braddon 's Life As the Introduction states, both Braddon' s maternal grandmother and her mother separated from their husbands. Because of her experience with marriage as a young girl, Braddon' s expectations regarding her own marital life were less restrictive than many of her contemporaries'. Perhaps she was predisposed to become the life partner of a man 166 
she could not marry until thirteen years after she moved into his home.4 In some ways, her relationship with John Maxwell was conventional. Braddon called herself "Mrs. Maxwell," referred to him as her husband from an early date, and they had six children together - all before they married. That their relationship was not legally recognized suited Braddon's needs well. The autonomy that resulted undoubtedly helped her escape the pattern of unhappy marriages set by her mother and grandmother. Also, the money she earned from her novels was legally hers to do with as she pleased. Had they been married, all of her earnings would have belonged to him under the very married women's property laws the Langhamites were fighting to change. Since Braddon was concerned about having enough money to support herself and her mother, this point was undoubtedly important to her. In a letter to her mentor, Edward Bulwer­Lytton, she wrote that for the past three years, she had been "compelled [ . . .  ] to preserve a certain secresy [sic] with regard to my position [vis-a-vis Maxwell] - on account of commercial entanglements which might have stripped me of very hardly earned possessions - and I am not chivalrous enough to desire to make any such surrender" (141). Her choice of the word "chivalrous," a term connoting male protection of women, to describe her own protection of her "hardly earned possessions" reveals what some would consider a male mindset - as does her term "surrender," generally associated with the male occupation of war. That she uses these words in a letter to Bulwer-Lytton, whom she was terribly eager to please, indicates she had no qualms about being so 4 As I have shown, John Maxwell's wife, Mary Anne, was in an insane asylum; she died in 1 874. 167 
assertive. Braddon and Maxwell did marry in 1874 and lived together until he died in 1895, when she was sixty. About three weeks after he died, Braddon wrote one of her friends: ''To me he was the best and most unselfish of husbands - and never shirked a domestic duty [ . . .  ]. I feel his loss keenly, for [ . . .  ] he was very happy, & I was happy with him ­and ventured to hope that this quiet life - sheltered and secluded - might go on yet for some placid uneventful years. A three days illness, influenza, ended that hope" (unpublished letter qtd. in Wolff, Sensational 101). Robert Lee Wolff speculates that Braddon' s phrase "Never shirked a domestic duty" may help explain what he describes as a "union otherwise hard to understand." Although Maxwell was loud and blustery, he was responsible, unlike Braddon's father, who caused her beloved mother much pain. Braddon lived another twenty years after Maxwell's death, but never remarried. Her experiences with marriage allowed her to envision broader possibilities for the relationship than those generally imagined in the mid-Victorian years. 
Braddon 's Novels Braddon' s portrayal of marriage was closer to her readers' experience with it than the manual authors' or the Langhamites' was; it is also vastly more complex than that of almost any other mid-Victorian novelist. Her diverse portrayal of wives and relationships even depicts one couple' s separation and makes several extended references to divorce, reflecting the 1860s shift in ideas regarding marriage. Braddon' s examination of the marital relationship appealed to her large audience, composed of readers holding a wide 168 
variety of positions, and bombarded with conflicting messages about marriage. This chapter analyzes a broad range of wives, the most submissive of whom is Georgy Sheldon. A woman with few thoughts of her own, Georgy apparently has never considered what she would like her life to be like. Accepting the advice manuals' model of marriage without evaluating it, she criticizes her first husband because he is unlike the ideal husband described in the manuals; her second husband she submits to without question, oblivious that he is an evil man. Lady Cecil O'Boyneville is less submissive than Georgy, but nevertheless reluctant to tell her husband what she needs and wants. Through her portrayal of Cecil, Braddon demonstrates that strong relationships depend, in part, on wives telling their husbands what will make them happy. Cecil is also passive when she is submissive to her lover, who eventually convinces her to leave her husband. Because Isabel Gilbert lives in a fantasy world, we would not expect her to be more assertive than Cecil, but she is: when Roland Lansdell asks her to leave her husband, she faces reality and rebuffs Roland. Emily Jemingham, who separates from her husband of two years, is even more self-confident. At the end of her life, she tells her husband (albeit too late) what she believed was due to her and what she needed to be happy in their marriage. Florence Lobyer, the most assertive wife, has a strong sense of personal agency. Since she often acts like a frivolous Girl of the Period, we would not expect her to be particularly honest with herself, but she fully acknowledges the role she played in forging her unhappy marriage. And when her husband is unkind to her, she refuses to submit; instead repaying him in kind. With the exception of Georgy, who takes no responsibility whatsoever for her life, Braddon depicts all of these women with kindness 169 
and defends their weaknesses. As we will see below, Braddon gives her wives multiple opportunities to shape their lives. Unlike George Eliot, who has the law of consequences pursue her characters, Braddon gives her women a number of chances to work themselves out of the binds they fall into. Through Georgina Halliday Sheldon (Birds of Prey and Charlotte 's Inheritance), Braddon demonstrates the danger of being as submissive as the advice manuals tell women they should be. She also points out a significant incongruity in their manuals, which tell women both to submit to husbands and to be the "the alpha and the omega" of the household. Georgy has two husbands in the course of the continued novels, never showing any understanding of either. Her first husband is Tom Halliday, whom she chose over childhood friend Philip Sheldon because of his money. We meet the Hallidays ten years after their marriage, when they visit Philip, now a dentist, in London. Georgy "had never been particularly fond of her husband," but "that was no reason why she should not be particularly jealous about him" and, when Tom stays out late drinking, her jealousy "betrayed itself in a peevish worrying fashion" (Birds of Prey 23). To appease his wife, Tom buys her dresses and bonnets and takes out life insurance on himself, but "poor weak little Mrs. Halliday murmured plaintively that she did not want fortunes or life insurances, but that she wanted her husband to stay at home, content with the calm and rather sleepy delights of his own fireside," as the advice manuals indicate good husbands do (23). Philip, however, has little sympathy for Georgy, saying, "You married a rich man, Mrs. Halliday; you made your choice, you know [ . . .  ] if the bargain has turned out a bad 
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one, that's your look-out"' (26). He tries to show Georgy she has some control over her life, but that is a foreign concept to her, as her response indicates - "you know very well that my marriage with Tom was pa's doing, and not mine" (27). Neither of the men Georgy had to choose from was a good match. But, like Philip, Braddon is critical of Georgy, describing her as a "weak little woman" (22) and "one of those women who take refuge in tears when they find themselves at a disadvantage" (27). In fact, Georgy is little more than Philip's pawn. His plan to kill Tom so he can marry Georgy for her money works just as he had hoped it would because she is foolish enough to trust him. After Tom has had a strange illness for three weeks, during which time Philip has been caring for him, Georgy meekly suggests that another doctor be called in. When Philip discourages the idea, she "looked piteously at [him] and said, 'What do you think I ought to do? Pray tell me'," consistently placing more value on others' opinions than she does on her own (31-32). Since she is "afraid of offending Philip Sheldon and[ . . .  ] of alarming her husband," she decides not to ask another doctor's opinion (34). Meanwhile, Tom becomes increasingly ill as Philip continues to poison him. Only when the servant, who begins to suspect Philip after drinking some tainted tea, urges Georgy to call in another doctor does she do so. She even allows him to choose the new doctor, who acts on his suspicion of Philip too late, and Tom dies. When Tom dies, Georgy inherits £18,000, with which she could shape a life very much to her liking. The problem is that she does not know what she likes. So she throws away the opportunity and marries Philip not because she cares for him, but because "she was unable to advance any fair show of reason whereby she might reject him" (83). She 171  
marries without a settlement, so her inheritance automatically becomes Philip's, which is just what he had counted on. When her friends learn she did not have a settlement arranged, they "elevate their hands and eyebrows in speechless horror" (86). Here, Braddon refers to a way of protecting women's property that the Langhamites downplayed. While they wait decades for the enactment of a law, Braddon points to temporary solutions that were currently available. Georgy soon "fashion[s] her life according to [her husband's] will," submitting to him "as she would have submitted to some ponderous infallible machine" (86). She is not only unthinking; she is infantile, obeying Philip "very much as a child obeys a strict but not unkind schoolmaster. When he took her to a theatre or a racecourse, she sat by his side meekly, and felt like a child who has been good and is reaping the reward of goodness. And," Braddon adds, "this state of things was in nowise disagreeable to her" (87). The Sheldon's marriage is abysmal: she is scared of him and he believes she is a nonentity. Georgy's perfect submission makes her an advice manual role model. But her very submissiveness makes her incapable of managing a home, a task the manuals also emphasize. Philip says she "knows about as much of housekeeping as a baby" (3 18). She herself admits that she "quite tremble[s] at the idea of a dinner" (300). Regarding dinners as "one of the triumphs of civilization," Isabella Beeton gave her readers explicit directions regarding a successful dinner party, "from the sending of invitations [ . . .  ] to the number of people one ought to invite, to the best ways of keeping one's guests entertained until the food is served, to proper behavior at the table [ . . .  ], right on through the dessert, the fruit, and the departure of the ladies from the dining room" (Clausen 415). 
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But still Georgy is incapable of fulfilling this duty. When a head servant joins the household, she "reformed abuses, and introduced a new system of care and economy below-stairs, to the utter bewilderment of poor Georgy, for whom the responsibilities of the gothic villa had been an overwhelming burden" (Charlotte 's Inheritance 127). Georgy does not know how to care for others either: when Diana's father is ill, she offers "almost every portable object in the house" as a cure: " 'if you'd like to take your papa a bottle of Mr. Sheldon's old port, Diana, remember it's at your disposal. I' m sure I've heard people say that old port is good for the gout - or perhaps, by the bye, what I heard was that it wasn 't good. I know old port and gout seem to run together in my head somehow"' (84). Following half of the manuals' instructions leaves Georgy unable to satisfy the other half of their instructions. Braddon again demonstrates Georgy's lack of autonomy by having her unknowingly help Philip poison Charlotte: she encourages her daughter to drink tainted wine every day. When Philip wants to move the very ill Charlotte from the seaside back to London, Georgy again proves that she is unable to think on her own. In response to Diana's plea not to move Charlotte, she says: What would be Mr. Sheldon's feelings if I were to stand up against him, and declare that Charlotte should not be moved? [ . . .  ] I never saw such anxiety. Why, he has grown ten years older in his looks since the beginning of her illness [ . . .  ] .  I don' t believe a real father ever was more thoughtful or more careful about a real daughter than Philip has been about Lotta. And what a poor return it would be if I were to oppose him 
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now, when he says that the removal will be for Charlotte's good[ . . .  ]. I shall never forget his kindness to poor Tom. (238) Everyone except for Georgy knows Philip looks ten years older because he is nervous about being caught poisoning his stepdaughter. Her mention of Tom is especially pathetic, since she also sat by while Philip killed him. Even when Philip tells Georgy "'For God's sake go away ! [ . . . ] Your perpetual clack is torture to me,'" she refuses to see her husband's true character, instead asking Diana "with something like pride" if she had ever seen anyone so anxious (241). In order to save Charlotte, Valentine and Diana must also manipulate Georgy, using her to trick Philip into thinking that Charlotte is dying, so he will leave the house and she can escape. When Valentine and Diana rescue Charlotte from her stepfather, they also rescue Georgy from herself (temporarily, at least) by telling her about Philip's true character and convincing her to leave him. Afraid Philip will insist she live with him, Georgy says, "there ought to be divorces for such dreadful things; but I never heard of one before Sir Creswick Creswick, or the new judge, whose name I can't remember"' (281). Georgy is right: the new law does not allow her to divorce Philip, since he did not commit adultery. She is freed of him only when he freezes to death on Christmas night. By having Philip go bankrupt and having two of their children die in infancy, Braddon punishes Georgy for refusing to play a role in her own life and indirectly criticizes the manual authors' emphasis on submission. Lady Cecil Chudleigh O'Boyneville (The Lady's Mile) is not as nauseatingly submissive as Georgy, but neither is she assertive. As shown in the young unmarried 
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woman chapter, she is still in love with Hector Gordon and would have preferred to live in a cottage with a piano and her books, but marries popular lawyer Laurence O'Boyneville because she cannot afford to support herself. Through Cecil, Braddon explores how much responsibility a woman has for her own happiness in marriage. 5 The class difference between Cecil and Laurence has a large impact on their marriage. While he works literally day and night, she is unfamiliar with people who work for a Ii ving; this contrast leads to misunderstandings and a large communication gap. On their honeymoon, Laurence was "the most devoted and submissive of husbands, the tenderest of friends, the most sympathetic of companions," but he "froze into the man of business" when they returned to London, and Cecil quickly became bored and lonely in their big, empty house in Bloomsbury. Providing her every material object she could wish for, Laurence, unfortunately, left her to be happy after her own fashion in the spacious empty rooms while he went back to his work. While he went back to his work ! In those few words might have been told the dismal history of two lives. The husband went to his work, and gave his heart and soul to breaches of contract and actions for damages, to libel and divorce cases, to actions in debt, trespass, assumpsit, trover, and ejectment; and the wife saw him go 5 For additional analysis of the marriages in The lady's Mile, see Natalie Schroeder and Ronald A. Schroeder, "Miserable Bondage: Marital Companionship and Neglect in Mary Elizabeth Braddon's The Lady's Mile." These authors consider Braddon a "feminist reformer" (82); my analysis of Braddon's women - daughters, young unmarried women, and independent women, in addition to wives - indicates that her position is more complex than this label implies. 
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out and come in, heard his tired sigh, as he sank half-exhausted into his easy-chair, but remained utterly ignorant and unsympathising. (1.299) Braddon is critical both of husbands who give their "heart and soul" to their work, and of wives who are "ignorant and unsympathising" about their husband's profession, implying that spouses should have a greater awareness of each other's lives. As in The Doctor's 
Wife, Braddon asserts here the importance of couples understanding each other. Cecil makes an effort to understand her husband's work, but it is a feeble one. When Laurence starts explaining a case in which the issue "depended on the signification of the words 'then' and 'forthwith,' [ . . .  ] her mind lost itself among the complications of the law, and she was fain to confess herself mystified" (1.299-300). Trying to be kind, but actually increasing the space between them, Laurence promises never to "plague her again with such dry details" (1.300). He is as ignorant of her need for companionship as she is of his business life. Laurence's profession consumes him. He works all day, comes home for dinner and a nap, then rises when a clerk brings his evening papers at nine o'clock, on which he works till late in the night (1.301). At breakfast and dinner, Cecil tries to talk with her husband, but becomes "chilled and discouraged" when she sees his "eyes fixed and staring, and hears his lips murmuring faintly to himself, 'the defendant seems to me to have no case, and the plaintiffs will be entitled to recover if Giddies and Giddies can show that the letter was posted on the twenty-first" (1.300). Later, Cecil admits that her "chief unhappiness arises from the fact that my husband's profession will not allow him to be the friend I hoped he would be" (2.212). Braddon praises Laurence for his hard 176 
work and intellect, but asserts that "such a man is apt to make a terrible mistake when he brings a fair young wife to his joyless home" because "to a woman such a mode of existence [is] simply intolerable." Too tired at the end of the day to "change his dress, [ . . .  ] talk without effort, [ . . .  ] go from one room to another after dinner," Laurence is a very different kind of man from those portrayed in many Victorian novels, which do not often portray upper-middle-class working men; he is more like the husbands of Braddon's readers (1.302). To Lady Cecil, however, Laurence seemed "a being of a different race from that to which belonged the high-bred idlers she had been accustomed to encounter" (1.306). And she wondered why he married her: "'I am of no use to him. I am no companion for him. A home for him is only a place in which he can eat and drink and sleep, and keep some of his law-books" ( 1.306-07). Cecil's thoughts stem from the manual authors' assertion that a wife should be useful to her husband, to "raise the tone of his mind from [ . . . ] low anxieties and vulgar cares" (Ellis, Wives 82). Unlike her friend, Florence questions what "a man who is up to his eyes in business [can] want with a wife," implying that there is no use for a wife of a busy man (2.95). As we shall see, Laurence's position fits between these two: he does not care to have "the tone of his mind" raised, but his wife's presence is important to him. Grateful for Laurence's kindness, Cecil tries to be a "good and dutiful wife" (1.309). She believes she does not have the right to complain of her loneliness and boredom since she married him without loving him. And, even though she does not like Bloomsbury, she does not ask him to move to a more fashionable neighborhood. 
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Florence, on the other hand, says, "If I were you I wouldn't allow my husband an hour's peace till he removed to the West-end[ . . .  ]. I hear he earns heaps of money, and it's really shameful of him to keep you here." Cecil knows that if she asked Laurence to move, "he would do so immediately," but declines to ask because she does not "wish to impose on his kindness" (1.313). Braddon indicates that Cecil is, to some extent, to blame for her own unhappiness and that, in general, wives should help their husbands know what they need. Not only is Cecil hesitant to assert her desires, but, when she understands that Laurence is unavailable to be her companion, she "abandons herself entirely to the unbroken monotony of her life." She has free time and all the wealth she needs to create almost any life she wants, but chooses instead to withdraw from her society. Braddon indicates that women in Cecil's position should be more assertive: "She had yet to learn to find her own society and her own occupations, in common with the wives of other busy men. She accepted the lot that fell into her lap and did not attempt to change or modify it" (2.25). In other words, Cecil - and other wives of busy men - are responsible for changing their lives if they are not happy with them. "If Laurence O'Boyneville made no change in his bachelor-habits," Braddon continues, "he had perhaps some excuse[ . . .  ] in the fact that his wife made no attempt to alter the scheme of his existence" (2.25-26). The manual authors would have said the opposite: that Cecil was not repressing her needs sufficiently. Cecil believes she is being generous in not asking Laurence to move, but Braddon criticizes her lack of assertiveness. Because Cecil does not take care of herself, "a profound weariness of spirit 
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[talces] possession" of her (2.26). Laurence is slow to notice his wife's unhappiness. In fact, he is so oblivious to her pain that, Braddon writes, he would have noticed there was "something out of gear amidst the machinery of his home" only if Cecil had "dissolved into tears at the brealcfast-table or disturbed his digestive organs by a storm of hysterics after dinner" (2.27). Homes and marriages, Braddon notes, are not machines that take care of themselves; they need care. Laurence has forgotten that a man's "real courtship only begins on his wedding-day" (2.26) and is taking Cecil for granted. The advice manuals tell women to repress their humanity, serving their husbands' needs and whims, but Braddon asserts the absurdity of this idea, arguing that women also have a right to be well cared for. After Cecil spends some time with Florence in Pevenshall, her friend's grand Yorkshire home, Laurence finds her much healthier and tells her, "However closely I may stick to my work, you must never lead such a dreary life again" (2.167), indicating that she herself is responsible for her own happiness. Far from criticizing Laurence for being a poor companion, Florence agrees that Cecil was not to be permitted to "bury herself alive in Brunswick Square during the ensuing season" (2.168). In an attempt to control her life, Cecil plans a quiet holiday in Scarborough. But when Florence, who is "in the habit of pleading as earnestly as a spoiled child for the gratification of her wishes," begs her to return to Pevenshall instead, she acquiesces (2.192). When Cecil learns Hector will also be in Yorkshire, she cannot decide what to do. She fails to use another opportunity to direct her life. Her first thought is to return immediately to London, but, as Braddon acknowledges, Cecil's position is not simple: "a 
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woman is very seldom free to follow her first thoughts. If a man wishes to escape from any given place at a moment's notice, he had only to declare himself called away on business, and lo ! he is free to spring into the first hansom [ . . .  ]. But a woman cannot take an unexplained morning's walk without the dread of question and scandal." Unsure how to explain a sudden decision to Florence or her husband, "an overwhelming terror seized her." She writes her husband to ask if she may return to London, but Laurence, unaware of Cecil's danger, encourages her to stay with her friends. Cecil does not believe she can resist Hector on her own and longs for her husband's protection, "angry with him for not loving her better; for [ . . .  ] she felt herself in supreme need of his love" (2.194-95). She refuses to acknowledge that staying in Yorkshire is her decision and that it is her responsibility, not her husband's, to avoid her former lover. Braddon notes that a "strong-minded woman would perhaps have made light" of these difficulties and that a "real heroine would have bidden her hostess a hasty adieu, and left the danger-haunted mansion without explanation or delay." As we will see, Braddon calls Florence a heroine when she tells Sir Nugent Evershed to leave after he proclaims his love. But, Braddon explains, "Cecil was not strong-minded. She had lived all her life in the dread of those little social laws which a woman sometimes finds it more difficult to break than to violate the law of Heaven itself' (2.200-01). Braddon both recognizes the real awkwardness of Cecil's situation and implies that she should have been a "heroine," putting aside all concern for "little social laws" and returning to London. Her attitude toward Cecil is complex: at times, she finds excuses for or defends her; at others, she criticizes her. Braddon does not wholly condemn Cecil, since she understands the complexities of 
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Victorian social rules, but encourages her to take charge of her life more fully. Cecil does try again by refusing to talk with Hector, looking at him "with a proud steady glance, and silently challeng[ing] him with his baseness" (2.203). She maintains a "frigid demeanour" toward Hector for many days, but he accosts her mercilessly, eventually finding her alone and breaking through her fa�ade (2.204). One of the ways Braddon excuses Cecil is by painting Hector as remarkably persistent. Cecil herself excuses the role she eventually plays in her relationship with Hector by ascribing it to the Fates: ''The old classic machinery, the work of the Eumenides, seemed to have had a part in all this story of unhappy love." Here Braddon criticizes her character's evasion, saying, "A weak-minded woman is always ready to mistake the action of a man's selfish obstinacy for the handiwork of the Fates" (2.208). Although she emphasizes the difficulty of Cecil's situation by demonstrating Hector's cruelty, she still criticizes Cecil's unwillingness to acknowledge her role in the relationship. Cecil makes another yet effort to escape Hector's influence by telling Florence that Laurence has asked her to come home - a lie. This time, it is not Cecil's fault that her attempt to get away from her bad situation fails: she is almost out the door when her husband appears for an extended visit. She could have used the opportunity of her husband's presence to tell her him about the danger she is in, but does not because she feels "something like anger against him for his [ . . . ] utter blindness to her own deadly peril" (2.228-29). With compassion, Braddon conveys a sense of Cecil's frustration when Laurence appears, but describes as "weak" her expectation that he will intuitively to understand her situation. 18 1  
When Cecil does her best to avoid Hector, Braddon again defends her, writing "a thousand little circumstances conspired to force her into the society of the man she feared," and comparing her to a "poor frail rudderless bark" that was "hovering on the very brink of a whirlpool" (2.229-30). To her readers, Braddon makes this unusual comment: "Perhaps in these latter days, when the chronicles of the Divorce-Court furnish such piquant reading for middle-class breakfast-tables, it would be well if husbands were a little more inclined to jealous watchfulness, and somewhat less disposed to believe implicitly in their own invincible claims to all love and duty" (2.230-3 1). No wonder a 
Saturday Review author wrote a "more uncomfortable novel for all marriaged men could not well be written [ . . .  ] .  The apprehension which we owe to the novelist is that the comely and agreeable matron at the other side of the hearth is at any given moment meditating flight with a suitor of bygone days" (565). Not only does Braddon have the respectable Lady Cecil consider abandoning her husband, but she alludes to the new and frightening expedient of divorce. When Cecil finally gives in to Hector's pleas, Braddon again criticizes her, writing, "It is difficult to imagine how any woman can arrive at such a decision." Hector had convinced her that "the daily and hourly deceptions of the last few weeks constituted a more terrible sin than any open rupture with the man she had sworn to love and honour" (2.240). But Cecil should not have given in to this argument; Isabel does not when Roland uses it with her. Although condemning Cecil's decision, Braddon hopes to keep the readers' sympathy with her character by asserting that she "had no hope of any future happiness" with Hector; "she sought only escape from the daily falsehood that tortured 182 
and humiliated her" (2.240-41 ). Cecil confesses that she feels a greater sense of duty to her lover than she does to her husband, telling him that she would be "weak, dishonourable, selfish beyond all measure, if I could break my promise after what it has cost you to win it," referring to the dishonour he incurred by leaving his regiment just as they turned to dangerous duty. Braddon describes Cecil's sense of honor as "perverted," and, with some disgust, comments that a woman "has always more or less inclination for self-sacrifice [ once she is] fully persuaded that it is her duty to throw herself away for the welfare of the pleasure of some one she loves, and she is in hot haste to take the fatal step that shall hurl her to destruction" (2.243-44 ). Braddon is critical of Cecil because she refuses to be strong. Still unwilling to accept responsibility for the role she plays in her affair with Hector, Cecil attributes her actions to a stronger power: "the current of Fate was drifting her along, and that she was no more than a weed, carried onward by an impetuous torrent" (2.250). Braddon criticizes her for "accept[ing] the doctrine of necessity [ . . .  ]allow[ing] herself to be persuaded that it was her destiny to do wrong." "Having yielded to this unnatural creed," Braddon continues, "the false god she had created was stronger than herself, and she became indeed a powerless creature in the hands of Fate," a fate she herself had created (2.250-5 1 ). Fortunately, Cecil's assertive aunt, Mrs. MacClaverhouse, interferes with her plans; she figures out what Cecil and Hector are planning and tells Laurence. The night before the pair is to leave for the Continent, he returns early from a business trip and, using the skills he has developed so well as a barrister, casually tells them about a woman 
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he knew who left her husband and had been miserable for doing so. He also describes the difference between "club-men" like Hector and "working-men" like himself, who have "very little opportunity for playing the ideal lover or the ideal husband." A stockbroker, for example, might have his wife's image with him even on 'Change. The details of his business are dry and dull and sordid in the eyes of other people; but he may be working for his wife all the time, and his existence may be more completely consecrated to her welfare and to her happiness than if he dawdled by her side all day on the margin of some romantic Italian lake and only opened his lips to protest the singleness of his affection. Speaking to Hector, Laurence argues that "the City-man's devotion is the nobler, for it takes the form of unremitting toil and unending care, while the dawdler's love is only a shallow pretext for a sensuous laziness amidst beautiful scenery" (2.262). This is the first Cecil realizes that a working man might demonstrate his love differently than a non­working man does. "It had not been given to Cecil," Braddon writes, "to understand the possibility of hidden fires burning steadily beneath the dull outward crust of the working­man's nature. She did not know the capacity for deep and passionate feeling which may exist in the nature of a man whose daily labour leaves him no leisure for the revelation of the better and brighter part of his mind" (2.253). Without embarrassing his wife, Laurence tactfully convinces Cecil that he loves her. A good, honorable man, he does not blame or punish her for the mistake she almost makes. For lesser offenses, Harold Jerningham separates from his wife and Thomas 
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Lobyer tries to divorce his wife, but Laurence is interested only in saving his marriage. He evidently has taken Braddon's advice to remember that courtship really only begins on the honeymoon. At the end of his story, Laurence shows Hector to the door (literally) and Cecil faints, in effect canceling her plans. Even in this, she does not make a conscious decision. She then has "a long wearisome illness; a low fever, with frequent delirium, and a most terrible languor or mind and body." Cecil's illness is Braddon's way of having her act out the elimination of Hector. The entire time she is ill, Laurence nurses her "as tenderly as ever mother nursed her fading child." In the epilogue, we learn that Cecil has come to understand how much Laurence loves her and that she has "learnt to understand him" (2.315). Now that we have Cecil's complete story, it is time to tum to some of the critics' comments about it.6 Since Braddon's attitude toward Cecil varied, it is no surprise the critics' response did too. Wolff asserts that her marriage will become unhappy again because Laurence, who has returned to his work, will be "as uncommunicative and unsatisfactory a lover as ever" (Sensational 170). Benjamin Nyberg, in contrast, feels that Cecil "does not deserve the happiness she is assured of at the end of the book" ( 102-03). While it is true Laurence is again absorbed in legal matters, I do not believe that Cecil will become unhappy again. She has come to understand that Laurence is not indifferent to her, just busy, and that she needs to build her own life. Her marriage, based 
6 I did not find any commentary on Georgy Sheldon's character; it is doubtful any exists. 185 
on a companionate relationship, is a process. And she does deserve happiness because she has grown significantly in the course of the novel. Her marriage will not be perfect, but no real marriage is; and it will be better than being married to Hector or living with Mrs. MacClaverhouse. Even though her marriage to Laurence was not her first choice, Cecil will have a happy life with him. The O'Boynevilles move to fashionable Kensington and have a baby; Cecil learns that Laurence bought her much-loved family home in Devonshire; and he becomes a Member of Parliament. Braddon' s portrayal of Cecil's marriage helps women understand that even husbands as busy as Laurence can appreciate their wives and that, as wives of busy men, they must develop their own interests. The Langhamites were too preoccupied with legislative change to address these very real issues in readers' lives. Braddon, in contrast, highlights them by choosing to have a woman completely unfamiliar with working people marry a busy man. In addition, Braddon' s depiction of Laurence, whose work comes to his home every night, points to a weakness in the advice manuals. They assert a clear separation of home and work and advise wives to protect husbands from the danger of the work world, but there is no separation between the two worlds for Laurence, who has no need of protection. The manual authors and Langhamites, who worked in formats and with agendas requiring straightforward statements, were not able to portray a situation in the detail Braddon uses to depict Cecil's predicament or to convey such a complex attitude. Her balanced presentation allowed her to appeal to various readers. As Bulwer-Lytton told Braddon in one of the few existing letters, her readership was not simple: "Of course you 1 86 
do well to consult the Element of popularity with your own public. But that Public is a large one and comprises intellectual readers" (29). In order to make a sizeable profit from her novels, Braddon had to keep Mudie's Circulating Library reasonably satisfied that she did not stray too far from the status quo. But to engage those readers who were less conservative than Mudie, she needed to push the boundaries of the advice manuals' rigid morality, and in her portrayal of Cecil she does. Braddon's narrative presence is significantly stronger in The Doctor's Wife than it is in the other novels I am examining, and she uses it to shape readers' opinions of her characters, especially Isabel. Braddon's tenth novel,7 chronologically the first of those I am examining, The Doctor's Wife was written as an "art" novel, as opposed to those written to primarily to make money. In one letter, she told Bulwer-Lytton, "I have done my best with this book, & the writing of it has been a labour of love [ . . .  ] [it is] the most conscientious work I have done" (22); in another, "I am especially anxious about this novel; as it seems to me a kind of turning point in my life, on the issue of which it must depend whether I sink or swim" (25). The discussion of Isabel Sleaford Gilbert (The 
Doctor's Wife) in the previous chapter may lead to an assumption that because Isabel exists in a fantasy world she would be more passive about her life than Cecil is, but we will see that this assumption would be erroneous. 
7 See Wolff, Sensation 413 for a chronological list of Braddon' s "important writing." This list does not 
include the many anonymous or pseudonymous novels to which Braddon referred when she told Bulwer­
Lytton in December 1 862: "I do an immense deal of work which nobody ever hears of, for Half penny & 
penny journals. This work is most piratical stuff, & would make your hair stand on end, if you were to see 
it. The amount of crime, treachery, murder, slow poisoning, & general infamy required by the Half penny 
reader is something terrible. I am just going to do a littler paracide [sic] for this week's supply" ( 1 1). 
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She does enter the real world for a short time in the days following her wedding, understanding that her new husband is a simple country doctor, and that "no prince would ever come now; no accidental duke would fall in love with her black eyes and lift her all at once to the bright regions she pined to inhabit" (110). Marrying George, she realizes, was a horrible and irreparable mistake, whose dismal consequences she must bear for ever and ever[ . . .  ]. She had sold her birthright for a vulgar mess of pottage. She had bartered all the chances of the future for a little relief to the monotony of the present, - for a few wedding-clothes, a card-case with a new name on the cards contained in it, the brief distinction of being a bride. ( 109-10) Isabel believes that if she had "bartered" better, she might have been able to receive more in exchange for her "birthright." As we will see, Florence Lobyer also comes to believe she received too little in return for what she gave up. What Florence grew to desire, however, was love; what Isabel wished for was grandeur, a wish indicative of her sentimental nature. As ridiculous as Isabel's thoughts about an "accidental duke" may be, she does take responsibility for her action. She acknowledges that by marrying George she "set a barrier" against the fulfillment of her dreams and that "she must abide by her own act" ( 110). Braddon extrapolates from Isabel's honeymoon realization that she and George have "little to say to each other" to a more general comment applicable to couples in a similar situation. 188  
Woe to the husband and wife who discover this ! For [ . . .  ] they are 
. . foredoomed to be weary of one another's presence, and to loathe the lonely hour which brings them face to face with no better resource than to stare blankly across the desolate hearth, and talk about the weather [ . . . ] .  Year after year they drag the chain [that keeps them together] ,  and are good to each other, and esteem each other, and are patient, and wonder why they are not happy. Braddon follows this warning with advice for her readers: Have they ever tried to understand each other [ . . .  ]? Has the woman ever said to herself, "My husband works very hard, and comes home at night very weary from that abominable counting-house; and yet I expect that his face will light up with rapture when I talk to him about the last novel that has been sent from Mudie's, the Beethoven quartette that I heard at the morning concert. Would not it be more interesting to him if I asked whether Crashem and Smashem - that shaky firm, whose paper he has unwisely trusted in - have taken up the last bill of exchange? I don't care about Crashem and Smashem, and I have a very vague notion of the nature and properties of a bill of exchange; but then the subject is a matter of life and death to the poor hard-working creature sitting opposite to me at the long dinner-table." More than kindness and patience is required for happiness in marriage, Braddon avers; husbands and wives must also understand each other. Isabel never attempts to 
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understand or become involved with her husband's work and Cecil makes only a feeble 
attempt to understand the business that is so important to her husband. Although 
understanding male work may require effort, Braddon asserts that "there is no trade so 
vulgar or commonplace, no study so recondite, no science so difficult, in which a 
tolerably clever woman cannot interest herself, if she seeks and wishes to be interested" 
(107-08). Cecil is certainly "tolerably clever," but is so resentful about Laurence's work 
that she does not "wish to be interested." This passage emphasizes the importance of a 
wife understanding her husband, but Braddon also asserts the importance of a husband 
understanding his wife, as we have seen with Cecil and will see with Emily. In addition, 
this passage works to erase the line that, according to the advice manuals, divides the 
work world and the home world. The happiness of a marriage, Braddon indicates, is 
contingent on the wife's understanding of her husband's business. Braddon's example 
emphasizes that discussion is important for economic as well as psychological reasons: 
since the wife depends on her husband for financial support, the success or failure of 
Crashem and Smashem is also a "matter of life and death" to her. The reference in the 
passage to "the last novel that has been sent from Mudie' s" brings an awareness of her 
own novel, also available at Mudie's. Her implication that the reader's husband does not 
care to talk about the novels his wife is reading also differentiates her novel from others: 
while these novelists do not care about his reaction, she, simply by including this 
comment, gives him a presence in The Doctor's Wife. 
Although Isabel and George have little in common, she is determineq to "do her 
duty, [to] be a good wife" ( 1 13). Of course, her idea of a good wife varies from the 
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advice manuals' .  She leaves the housekeeping to the servant and makes little attempt to improve her husband, but "obey[s] his behests, and sit[s] opposite to him at the little dinner-table, and pour[s] out his tea at breakfast, and assist[s] him to put on his overcoat in the passage before he went out." Finding that he did not like her to brush his hat because she brushed the nap the wrong way, that he was bored by the poetry she read him, and that he disliked the flowers she put on his dressing table because they were "liable to generate carbonic-acid gas," she decides that he rejects all but the most basic attention from her (249). As Braddon indicates in the extended passage quoted above, Isabel may have found doing her duty easier had she tried to understand her husband, rather than simply being good to him. Just as Isabel makes no effort to understand George, he makes none to understand her. When she erupts "with the sudden passion of a spoiled child" upon her discovery that he is not paying attention to the poetry she is reading and exclaims "you don't understand me," George calmly responds: "I certainly do not understand you when you give way to such temper as this without any visible cause" (121) . The manual authors, who preach the importance of controlling temper, would have condemned Isabel's tantrum, but Braddon sympathizes with her, explaining why George's response is so infuriating: Of course poor George was right, and Isabel was a very capricious, ill­tempered young woman when she flew into a passion of rage and grief because her husband counted his fingers while she was reading to him. But then such little things as these make the troubles of people who are 191  
spared from the storm and tempest of life. Such sorrows as these are the 
Scotch mists, the drizzling rains of existence. The weather doesn't appear 
so very bad to those who behold it from a window; but that sort of 
scarcely perceptible drizzle chills the hapless pedestrian to the very bone. 
(121)  
Isabel' s  habitual escape to sentimentalism is  her attempt to shut out the "drizzling rains of 
existence" - the dreariness around her and the intense boredom of her life. That her 
husband does not understand her chills Isabel "to the very bone." Braddon' s powerful 
expression of the pain associated with accumulated everyday sorrows, the "scarcely 
perceptible" nature of the ever-present damp, is in strong contrast with some of the 
melodramatic scenes she includes later in the novel. 
Braddon criticizes George because he does not accept his wife for the woman she 
is. He married her because she is unlike other women, but tries to "smooth" her "into the 
most ordinary semblance of everyday womanhood, by means of that moral flat-iron 
called common-sense." In addition, he wants Isabel to be happy "according to his ideas 
of happiness, and not her own" (1 15-16). This is not enough, Braddon indicates, 
asserting the importance of female individuality; Isabel has the right to be happy 
according to her own idea of happiness. As Roland later thinks, a doctor' s wife "ought to 
be the most practical person in Graybridge; [she] should not, according to the fitness of 
things, have an idea above coarse charity flannels and camomile-tea and gruel" (167). 
But Isabel is not this kind of person - in fact, she is probably the least practical person in 
Graybridge-on-the-Wayveme. And George knew this before he married her. He tries to 192 
reform her several times, but she does not want to be "reformed," so any changes in her behavior are temporary. Just as the Langhamites dismiss the concept that women should obey their husbands, melting into them, Braddon asserts the importance of a woman's individuality. She emphasizes this point by using a woman as unusual as Isabel to make it. No one, with the possible exception of Sigismund Smith, understands Isabel - but her husband should try. As indicated above, Isabel does not attempt to understand George either. During their courtship, she repeatedly thought of him as some one he was not ­and once she realized what he was, she hardly thought of him at all. As long as George does not try to impress his common sense upon Isabel, and she has "ample leisure to dream of a different existence," she is as fond of him "as she would have been fond of a big elder brother, who let her have a good deal of her own way" (1 1 8). The contrast between her life and the life of which she dreams, however, becomes painfully clear when on an outing she meets Roland Lansdell and his cousin Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey, who appear to belong to a "different existence." Thinking of the home she had to return to that night, she remembers "the common parlour [ . . .  ] ,  the bread-and-cheese, the radishes, - and, oh, how George could eat radishes, crunch, crunch, crunch ! - till madness would have been relief." She longed to be like Lady Gwendoline - "Why, to have such a name as that would alone be bliss [ . . .  ] and to wear a white-chip bonnet with that heavenly sprig of heather just trembling on the brim, and those broad, carelessly-tied, unapproachable strings !" But, as Braddon is at pains to point out, Isabel is not envious: "remember; envy had no part in her nature" (135). Braddon very much wants readers to understand her character as one who is more interested in worshipping 193 
Lady Gwendoline than replacing her. To Isabel, Roland is "Byron alive again" (139). She thinks about him perpetually, "as she had thought of Eugene Aram, and Lara, and Ernest Maltravers," and they soon begin an intense romantic - but non-physical - affair (183). They share books, talk about authors and far away places, and meet under the old tree at idyllic Thurston Crag. 8 She worships him as a superior being and he enjoys seeing a world that has grown old to him through her sentimental eyes. Soon, they forge a powerful connection and Isabel feels "something like a mysterious winged creature that had long been imprisoned in her breast," which she believes is her long-imprisoned soul, "float away from her towards him" (207). Roland has the same sense, later telling her that her "soul has flown to me like a bird out of a cage" (269). While Braddon acknowledges that Isabel's relationship with Roland is "very wicked[ . . .  ], a deep and cruel wrong to the simple country surgeon," she repeatedly defends her. She argues, for instance, that Isabel had "not yet come to consider the wickedness of her ways." Braddon's "yet" indicates Isabel will eventually understand the immorality of the relationship, giving the reader justification to continue reading. Using free, indirect discourse, Braddon also defends Isabel by allowing readers to access her thoughts: "she fancied she had a right to furnish the secret chambers of her mind 
8 Bearman identifies a number of the fictional locations in The Doctor's Wife. Although Graybridge-on­
the-Wayveme shares only slight similarities with Stratford-upon-Avon, that town "must surely have been 
in her mind" when she created Graybridge (483). Nearby Conventford is Coventry, Waverly is 
Kenilworth, the road between Waverly and Conventford is A439, Wamcliffe is Warwick, Thurston's Crag 
is Guy's Cliffe, Murlington is Leamington, Hurstonleigh is Stoneleigh, Wareham is probably Evesham, and 
Mordred Priory is in some ways like Stoneleigh Abbey. 
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according to her own pleasure. What did it matter[ . . .  ] so long as she rendered all due service to her liege lord and master?" (183). As we will see, doing her duty to her husband, as the advice manuals tell her she must, remains important to Isabel. In addition, Braddon reminds readers that Isabel, who was "left quite to herself through all her idle girlhood," had "fed upon three-volume novels and sentimental poetry" (184), outside of which "she had no more idea than a baby" (253). Novels, Braddon implies, are poweiful; they can shape a person. They are also dangerous, as Isabel's thought patterns illustrate. Jeffson, the servant, is critical of the amount of time Isabel spends with Roland, but indicates that her reading is at fault, telling his wife "them poetry-books and suchlike, as she's allus a-readin', has half-turned her head long ago" (264). By criticizing the novels that "half-turned" Isabel's head, Braddon differentiates her own from them; her novel, she implies, is not escapist fiction. She makes this claim more blatantly when she writes (around some particularly sensational events), ''This is 
not a sensation novel. I write here what I know to be the truth" (358). Jeffson also criticizes Roland, saying that if he were "any thing of a man, he'd [ . . .  ] be above leadin' a poor simple little thing like that astray" (264). And he blames George for not thinking more carefully before he married Isabel: ''They warn't made for one another. I wonder sometimes to see the trouble a man '11 take before he gets a pair o' boots[ . . . ], but t' same man '11 go and get married as careless and off-hand like, as if there weren't the smallest chance of his wife's not suiting him" (264). According to Jeffson, everyone except for Isabel is responsible for her situation. When Roland goes abroad, trying to avoid temptation, Isabel's heart breaks. 195 
Braddon again defends her: "I know that she was alike wicked and silly; I know that it 
must be difficult to win sympathy for a grief so foolish, an anguish so self-engendered; 
but her sorrow was none the less real to her because it seems foolish in the eyes of 
wisdom" (223). Braddon' s fascinating admission that she wants to "win sympathy" for 
Isabel again indicates the importance she places on readers empathizing with her 
character. 
A letter Braddon wrote Bulwer-Lytton leads to a better understanding of why 
readers' empathy for Isabel was important to her. She wrote, 
I am so afraid of making Roland Lansdell unmanly, or ungentlemanly. I 
want him to be a gentleman whatever he is - but I want also to show the 
wide difference between a man's love and a woman's sentimental fancy, 
which is utterly out of the region of a man's comprehension unless he is 
the author of Zanoni or David Copperfield. I include Dickens though I 
don't think he has ever described a purely sentimental woman. ("Letters" 
23) 
Putting the gross flattery of her mentor aside, Braddon's letter indicates why she draws 
Isabel as she does and explains why she defends her character so strongly: she wants her 
readers to understand a woman's sentimental fancy. Braddon defends Isabel so readers 
will be more inclined to try to understand her. 
When Roland returns to Midlandshire after six months, overpowered by his love 
for Isabel, we see more of her sentimental nature. Their relationship intensifies, but 
because Isabel's love for Roland is platonic hero-worship, she has no qualms about 
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meeting him. She is stunned when she learns that others see their relationship differently. Gwendoline, as we learned in the chapter on young unmarried women, is one of Braddon' s least sentimental characters. When she tells Isabel the townspeople believe she is Roland's mistress and that she will leave her husband for him whenever he asks, Isabel protests: "Why should I not love him as we love the stars, that are so beautiful and so distant from us? Why should I not worship him as Helena worshipped Bertram, as Viola loved Zanoni [ . . .  ]? Ah, Lady Gwendoline, you do not understand such love as mine !" added Isabel, looking at the Earl's daughter with an air of superiority that was superb in its simplicity. She was proud of her love, which was so high above the comprehension of ordinary people. (261) But Roland himself fails to understand Isabel. When she realizes he does want her to be his mistress, something like a cry of despair broke from Isabel's lips [ . . .  ]. "You don't understand [ . . .  ] how I love you [ . . .  ] !  You must despise me very much, and think me very wicked, or you would never -" [ . . .  ]. Lady Gwendoline had been right, after all [ . . .  ] and there had been no Platonism, no poet­worship on Roland Lansdell' s side; only the vulgar everyday wish to run away with another man's wife. (270-7 1) She tells him that while he loves her with a "cruel love that would bring shame and disgrace upon me," there is "no power on earth that can part my soul from yours, or 
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lessen my love[ . . .  ]. I shall think of you for ever and ever, till I die. Ah, is there any kind of death that can ever make me forget you?" (272). One wonders if she is thinking of Bronte's Heathcliff as she says these lines. The similarity of Isabel's words here and Heathcliff' s when he begs Catherine to haunt him indicate that Braddon is assigning Wuthering Heights to the realm of escapist fiction and again differentiating her own novel from that dangerous group of works. The nature of Isabel's love and her real surprise at the nature of Roland's love do strain the reader's ability and willingness to suspend disbelief, but the references to Helena and Viola, who apparently felt about Bertram and Zanoni the same way she feels about him, make her feelings and reactions a bit more credible. Isabel is determined to do her duty to her husband, telling Roland: "You never can be more to me than you are now[ . . .  ]. I will never come here [to Thurston's Crag] again to see you" (272). The strength of Isabel's will is impressive - and superior to Cecil's. After leaving Roland, she wanders around, not sure where to go or what to do, much as Jane Eyre does after refusing to be Rochester's mistress. When first engaged to George, Isabel thinks, "Oh, to have been Jane Eyre, and to roam away on the cold moorland and starve, - wouldn't that have been delicious !" (98). Now, she is in a position very much like Jane's, not realizing it of course, and not finding it "delicious." That day, Isabel begins to realize her own power. She had never imagined she could make Roland unhappy, but seeing his reaction to her refusal made her "remorsefully impressed with a vague sense of her own wrong-doing" (275). Isabel's "childhood floated away from her for ever[ . . .  ] and [ . . .  ] the gray dawn of her 198 
womanhood broke upon her, cold and chill,[ . . . ] Isabel Gilbert was a woman all at once; ten years older by that bleak afternoon's most bitter discovery" (277). When, some minutes later, she has a ridiculous thought about postchaises, Braddon admits that she "could not become quite a woman all in a moment" and that some of her "old delusions [ . . .  ] merely took a new form." Only "the hand of wisdom," she states, "could pluck the bandage from her eyes, and enable her to see things as they really were" (279). Her sentimentalism continues. That same evening, as Isabel waits for the omnibus to Graybridge, she enters the church and hears Mr. Colborne, the new popular preacher, giving the Easter-week service. And "a new hero dawned upon her life" as Jesus replaces Roland in Isabel's hero-worship: Amid a very flood of blinding light, she saw the image of One who was worthy of all worship; a God whom women, from the hour of His advent upon earth until this sceptical, critical to-day, have ever followed with a special love and reverence; a God who held it no shame to count Mary Magdalene among His worshippers; and who, for ever vested with an unmistakable divinity, was never more entirely divine than in His pitying tenderness for woman. (284-85) Isabel is "caught at the rebound." Unwilling to be a "commonplace matron, leading a dull purposeless life at Graybridge," needing to find something or someone "who would accept her worship," she turns to Jesus. As Braddon writes, "If not Roland Lansdell, why then Christianity" (287). Isabel, "pleased and fascinated by Mr. Colborne's teaching as 
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by some newly-discovered romance," embraces Christ as her new hero and, like a "classic pagan newly converted," begins trying to be good (320). Aware that her use of Christianity would be sensitive, Braddon approached this section of her novel with care: This is no place in which to dwell upon Mr. Austin Colbome, or the simple Christian creed it was his delight to illustrate. He was a Christian, according to the. purest and simplest signification of the word [ . . .  ]. Heaven knows I write of him and of his teaching in all sincerity, and yet the subject seems to have so little harmony with the history of a foolish girl's errors and shortcomings, that I approach it with a kind of terror. I only know that Isabel Gilbert[ . . .  ] felt as she had never felt in all her Graybridge church-going. (284-85) Again anticipating an objection from her reader, Braddon writes, "Was it so very strange, this sudden conversion?" asserting "Surely not ! In these enthusiastic natures sentiment may take any unexpected form" (321). She indicates that Isabel's ideas are still extreme - "She wanted so much to die, now that she was good" - and that her new religious feelings are simply another form of sentimentalism (307). When Roland visits Colbome's church, knowing Isabel will be there, and waits for her to leave so he can confront her, she defies him, keeping her seat, "rigid and inflexible," until he leaves (304 ). She is still not autonomous, but is becoming more so. Soon after this scene, George becomes ill. He is, nevertheless, determined to visit his sick patients, and Isabel feels a "quiet affection" for him, admiring her husband "in a 200 
calm unenthusiastic manner, - as she might have admired a very estimable grandfather" (3 13). When it becomes clear George has typhoid, Isabel nurses him patiently until he dies, never once thinking that upon her husband's death she would be free to marry Roland, whom she still loves. Addressing the reader directly, Braddon writes: "Do not believe that because she had been a foolish woman she must necessarily be a vicious woman" (32 1). George, Braddon claims, could not have been "more lovingly watched" than he was by "his weak erring young wife" (3 17). Even when she admits that Isabel is weak and erring, Braddon praises her. She also has George defend her. In his sick room, Mrs. Jeffson, calls Isabel "a wicked woman and a wicked wife" because she thinks Isabel recently met Roland or another lover when she in fact met her father. Hearing this in his semi-conscious state, George suddenly sits up, exclaiming, "Wicked ! no, no ! [ . . .  ] Always a good wife; always a very good wife!" then dies (367-68). Isabel and Roland are not to be happy together, however; in the same week George is dying, Isabel's father, in an unrelated incident, severely beats Roland for testifying against him years earlier. By killing Roland just as Isabel is freed from her commitment to George, Braddon punishes her for being too sentimental. But, by having Isabel inherit Roland's wealth, she also rewards her determination to be true to a husband she could never love. Braddon and Bulwer-Lytton exchanged thoughts about The Doctor's Wife. Although we do not have his side of the correspondence, her response indicates he criticized the way she closed the novel: I most entirely concur in all you say about the close of the "D. W." I was 201 
cruelly hurried in writing it, and only towards the last decided upon what I should do with George and Isabel. I always meant Sleaford to kill Roland, but to the last I was uncertain what to do with George. My original intention was to have left him alive, & Isabel reconciled to a commonplace life doing her duty bravely, and suppressing all outward evidence of her deep grief for Roland. Thus the love story would have only been an episode in a woman's life - succeeded by an after existence of quiet work and duty. I think, now it is too late, I might have done much better with the story in this way, but I am so apt to be influenced by little scraps of newspaper criticism, & by what people say to me. And I sometimes fancy I am rather like one of those most unprofitable race horses that "shut up at the finish." ("Letters" 25-26) As I show in the next chapter on independent women, Isabel's love story - and her marriage - are only "episode[s] in a woman's life." As a widow, Isabel turns to philanthropic work. Like Isabel's life, the novel is not over when her husband and her lover die. By the time her husband and lover die, sentimental Isabel is already becoming more realistic. She does not, however, become the woman Braddon means her to be until she is an independent woman. Contemporaries praised Braddon' s realism. One fan wrote Braddon that she found the Doctor's Wife characters "so real, one feels sure they are living and loving and suffering somewhere" (unpublished letter qtd. in Wolff, Sensational 164). A Dublin 
University Magazine reviewer asserted, "nothing could be finer more or true[ . . .  ]. The 
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picture is in every line perfect" ("Miss Braddon' s Novels" 442). The New York Times 
said Braddon displayed an "intimate knowledge of woman's  strength and weakness" (2). 
The Spectator praised the scene in which Isabel tells Roland she will not run away with 
him as "one of the ablest we ever read," asserted "Miss Braddon has at last contributed 
something to fiction which will be remembered," and stated her works would now be 
introduced "into houses where her novels have not hitherto been seen" (qtd. in Wolff, 
Sensational 167). As Braddon had hoped they would, these critics noticed the difference 
between The Doctor's Wife and her earlier novels. 9 
The moral issues in The Doctor's Wife were also important to reviewers. One said 
that through this novel Braddon "lay claim to rank amongst the writers of morality!" (qtd. 
in Annual Register 3 18). Another was glad Braddon' s talents were being "applied in a 
[ . . . ] more wholesome direction, and reaching a point of moral elevation which [ . . .  ]
shows her [ . . .  ] capable of real excellence in the highest and purest walks of art" 
(Saturday Review 572). The fan cited above understood that Braddon was more 
motivated by public approval than morality: "I am so sorry for Roland and Isabel but I 
am sure you are right, and it would never do to sacrifice public opinion for the sake of 
ideal [i .e., imaginary] characters" (unpublished letter qtd. in Wolff, Sensational 164). 
Others viewed Isabel less kindly, writing, for instance, "It is the authoress 's design [that 
Isabel] should absorb our compassion. We must be continually girding up our loins 
9 Unfortunately, Bulwer-Lytton was critical of it, advising her to attempt a character study next time. As this is what she had done, his response must have been particularly frustrating. 
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against the authoress's special pleading for a young wife [ . . .  ] .  Every effort of ingenuity 
and sophistication is brought to bear, to enlist our pity in behalf of a weak, erring, 
frivolous young creature" ("Sensational Novels" 459). Although she would agree with 
this critic 's  description of Isabel as a "weak, erring, frivolous young creature," Braddon does defend at almost every tum this sentimental woman. 
Like Cecil, Isabel has repeated opportunities to work herself out of her bad 
situation but, until Roland asks her to be his mistress, she does not see herself as being in 
a predicament. Although there are many similarities between Cecil 's story and Isabel 's, 
there is one important difference: because Isabel does not understand that her relationship 
with Roland is immoral, her intentions are more moral. This difference explains why 
Braddon defends Isabel more than she does Cecil. 
Through the story of Emily Jemingham (Dead-Sea Fruit), Braddon demonstrates 
the small link that holds a marriage together and how easily that link can be severed. 
Like Isabel, Emily, whom we encountered in the previous chapter' s analysis of Lucy 
Alford, marries the wrong man. Unlike Isabel , she separates from him. Although Emily 
and her husband do not often interact, they are married throughout the novel ; hence, I 
include her in this chapter on wives. Because she also acts as an independent unit, I 
analyze her in the next chapter as well. As a young woman, Emily married her distant 
cousin, the wealthy and much older Harold Jemingham, because she was orphaned, 
penniless, and tired of waiting for Laurence Desmond's proposal. She later criticizes her 
decision, saying, "the most fatal lie a woman's lips can shape is agreeing to marry a man 
she can never love" (3 .55). 
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Before the novel opens, Emily engaged in a secret correspondence with Laurence. Harold found the letters and, without reading them or asking Emily about them, left his wife a note indicating his lawyer would visit her and implying they would be separated. Braddon portrays this reaction as extreme. It is certainly much less forgiving than Laurence O'Boyneville' s treatment of Cecil when he learns of her plans to leave him. Asserting herself with a firmness and decision in her manner that Braddon describes as "scarcely compatible with the feelings of an utterly guilty woman," Emily sent the letters to her husband, asking him to read them, but he refused and they were separated (1.190). Braddon describes their separation, highly unusual in a Victorian novel, in matter­of-fact terms: Emily and Harold separated "without open scandal of any kind whatsoever. Mr. Jerningham had chosen that occasion for a long-postponed journey to the East, and Mrs. Jerningham had quietly withdrawn herself from the toy-house in Park Lane to another toy-house on the banks of the Thames" ( l .65). They were equally matter-of-fact, disappointing high society by creating little gossip. They avoided each other in public, Harold gave Emily an "ample income" (1.72) and "took pains to let the world know that he was on excellent terms" with her ( 1.206), and she talked about him " - whenever intrusive people compelled her to mention his name - as her friend and benefactor" (1.73). The Jerninghams' wealth allowed them to be discreet. We learn at the end of the novel, when the dying Emily calls her husband to her, that he had considered divorcing her, but decided a trial would be too ugly: Why should I make a foolish scandal, read Desmond's letters, - which would have been an ungentlemanly thing to do, - subpoena your maid, 
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your footman, make myself ridiculous, and humiliate you, for the profit of lawyers and the amusement of newspaper readers; and failing in convicting you of the last and worst of infamies, take you back to my home and heart a spotless wife? It seemed to me that there could be no course for us but a tranquil and polite separation. (3.147) As she does with Georgy (as we have seen) and with Florence (as we will see), Braddon demonstrates a strong understanding of the new divorce law here. To obtain a divorce, a husband had to prove his wife committed adultery. Emily did not, so Harold could not divorce her. Similarly, Thomas Lobyer hires a detective in an attempt to catch Florence with Sir Nugent Evershed, but she too is not adulterous, so he cannot divorce her. For a wife to divorce her husband, she had to prove both that he was adulterous and that he committed another sexual crime. Thus, even though Philip is a murderer, Georgy cannot divorce him because he is not an adulterer. Braddon acknowledges that Emily's correspondence with Laurence was questionable but allows society, in the form "the sagacious Mrs. Grundy," to sympathize with her: she is a '"superb creature, my dear, the very model of propriety; and a thousand times too good for that dissipated wretch, Harold Jemingham" (1.71). Braddon also defends Emily by criticizing Harold. Regarding his separation, most of Harold's social group was "inclined to believe [him] in some manner guilty. Neither his youth nor his middle age had been spotless" (1.66). He had utterly ruined one family before his marriage and, as becomes clear during the novel, had twenty years earlier seduced and abandoned Celia Mayfield, by whom he had a son, Eustace Thorburn. Emily's 206 
correspondence with Harold, Braddon implies, was understandable, given her circumstances. 10 We see little more of Emily as wife until the end of the novel. Unlike Dickens' deathbed scenes, this one is realistic. Emily thanks Harold for "much generosity, for much thoughtful kindness" during the five years of their separation. She also tells him she has recently realized that "something more" than "kindness or delicacy" was due her when they separated, just as "something more" than "quiet submission to [his] wishes" was due him; she wants him to know "the whole truth" (144). Emily does not try to excuse her correspondence with Laurence, saying, "justification for my conduct there is none." She does, however, criticize Harold for making the decision to separate without consulting her, indicating that by doing so he treated her honour "as a woman and a wife" too lightly: "You banished your wife from the fortress of home; you deposed her from an unassailable position to a doubtful standing; and you did this upon the strength of a packet of letters" (146). Emily's phrase "fortress of home" points both to the safety of living in a husband's home and to the confining nature of such a place. In the next chapter, we will see that Emily has more power as a separated woman than she does as a 
10 Harold's relationship with Celia leads to questions about Braddon's plotting. Because they live together for some time in Scotland, Harold and Celia are legally married, making Harold's marriage with Emily bigamous. Braddon engages the issue of bigamy in Lady Audley's Secret and Aurora Floyd, which she called her "pair of bigamy novels," but in both of those highly sensational novels, the bigamist is a woman. That Harold is a de facto bigamist both reverses the trend of female bigamists and invalidates his marriage to Emily. So, while most of Emily's adult life is defined by her belief that she cannot marry Laurence because she is married to Harold, that marriage is, in fact, not a barrier. Why Braddon set the story up this way is unclear. She acknowledges that the marriage between Harold and Celia is legal and that it means their son, Eustace Thorburn, is legitimate. But she does not acknowledge that Harold' s marriage with Emily is bigamous. 
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wife and that the position of an independent woman is also more tenuous. Emily asserts herself repeatedly in this conversation, telling Harold what she needed in their marriage. Emily tells Harold that she might not have engaged in the correspondence with Laurence if she had thought he loved her, "if I had seen reason for believing that our marriage had brightened your life in the smallest degree, or that my affection, howsoever freely given, could ever have been precious to you" (3. 148-49). This is what Cecil needed to tell Laurence. Both Cecil and Emily care that their husbands value their attentions. Saying "I was very weak, very wicked," Emily again makes a point of not excusing her behavior, but explaining it: "I grew weary of my home, and sighed for more congenial society, for sympathy[ . . . ] because you did not love me, and did not ever care to pretend any love for me" (3. 148-49). She tells him "the whole truth." Emily also tells Harold about the "something more" he owed her. Although he married her because she was alone, poor, and a Jemingham, she asserts, a man who marries as you married me is bound to complete his sacrifice. He must give his heart as well as his home and fortune. You gave me your cheque-book, but you let me see only too plainly that in the bargain which made us man and wife there was to be no exchange of hearts [ . . .  ]. You treated me with unalterable generosity, unchanging courtesy, and you held me at arm's length. (3. 149-50) Men, Braddon states through Emily and other wives, have a responsibility to an emotional connection with their wives. 208 
Harold does not admit as much to Emily, but does think that "something more might have been required of him than a gentlemanly toleration of the woman he had chosen to share his home, to bear his name" (3.150, my italics). He even acknowledges to himself that he "gave this poor creature a handful of ashes instead of a human heart," alluding to the Dead Sea fruit of the title (3.150). By having Harold apologize for treating the marriage lightly, Braddon supports Emily's criticism of him. Even though she is able to have the conversation she wants to have with Harold, and is able to make him understand her point of view, Emily ends her life early by intentionally neglecting her health. And days before her death, she thinks of her "wasted, mistaken life" (3. 171). She has learned to be verbally assertive, but remains passive in her actions. Florence Crawford Lobyer (The La,dy's Mile) is much more active than Emily is. Through this character, Braddon examines a woman who learns from the events in her life and makes choices based on what she has learned. In the young unmarried woman chapter, we saw Florence marry Thomas Lobyer, a greedy, superficial, unlovable man whom Braddon closely associates with animals. It comes as no surprise to the reader that her mercenary marriage is miserable. The question becomes how she will react to this unhappy relationship. Florence did not like Thomas when she married him, but intended to try to like him, "just," Braddon writes, "as some people go through their lives with the intention of learning the German language or thorough bass" (2.290). As Florence tells Cecil, she thought when they married that Thomas loved her "honestly, after his own unromantic fashion," and she "meant to do my duty to him" (2.135). But she realizes early in their 209 
life together that he married her for her beauty and status, not love. After he swears at her because she "ventured to remonstrate with him for his brutality to a waiter," she gives up any plan of doing her duty to him. She sees her marriage for the business arrangement it is and determines to act accordingly - so she dresses well, receives her husband's friends, fills up invitation-cards, and manages the house. Florence repeatedly changes her behavior upon the receipt of new information. As we will see, Braddon applauds this active approach to life. Braddon also supports her character's ability to be honest with herself and to accept responsibility for her decisions. Referring to her marriage, Florence tells Cecil, "I have made a mistake, but I made it with my eyes open" (2. 135). She even acknowledges that her husband has met his end of the deal: "I sold myself for diamonds, and carriages, and horses, and servants; and Mr. Lobyer has given them to me" (2. 137). After their courtship, Thomas makes no effort to please his wife, making clear that she is "only a part of his pomp and splendour'' and that her role is to "dress herself to perfection, and excite the envy of his toadies and familiars." She is little more than an "advertisement of his own wealth and importance," a being to "swell his magnificence" (2. 101-02). Making no attempt to interact with his wife on an emotional level, Thomas often leaves home for days at a time, never telling her he is going or when he will return. People tell her that he often goes to Manchester, where his business interests are. His business consumes so much of his energy that Florence tells Cecil she believes he has "made a new commandment": ''Thou shalt love the Royal Exchange with all thy mind, and soul, and -" (284). Cecil interrupts, criticizing her friend's blasphemy, but she 
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herself has similar thoughts about her husband ("Was he her husband? Was he not rather wedded to that inexorable tyrant which he called his profession?" [1.306]). Realizing that she should make the most of the wealth available to her, since it is the raison d'etre of her marriage, Florence hosts grand house parties and buys endlessly. As Cecil watches her, she wonders if Florence will not soon tire of it all: She has too many pleasures, and too much splendour and luxury[ . . .  ]. I cannot help thinking of these things when I see Flo hurrying from one amusement to another; from a hunting breakfast at home to a morning concert at Chiverley; and then for a hour's shopping in which she spends a small fortune on things she doesn' t want; and then home to meet fresh visitors at dinner; and then charades, or tableaux vivants, or a carpet­dance. (2.96) The emptiness of Florence's life is further highlighted when she and Cecil see Thomas riding with some of his friends and a Miss de Raymond, who wears too much makeup and laughs too loud. Learning from some villagers that she lives in Manchester and that Thomas bought her an expensive horse, the friends are stunned and Cecil begins to wonder if Florence can separate from Thomas because of Miss de Raymond. When she later suggests this option to her friend, Florence refuses, stating that she must follow through with her original decision to be Thomas' s wife. Her resolution is perhaps a bit masochistic, ·but Braddon admires her determination to accept the consequences of her decision. In response to the knowledge of her husband's mistress, Florence has "a look of 
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quiet resolution scarcely to be expected from so frivolous a person" (2. 1 14). She may act 
frivolous, but readers, who have access to her thoughts that her acquaintances do not 
have, know that she is not frivolous. As we saw in the previous chapter, Florence acts as 
she does largely because she is playing a role she believes she should play, a role family 
and schoolmates taught her to play. Her comment to Cecil shortly after this scene - "I 
mean to be wise in my generation, and take life lightly [ . . .  ]. I'm afraid you don't 
understand modem philosophy, Cecil. I do; and I mean to be profoundly philosophical'" 
(2. 114-15) - indicates that she intends to continue playing this role. Florence, whose 
self-knowledge remains strong, indicates that she has become the married version of the 
Girl of the Period. Braddon supports her character's determination to shape herself and 
her life as she chooses. 
Florence's "look of quiet resolution" is the result of her refusal to be a passive 
victim. That evening, she and the Pevenshall houseguests have a grand dinner followed 
by private theatricals and a ball. Florence, the female star of the play, appears opposite 
Sir Nugent Evershed, with whom she has been flirting in an attempt to gain her husband's 
attention. The whole evening, she is a coquette to the extreme, drawing much attention to 
herself. After everyone has gone to bed, Florence and Cecil sit up talking, and Cecil 
warns her friend that people had been talking about her behavior. Florence is pleased, 
saying, "Am I to submit tamely to my wrongs? If my husband outrages me, I will 
outrage him" (2. 134). She does not care for Sir Nugent, but uses him, as she says, to 
"demonstrate my defiance of my husband. I wished to show [my guests] - who, no 
doubt, know all about Miss de Raymond - [ . . .  ] that I was no sentimental wife devoted to 212 
an unfaithful husband" (2.136-37). In her desire to be "wise," she is the opposite of Georgy, who is devoted, not to an unfaithful husband, but to a murderer. Braddon is not critical of Florence's act of revenge, describing it as an act of self-assertion. Florence's awareness of Miss de Raymond and the energy she spends flirting with Nugent in response allow her finally to condemn her choice to marry for wealth: "O Cecil, there is nothing that has ever been written about such marriages too strong or too bitter for their iniquity. We sell ourselves like slaves, and when the bargain is completed, we hate the master who has bought us[ . . .  ]. I have sold myself to a man whom I despised before I hated him; and now that it is too late I repent of my wickedness" (2.137). Florence's statement reveals significant growth of character; she finally understands that marrying for money leads to bitter unhappiness. When Sir Nugent asks her to run away with him, Florence is again an active participant in her life: her "fragile little figure seemed to grow taller by two or three inches as [she] reproved her admirer[ . . .  ]. She turned upon him resolute and defiant as a heroine" (2.305-06). Braddon's description of Florence as a "heroine" mirrors her comment that Cecil is not a heroine because she does not leave Pevenshall when she learns Hector is there. Heroines, Braddon indicates through this double portrayal, stand up for themselves, refuse to be manipulated, play an active role in their lives. A change comes over Florence after Nugent dares to declare his love. She again changes in reaction to events in her life, this time trying a less volatile approach. As her houseguests return home or move on to the next party, she calms; one might almost say she grows more matronly. No longer was she the "airy volatile creature who had wasted 213 
her days in skipping from one amusement to another"; instead, she sat "hour after hour [ . . .  ] counting stitches and picking up glittering beads on the point of her needle" (2.309). She knows she had not been a good wife, but, echoing Emily's sentiment, believes she would have done her duty if she thought her husband loved her (2.310). Again, Braddon indicates that husbands are obligated to meet at least basic expectations, such as loving their wives and sharing an emotional bond with them. Florence never sees Thomas again: he kills himself after going bankrupt. Even though she is allowed to keep only the gown she is wearing and her wedding ring, Florence was "glad to part with the costly frivolities for which she had sold herself; she was glad to separate herself from every evidence of that ill-omened bargain" (2.313-14). Thomas's death means Florence is free to start over with Philip Foley, the man she has loved all along but refused to marry because he was a struggling artist. Still a bachelor, Philip is starting to make money from his work. Florence, who "owes her present charm to no coquetry of manner, but rather to a pensive gravity, which the dismal close of her married life has left upon her," has changed significantly from her days as a young unmarried woman. Then, she blamed others for encouraging her to marry Lobyer, but as a wife, she accepts the responsibility for her marriage. Braddon' s last words about twenty-two year-old Florence are optimistic: "she is so young and so pretty that no one looking at her can doubt for a moment that the hour must come sooner or later when a new life will begin for her, and a bright future open itself before her thoughtful eyes like a sunshiny vista in one of Philip Foley's landscapes" (2.316-17). Florence would seem to be the least likely person to 
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grow this significantly. She can because she learns from the events in her life and is given the opportunity to make better choices. 
Conclusion Braddon rejects the advice manuals' notion that a wife is a secondary creature . who exists only to make her husband's life more pleasant. A husband, she indicates, should make an effort to understand his wife and have an emotional connection with her. Wives should also try to understand husbands, communicating with them and asserting themselves when necessary. While the Langhamites were concerned only with women in marriage, Braddon' s plots and comments demonstrate that both women and men should be moving toward a Langhamite companionate marriage if they do not want to make themselves and each other miserable. Braddon promotes self-assertion by giving her wives multiple opportunities to shape their lives. Her characters' responses to these opportunities vary. Georgy does not take advantage of them, refusing or unable (which is unclear) to understand the power she could have over her life. Cecil misses all but her last opportunity to change her marriage, finally realizing her own agency. As Isabel becomes a widow, she begins to learn how to take the reins of her own life; she will become even more confident as an independent woman. Emily learns how to assert herself verbally, but not through her actions. Florence by far takes most advantage of the opportunities to adjust her life; she is also the most assertive wife and the one Braddon most rewards. Wives, Braddon asserts, need to put aside the submissiveness preached by the advice manuals and take 215 
more control of their lives and their marriages. She also acknowledges the consequences of failed marriages by depicting a separated couple and making several extended references to divorce. Like the Langhamites, Braddon asserts the importance of female individuality. Unlike the Langhamites, who wait decades for legislative change to improve the marital relationship, Braddon demonstrates how women can work within the existing structure. In the next chapter, we tum to independent women, those who are separated, widowed, or never married. There, we will again see Isabel and Emily; we will also return to Gwendoline Pomphrey and meet one of Braddon' s most fascinating women, Georgina Champemowne. The issues of autonomy, assertion, companionship, and fulfillment all become much more complex with independent women because these women now have to negotiate them on their own. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: INDEPENDENT WOMAN Thus far, I have analyzed Braddon's daughters, young unmarried women, and wives. Now I tum to her independent women: those who are unmarried and over thirty, and those who are widowed or separated. Only one of the women in this chapter -Georgina Champemowne (The La,dy's Mile) - is new to us; the others - Isabel Gilbert (The Doctor 's Wife), Emily Jemingham (Dead-Sea Fruit), and Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor's Wife) - have appeared in at least one of the preceding chapters. The chapter on independent women comes last because, in general, the women in this group are older than those in the other groups and, more important, these women have the most freedom to define their own lives. Braddon's independent women are also the logical end of her path from the advice manuals to the feminists. By the time she reaches this last group, Braddon has virtually split from the advice manuals, most of which comment only peripherally on the existence of independent women, and more fully embraced the feminists' ideas. Braddon' s goals for independent women were very much like the Langhamites'. While they worked for broad social change and were prepared to wait decades for the implementation of their ideas, Braddon examined the circumstances of the 1860s and helped women understand how to create satisfying independent lives during the intervening years. In the mid-Victorian period, life as an independent woman was unchartered territory loaded with opportunity as well as with danger. Women in this group were forced to define the rules guiding their behavior for themselves. To women accustomed to strict behavioral guidelines, this lack of guidance could be overwhelming. Braddon 
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demonstrates the difficulty of creating a full life as an independent woman, and shows that doing so requires both a strong sense of personal agency and financial resources. Money was a more important issue for the independent woman than it was for daughter, young unmarried woman, or wife, since the independent woman was not able to rely on father or husband to supply what she lacked. In addition, the kinds of opportunities available to her were directly related to her wealth. By exploring this group, Braddon helped readers understand that independent life could be wonderfully full if a woman could support herself and design a life of her choosing. 
Advice Manuals When they did include them in their manuals, their standard treatment, as Martha Vicinus notes, was to write about them in the home, as part of the extended family (Independent Women 13). After asserting that the "offices and feelings" of wife and mother are "the most important and completing[ . . .  ] qualities of the female character," the anonymous author of The Girls' Manual claims that unmarried women are also "admirable" because of their association with the home and family. Without single women, our present life would lose many of the comforts, and much likewise of what is absolutely essential to the well-being of every part of society, and even of the private home. [ . . .  ] To how many a father - a mother - a brother, and not less, a sister, is she both a necessity and a blessing ! How many orphans have to look up with gratitude to her care and kindness ! 218 
How many nephews and nieces owe their young felicities and improvements to her ! Were every woman married, the parental home would often in declining life, be a solitary abode, when affectionate attentions are most precious, and, but from such a source, not attainable. (279-80) In other words, the single woman is useful because she is a good, unpaid family servant. The author of The Girls ' Manual positions herself outside the group of unmarried women when she notes that "our present life" would be less comfortable without them. In contrast, Anne Judith Penny, author The Afternoon of Unmarried Life, reveals in her preface that she herself is an unmarried woman. Her advice manual is unusual because it is devoted to single women between the ages of 30 and 50 (24). This work repeatedly refers to the pain and loneliness many unmarried women felt; the dedication, for instance, reads: "To the unmarried gentlewomen of England, whom time has made familiar with sorrow and not averse to thought this book is dedicated with unfeigned respect" (vi). Penny alludes here to the amount of time non-working independent women had to pity themselves and to question their purpose in a society which often ridiculed them and ignored their "real sorrow and noble endurance" (27). The copy of Penny' s work that I used 1 contains marginal notes, probably written its by original owner, that evoke the sorrow Penny mentions: the reader repeatedly wrote "Mr. B. Vaiden" on the pages, especially in the sections entitled ''The Delusiveness of Grief' and "Misconstrued 
1 Borrowed from the University of Alabama. 219 
Lessons," sections which refer to lost love. Penny had several goals when she wrote The Afternoon of Unmarried Life. One was to increase others' sensitivity about unmarried women, rescuing them from "the exclusive service of would-be wit" (28). She also wanted to assure unmarried women themselves that there was nothing about being unmarried "to wound a woman's pride or self-love"; these women, she said, should "hold it to be against truth, as well as against self-respect, to feel in the least degree lowered in society because [they are] content to live alone." Only "under-bred women and rude boys" treat unmarried women as second­class creatures ( 108-09). A second goal was to correct some unmarried women who, in Penny's opinion, had pursued the wrong path; she hoped to call back to their proper objects the minds of some talented women, who now seem so much at a loss for their right work as to spend themselves in a feverish excitement, clamoring through the press for joys they do not find in their own lot; or bewailing, in the person of an imaginary sufferer, the loss of peace which is forfeited by their own foibles. I have endeavored to convince my unmarried countrywomen that we are already a privileged and happy sisterhood, and that if we wish for any more immunities, or any wider scope, good sense will look for these in our own hearts and not elsewhere: and thus I have hoped, in some degree, to withdraw from public inspection those feelings which can only be directed happily in channels of private beneficence and quiet zeal. (xii, emphasis 
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in original) Women's "right work," Penny implies, is that performed in private and with "quiet zeal." She does acknowledge that the publication of her own work conflicts with this advice, claiming that if there were such a thing as a "printed whisper," she would have used it to present her ideas. Her allusion to women who "clamour through the press" for a "wider scope" of activities and for opportunities found outside the heart apparently refers to the Langhamites and their "sisterhood," yet Penny never directly responds to their ideas on independent women: Difficult questions, on which I am unable to form any opinion, I have wholly passed over, believing that to canvass them with an imperfect knowledge of their bearings is a most fruitless waste of time. The questions to which I allude are such as those on the feasibility of women applying themselves to more various and public employments than has been usual hitherto; those again which suggest the reasonableness of marrying for the sake of a livelihood, or of a home, where there is no pretence to more affection than is supposed to exist of necessity with esteem: these and kindred inquiries have of late been mooted with much feminine vehemence, and it is to be hoped that they will meet with the careful attention they deserve from any who are in a position to answer them; they must at least awaken a tender pity for all those fellow­creatures, whom they so nearly, so sadly concern. (xiii-xiv) 221 
Although she was not critical of the unconven_tional ideas she names here, she was also not willing to engage them. She presents so many opinions in her 350-page work - even apologizing for her boldness - that her claimed inability to form any opinion on these "difficult questions" is best understood as an excuse. Penny was understandably reluctant to espouse ideas that conflicted with her own because they placed women in the public; yet, she was also hesitant to condemn any solution to the problems of which she was so clearly aware. Her third goal was to persuade fellow unmarried women that the sorrows associated with unmarried life are "quite within reach of remedy" (25) and that "no part of our existence need be uninteresting" (57). She fully acknowledged that many unmarried women wondered what their purpose in the world was and that "the disposal of many still hours[ . . .  ] is often the very hardest part of your daily tasks" (78). But she encouraged them not to spend their days mourning their unmarried state: Grief and inactivity belong to Death: we can, indeed, suffer ourselves to [ . . .  ] remain for a length of time sleeping for sorrow; but this is not the lot appointed to us by our Father; not this the peace to which we were called by Him who has overcome the world, and therefore bids us to be of good cheer. [ . . .  ] How can we show forth His glory, or testify of His goodness, unless we feel that to us He has been very gracious; and how can she feel this to whom every day is a burden borne wearily without use or joy? (56-57, emphases in original) Penny told unmarried women to resign themselves to the fact that life would not be what 
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they expected, for "when you see that all you once promised yourself is evidently not to 
be found in your life," they will have "more affluence of joy than you can imagine (68, 
emphases in original). She is suggesting that elimination of unrealistic expectations will 
lead to more happiness. 
Although Penny relies heavily on religious values and states that a religious life is 
important, she tells readers to develop secular interests as well, saying these "secondary 
motives" are also "indispensable for earthly welfare" (48-49). They must have been 
frustrated, therefore, when she does not help them identify specific interests or tasks. At 
most, she admits that the pursuit of learning is not bad as long as it does not limit a 
woman's ability to serve others, asserting that woman's "happiness is in the power of 
loving, her glory in ability to serve" (162). Even a woman who has "fully tried a variety 
of other interests, who has excelled in many accomplishments, and ripened in the light of 
much knowledge" will admit that "there is nothing so sweet as the joy she feels in some 
trifling service of love" (94). As Penny herself acknowledges, most of her work 
"wander[s] from one subject to another in [her] meditations upon spinsterhood" (246). In 
her final pages, sounding much like Carlyle, she finally advises readers not to "wait to act 
till you can fix upon some action that may seem to you sufficiently important; but take in 
hand the most trifling thing that suggests itself to your notice, if it will employ, and if it 
can interest, you" (336). If that does not work, "look on that day which hastens towards 
you, when, if you are His, He will wipe away all tears" (342). Although Penny indicates 
(in contrast with The Girls ' Manual) that a woman's role can extend beyond the family, 
she never provides readers the specific guidance they needed about how to fill their 223 
empty hours, weeks, or years. As we will see, Braddon explores independent women's life more fully than the advice manuals do and presents that life in more positive terms. 
Langhamites Unlike the manual authors, the Langhamites believed that women were important in their own right - not simply as they related to others - and that the limited options conventional Victorian society offered did not allow them the full life to which they were entitled. Because independent women were freer to develop their own lives, the Langhamites commented on them extensively. Their documents contrasted single life and marriage, examined professions suitable for respectable women, and attempted to decrease the stigma against middle-class women working. As I noted in the previous chapter, the Langhamites were not against marriage, they simply argued that a woman should marry only for love, not for financial necessity, social status, or any other reason. In "Why Are Women Redundant?" W. R. Greg asserted that feminist efforts to increase women's options were "efforts in a wrong direction" because women would come to think of marriage as a "cold and philosophic choice" rather than as their "most honorable function and especial calling" (53). Frances Power Cobbe responded directly to Greg in '"What Shall We Do with Our Old Maids?"' writing: Instead of leaving single women as helpless as possible, and their labour as ill-rewarded - instead of dinning into their ears from childhood that marriage is their one vocation and concern in life[ . . .  ], we shall act 
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exactly on the reverse principle. We shall make single life so free and happy that they shall have not one temptation to change it save the only temptation which ought to determine them - namely, love. [ . . .  ] We shall endeavour to give [them] such independence of all interested considerations that [they] may make [marriage] a choice, not indeed 'cold and philosophic,' but warm from the heart, and guided by heart and conscience only. (357) The Langhamites helped women help themselves by arguing for increased work opportunities and better pay for women. And they showed women that single life could be "free and happy." In "Celibacy v. Marriage," Cobbe, who was addressing the upper sections of the middle class, attempted to show women who were considering marrying without love that other options could be attractive. She acknowledged that a woman needed "strength to make up her mind to a single life," but asserted that social prejudices against unmarried women had decreased. Although unmarried life in recent decades was "inevitably [ . . .  ] dreary and monotonous," Cobbe wrote, the 'old maid' of 1861 is an exceedingly cheery personage, running about untrammelled by husband or children; now visiting her relatives' country house, now taking her month in town, now off to a favourite pension on Lake Geneva, now scaling Vesuvius or the Pyramids. And, what is better, she has found not only freedom of locomotion, but a sphere of action peculiarly congenial to her nature. 'My life, and what shall I do with it?' is a problem for which 
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she finds the happiest solution ready to her hand in schools and hospitals without number. [ . . .  ] The 'old maid's' life may be as rich, as blessed, as that of the proudest of mothers with her crown of clustering babes. Nay, she feels that in the power of devoting her whole time and energies to some benevolent task, she is enabled to effect perhaps some greater good than would otherwise have been possible. (80-81) In addition to arguing that unmarried life could be happy, Cobbe indicates that married life could be unhappy. She points to the recent increased awareness of the risks of an unhappy marriage, saying, "the Divorce Court[ . . .  ] has revealed secrets which must tend to modify immensely our ideas of English domestic felicity." Cobbe concludes her essay by contrasting a young woman's options: she can either make for herself "a free, useful, and happy life alone" or marry, in which case she risks "being inexpressibly miserable should she choose an unfaithful or a cruel husband" (81-82). In practical terms, the Langhamites worked to give women independence from loveless marriages by increasing their options. Their solutions for unmarried women varied with class. The primary effort made for working-class women was assistance with emigration to the colonies, where single women could make more money than they could in England and would have more opportunity to marry if they chose to do so. Maria Rye led this effort. The January 1867 Englishwoman 's Review documents some of her work: MISS RYE'S EMIGRANTS - The "Underly" sailed from Liverpool on Saturday, December 22nd, for Melbourne. She carried 93 single women and ten families for Miss Rye. The accommodation is superior to that 
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usual on board emigrant ships. This is the third ship Miss Rye has sent out since her return in June. She is, we understand, prepared to send 100 more single women, and ten families, to Melbourne, early in the new year. Application for forms to be made to that lady, 1, Adam Street, Adelphi, London. (121) This very real, practical help for working-class unmarried women contrasts sharply with the advice manuals' assurance that unmarried life is worth living, even if it is only a precursor to eternal life with God. Unfortunately, Rye's efforts required unmarried women to leave everything they knew for a foreign land.2 The demand for middle-class women in the colonies was not high, since the colonists thought these women would not be willing to work hard or endure difficult conditions. Hence, the Langhamites created the Society for Promoting the Employment of Women, a training school and employment bureau, to meet the needs of lower middle­class women, those who did not have "capital or high cultivation," yet needed "employment suitable to a woman's powers, and[ . . . ] better remuneration than woman's work has hitherto usually received" (Cobbe, "Maids," 93). The Langhamites also found employment for these women at their own Victoria Printing Press and other locations. During this time, Jessie Boucherett founded, edited, and wrote for the Englishwoman 's Review, a publication that focused primarily on issues of women's work. Boucherett 
2 See Rita S. Kranidis, Victorian Spinster and Colonial Emigration: Contested Subjects (1999) for further 
information. 
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opened the first issue with these words: There is a prevalent impression, that the evils which press so heavily on our female working population arise from obscure causes, inseparably connected with an advanced state of civilization, causes which can hardly be understood, and which it is impossible to remove. One of the objects of this Review will be, to show that this is a mistaken view, and to set forth as clearly as the powers of the writers permit, that these evils are distinctly traceable to causes which only require study to be understood, and which it is by no means impossible to remove. ("Work We Have to Do" 1) Dedicated to "serious and active lives for women," this journal fought for "economic independence from men, choice of occupation, participation in the male enterprises of commerce and government, access to higher education, admittance to the male professions, particularly medicine, and, of course, the power of suffrage equal to that of men" (Murray and Stark v). It named gardening and small farming, hairdressing, printing, handicrafts, the watch trades, upholstery, photography, wood engraving, art pottery, and silk culture as some of the professions fitted to gentlewomen's strength and respectability (xx). The Review also tried to influence conventional ideas about women by examining prejudices and analyzing issues connected with women's work. One Victorian concept that made it difficult for women to work was the pervasive one of "separate spheres." According to this idea, if women entered the corrupt work world, they, like men, would become corrupt and therefore unable to secure men's 
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salvation. In 1869, Boucherett wrote "How to Provide for Superfluous Women" in response to such resistance. Luring her readers into laughter, she made her case with a vivid analogy: We have all laughed at the story of the New Zealand chief who, when asked how he had provided for his second wife, from whom he had parted at the recommendation of the Missionary, replied, "Me eat her." It was but his way of providing for superfluous women [ . . .  ]. If he would have allowed his discarded wife a house and some land [ . . .  ] she might have provided for herself; but then, he wanted all the land for himself, and besides, he probably thought that to give women land and let them support themselves might raise up in them a dangerous spirit of independence, and quite destroy all their feminine charms and characteristics; so it seemed to him better to eat her, according to the ancient and venerable custom of the country. Is not the same principle acted on in England? Do not many people think it better that women should suffer than that professions and trades should be opened to them, on the ground that they would be 'unsexed' by engaging in them? (57) By demonstrating the similarity between the cannibals' treatment of "superfluous women" and Victorians', Boucherett hoped to startle readers into recognizing the error of their ways. In this essay, Boucherett also argued that women could be converted into "useful members of society" if they were allowed to "engage freely in all occupations suited to their strength" (56). Along similar lines, Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon 
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asserted that God intended for women to work: "No human being has the right to be idle. [ . . .  ] Women must, as children of God, be trained to do some work in the world" (Women and Work 268). Independent women in the upper-middle class and upper class, who did not have to work to survive, did not need pecuniary help. They did, however, require the removal of "existing restrictions, to afford them the full exercise of their natural powers, and make their lives as useful and happy as Providence has intended." Cobbe examines in detail the ways in which women could succeed in science, literature, philosophy, art, politics, and philanthropy - a list, she asserts, that encompasses "all the pursuits of mankind" ("Maids" 93-94). To a large extent, removing restrictions was closely connected with increasing women's access to higher education, a topic I covered in the Langhamite section of the chapter on daughters. Braddon takes the Langhamites' assertion that unmarried life could be full a step further by depicting one independent woman's wonderfully rich life. By making this woman an extremely likeable character through whom readers could live vicariously, she also encouraged readers to consider seriously creating an independent life for themselves. At the same time, Braddon depicts the plight of many mid-Victorian women. Because these women grew up hearing they were of value only in their relationships with others, they had real difficulty recognizing their value apart from others, accepting responsibility for their own happiness, and defining a life for themselves. 
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Braddon 's Life Since Mary's mother, Fanny, separated from her husband when Mary was four years old, the author was familiar with the life of an independent woman, including the financial difficulties that often crune with it. Fanny and Mary were often concerned about money and repeatedly moved from one neighborhood to another, less expensive one. An unpublished letter from a Braddon relative to Fanny written when Mary was a teenager suggests their financial status. The author hoped Fanny found appropriate lodgers for her home and enclosed ten pounds for Mary's brother, who was living in India. As Jennifer Camell comments, "That Mrs. Braddon had had to advertise for a lodger must have been a downward step for a family who had an entry in the directory Walford 's County Families" (22). The Braddons were not poor, but they had to watch their money carefully and be creative about ways to make it. Mary's early experience of this life influenced her portrayal of women who were widowed, never married, or - like her mother - separated. One of the ways Mary earned money was by acting; as mentioned earlier, she started appearing on stage at age 17. As she wrote in ''The Woman I Remember," the mid-century options available for respectable middle-class women who needed to earn money were three: governess, author, and actress (few Victorians would have included this last one in the list). Developing a career as an author took time, whereas governessing and acting led to more immediate income. In contrast with becoming a governess, the stage allowed a woman to retain her independence; it also generally paid more. Martha Vicinus notes, "acting was the highest paid profession a woman could 23 1 
enter - if she were successful - and it gave her more freedom than any other occupation. Moreover, it was one of the few spheres in which women could be involved in the creation of a persona rather than wait passively to be acted upon" (Widening Sphere xviii-xix). It is no surprise Braddon chose acting. Even after she moved in with John Maxwell at the age of 26, Mary remained in some ways an independent woman. Although she acted and apparently felt married to him, she was not, as I have said, legally bound to him until 1874. At times, she resented John's influence on her activities, as her August 1866 letter to Edward Bulwer-Lytton seems to indicate: "I would - for myself - always rather make life a quiet doze than a fever - but some people will have the fever - and I find there is nothing more difficult than to live one's own life" ("Letters" 136). A cartoon in the June 1868 issue of The Mask conveys this aspect of their relationship. It shows Mary on her horse (which is named Belgravia, after the magazine she edited) jumping through two hoops that are named after her recently (or soon to be) completed novels, The La,dy's Mile and the sequence Birds of Prey/Charlotte's Inheritance. John is holding a hoop named for the novel she was working on at the time, Dead-Sea Fruit; and hoops in the background are named after novels Mary completed in the early 1860s: Trail of the Serpent, La,dy Audley's Secret, Aurora Floyd, and John Marchmont 1s Legacy (138). Mary's friend, Charles Reade, also touched on this point in a his private notebook, when he referred to John as Mary's "taskmaster": "Her first stories were masterpieces of narrative. She was a genuine raconteur. By and by her taskmaster drove her too hard, and, of late I fail to recognize the same hand all through, and think that much that goes by her name is done 
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by understrappers" (qtd. in Wolff, Sensational 79).3 We know Mary worked almost incessantly even long after she was financially secure. How much of her drive came from within and how much came from John is unclear. Regardless, the issue of living "one's own life," to use a phrase from Mary's letter, is a recurring theme in her novels, as we will see. Mary was very proud of the money she earned. In March 1866, she bought Lichfield House, a "magnificent red brick Georgian mansion built for the Earl of Abergavenny, with panelled walls, carved doorways, stables, paddock, kitchen gardens, an orangery and extensive grounds, which had once been the residence of the Bishop of Lichfield" (Carnell 179). She lived there with John, their children, and her mother. In 1867 she wrote Bulwer-Lytton: "We live in a large old fashioned house which I should like to show you. Such as it is," she notes with pride, "it all came out of my own head." She also acknowledges John's role in her success, saying, "but that head would never have earned me a living if it had not been for the strong, business like brain, and clear perception that have assisted me in every step of my literary career" ("Letters" 145). Mary bought other houses through the years, including the Braddon ancestral home in Cornwall and Annesley Bank in the New Forest. She clearly knew that an independent woman could survive (even thrive) financially and live a full life. 3 There is no indication that Reade's supposition has any validity. 233 
Braddon 's Novels Braddon' s depiction of marriage and independent life indicate that she is examining alternatives because she finds the conventional patterns of women's life stultifying. She does not present the single existence as a panacea, indicating that although it offers greater opportunities for freedom than does married life, it can be difficult. The independent woman Braddon portrays most positively is she who creates the most satisfying life for herself, but creating such a life, as she demonstrates, is not simple. Braddon portrays four independent women in the novels examined here: Isabel Gilbert (The Doctor 's Wife), Emily Jerningham (Dead-Sea Fruit), Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor 's Wife), and Georgina Champernowne (The Ltuly's Mile). Her brief depiction of Isabel (widowed at the end of the novel) might suggest that independent life is not difficult, but when she portrays single existence in more detail, readers can better see its opportunities and dangers. Her portrayals of Emily, Gwendoline, and Georgina function as a kind of Hegelian dialectic. Trying to balance passivity and assertion, Emily, who is a separated woman from the opening pages of the novel, is more passive than assertive and never appreciates the freedom that comes with her independence. Gwendoline, who never marries, is driven by ambition and desire for an active life, but faced with limited options due to a lack of financial resources. Even though Emily is able to play the role of martyr and Gwendoline eventually inherits enough money to leave her small town, neither leads a fulfilling life. While Braddon gives readers conflicting signals about how to understand these women, she depicts 234 
Georgina, who represents the synthesis of the dialectic, in much clearer terms. Georgina does not share Gwendoline's ambition, but treasures her independence and has the necessary wealth and sense of personal agency to create a full, satisfying life. Georgina's success looks effortless, but it actually comprises a delicate balance of obligation and social freedom. Braddon' s account of Isabel Gilbert's widowhood in the final pages of The Doctor's Wife shows how a woman's life can change when she becomes a widow and how the single life can be both meaningful and socially advantageous. Isabel is widowed twice within a few days with the deaths of George (for whom she cared little) and Roland Lansdell (the great love of her life). When George dies, Isabel is "very sorrowful; but no passionate grief stirred her" (369). In contrast, when Roland dies, "it seemed to her as if a dreadful darkness obscured all the world; a darkness in which she groped blindly for a grave, where she might lie down and die" (398). As mentioned in the previous chapter, Isabel begins to move from child to woman when she refuses to leave her husband for Roland. When George dies, however, she reverts to her earlier character: "She was a child again, weak and frivolous, frightened by the awful visitant [death] who had so newly entered that house" (370). Isabel has not completely regressed, however; she still understands that her relationship with Roland was wrong. She tells Mrs. Jeffson, the servant, " 'I know that I wasn't good. It was wicked to think of other people always, and not of him; but I never thought that he would die. I knew that he was good to me; and I tried to obey him"' (371). Isabel makes a similar confession to Charles Raymond, her friend and former employer: 235 
I know I was not so good as I ought to have been; and I can never ask him to forgive me now [ . . .  ]. He was very good to me, and I - I tried always to be grateful - almost always,' she added, with a remorseful recollection of rebellious moments in which she had hated her husband because he ate spring-onions, and wore Graybridge-made boots. (375) Roland dies several days after Isabel's father, in an unrelated incident (and a quick return to sensationalism on Braddon's part), severely beats him for testifying against him years earlier. How much Isabel has changed from her girlhood becomes clear when she learns that Roland left her the bulk of his fortune: "'Oh, no, no ! I don't want the money; I can do nothing with it. Oh, give it to some hospital, please; and let the hospital be called by his name. It was cruel of him to think that I should care for money when he was dead."' Although this is not a terribly mature response, there had been a time, as Braddon writes, when Isabel would have thought it "a grand thing to be rich, and would have immediately imagined a life spent in ruby-velvet and diamonds" (400). When Isabel, a lower-middle-class doctor's wife, becomes owner of the Lansdell mansion, the townspeople resume their merciless gossip regarding their relationship and continue to question Isabel's respectability. But that questioning stops when Roland's cousin, Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey, and her father, Lord Ruysdale, validate her position by taking her with them on a tour of the Continent. Braddon emphasizes this rise in Isabel's social status by writing that the Wareham Gazette, "which found Isabel's proceedings worthy of record since her inheritance of Mr. Lansdell' s property" reported her departure (401). Braddon also shows how much Isabel has changed when she tells 236 
readers that, although Isabel had longed to see the major European cities when she was a girl in Camberwell, there "seemed to hang a kind of mist that shut out the sunshine" over all of them during this trip (402). After several years of widowhood, Isabel is useful, serene, almost happy[ . . .  ]. She is altogether different from the foolish wife who neglected all a wife's duties while she sat by the mill­stream at Thurston's Crag reading the 'Revolt of Islam.' There is a great gulf between a girl of nineteen and a woman of five-and-twenty; and Isabel's foolish youth is separated from her wiser womanhood by a barrier that is formed by two graves. [ . . .  ] The chastening influence of sorrow has transformed a sentimental girl into a good and noble woman - a woman in whom sentiment takes the higher form of universal sympathy and tenderness. (402-03) Isabel is still sentimental, but has reined in her sentimentalism and is putting it to good use. Braddon closes the novel with an account of Isabel's widowed life. Charles and his wards, the girls Isabel used to serve as governess, visit her often, and she is busy with her philanthropic work. With Roland's money, she has already built model cottages -like Dorothea Brooke's - for the agricultural laborers: "pretty Elizabeth cottages, with peaked gables and dormer windows, and wonderful ovens, that would cook a maximum of provision by the aid of a minimum of fuel" ( 403). Under her influence, allotment gardens, schoolhouse, steam-ploughs, and threshing-machines have also appeared in the 
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area around Mordred Priory. Isabel's experiences as daughter, young unmarried woman, and wife have culminated in a full life as an independent woman. Braddon's portrayal of 29-year-old Emily Jerningham as an independent woman is more complex than her portrayal of Isabel as a widow. Emily is independent in that she is separated from her husband, Harold, but she is not independent to the extent that she depends on magazine editor Laurence Desmond to shape her life. Emily and Laurence have a "Platonic attachment": they are close friends who plan to marry when her husband dies. Ambivalent toward Emily, Braddon both praises and blames her; Braddon' s attitude and that of the reader also changes over time. When first separated, Emily chose to live in seclusion, but her society, which "had chosen to exalt her into a social martyr[ . . . ], penetrated the depths of her suburban retreat, and beguiled her to return to the world" (1 .72). For the sake of society, then, she rejoins the upper-class London world, which considers her "a saint and martyr who [gives] nice little dinners, and [drives] the most perfectly appointed of pony-phaetons" ( 1 .72-73). Emily is very popular because she observes carefully the conservative mid­Victorian proprieties, providing herself "with a perfect dragon in the way of an elderly widowed aunt, whose husband had been in the Church" and thus giving herself "all the charm of widowhood without its danger" (1.75). because her husband is not watching her - or watching others with her -, she can express more individuality and to interact more freely with others; because she cannot marry, her male friends do not have to be concerned about misunderstandings. In her "quasi-widowhood" (1 .74), Emily is an excellent hostess; she does 
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everything she can to make others comfortable, and makes her parties pleasant "at any cost of trouble to herself, (1.170). Her dinners are successful largely because she carefully designs her invitation list in order to gather the most entertaining group possible. If she invited "a lovely inanity to sit at her table as a beautiful object for the contemplation of her guests,U for example, she would balance her with "some decent­looking woman with brains.,, If the "Household-Brigade element threatened to preponderate,U she would attempt to lighten the mood by inviting "some popular litterateur or fashionable actor, some clever amateur, well up in all the art-gossip, or a gentlemanly young explorer,, (1.168). Most of Emilfs friends are in fact Laurence,s friends, for, Braddon asks, "how [else] could a poor lonely woman have beguiled the shining lights of the crack London clubs to illuminate her dinner-tableT (1.171-72). She asks this question tongue-in-cheek; as we will see, many people want to meet Georgina Champemowne. Emilfs party planning may appear individualistic, but in comparison with the manner in which Georgina organizes her social life, it is fairly conventional and follows the guidelines in the advice manuals. Planning for her dinner parties can only occupy a portion of Emili s long days, regardless of how carefully she shapes the invitation list. She has difficulty filling the remainder of her time, as the author of The Afternoon of Unmarried Life knew a number of her readers did. She repeatedly comments that she is bored with her life and has nothing to do, at one point telling Laurence: I am tired of my life. Of course you will tell me that it is very wicked to be tired of one,s life, and that there are people starving in those dreadful 239 
London alleys who would be very glad to come and live here, and stare at the river, and wonder whether the swans are tired of their lives, as I do hour after hour in all the long, long days of the long, long summer. [ . . .  ] My life passes, and the time, which is so long as it crawls by, leaves no mark behind it. And then, when I look forward to the future, I see - a blank. (1.196) Braddon's response to Emily's complaint is complex. At first she appears sympathetic, writing, "Was there not something wanting in her life, a something for lack of which she must needs be lonely and purposeless wherever she went?" But the following comment is more ambivalent: All the pleasures and luxuries that wealth can buy; all the consideration that a good old name can exact; all the respect that a reputation[ . . .  ] can command were at the disposal of this fortunate lady, and yet she was not happy. She had too much, and too little. If she had been an utterly selfish and narrow-minded woman, she might have found the perfection of bliss in splendid toilettes and well-appointed equipages, an elegant house and distinguished acquaintance; but something more than these was necessary to complete the sum of Mrs. Jemingham's happiness. (l .241-42) Because Emily is not "utterly selfish and narrow-minded," she is not satisfied with superficial luxuries and prestige. But, then, she has so much - why cannot she find a way to happiness? What is this "something wanting" in Emily's life, this "something more" necessary to make her happy? The manual authors would assert it is a life with her 
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husband and children. Since Emily is not in love with her husband, the Langhamites would argue it is work or philanthropy. Braddon explores the answer more fully when Emily revisits the topic. When Laurence visits Emily at Spa, in Belgium, where she and her aunt are vacationing, she again complains of her "dull and hopeless" life, claiming that she has been tempted to "take the train for Liege, and offer myself as a novice at the first convent I came to after leaving the station" ( 1.248). Braddon implies that the problem of single women's vocation is exacerbated in England, an Anglican country with comparatively few nuns. Laurence suggests that Emily would be happier if she were "more employed." Their conversation goes on to explore the activities available to independent women of the upper-middle class. Emily says she tried tatting and working screens in Berlin wool with beads, but soon found those activities dull. Painting and music also grew old because she was frustrated with the quality of her work. The only activity she enjoys is working with her orchids, without which, she says, she would go "'melancholy mad."' Laurence encourages her to spend some of her energy on her "fellow-creatures," which Emily interprets as "'go[ing] about with tracts and packets of tea and sugar,"' as she says her aunt does. She expresses sympathy for "the poor creatures," and tells Laurence she sends money whenever "there is anything out of the common way," but believes "walking about in the hot sun with tracts" is pointless. When he tries to enlarge Emily 's vision to include "people of a higher class," she declares she does not have "the elements of the philanthropist." Frustrated, Laurence gently tells Emily her life is too "egotistical" and that having some close friends would "take you out of yourself," but she 
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says she cannot bring herself to sympathize with her neighbors' "serio-comic woes about recalcitrant butlers and flaunting housemaids." And, she adds, she does not have any dependents whom her kindness could benefit (1.252-55). At this point, Laurence gives up trying to identify activities that would increase Emily's happiness and decrease her dependence on him. In one especially interesting section of their conversation, Emily tells Laurence she does not care about women's rights: "'if I had the privilege of an electress to-morrow, I should[ . . .  ] plump unblushingly for the man who could offer me a new orchid. I do not care about female printers or female doctors. I think it very sad that poor seamstresses should work in stuffy rooms until they fade and die; but I can only pity them" (1.252). She specifically mentions a number of issues on which the Langhamites were working but is apparently unaware that they were also trying to open up some of the worlds that she finds closed to her. Emily, who at one point refers to "wretched misogynists" (3.57), does care for women's rights, but only as they impact her personally. Braddon' s attitude toward Emily's comments is again mixed. On one hand, she writes, "the lady had nothing to do. If she read a volume of a novel, and paid a few visits, or received a few callers, to-day, she could only look forward to another volume, and another visit, or visitor, to-morrow. The days were all alike, and they left no mark behind them" (1.256). She also has Emily think: "It is all very well for Laurence to be happy and active. [ . . .  ] He has that odious Areopagus [the magazine he edits] to interest him, and the hope of going into parliament by and by. He is getting rich, and has had the excitement of earning his money. He has his social triumphs and his literary successes, 242 
the friendship of great men." Emily is right: many of the opportunities available to men were closed to women; she does not have the access to challenging work, professional success, friendship of great men - in short, stimulation - Laurence does. On the other hand, Emily's conclusion to this monologue indicates that Braddon' s sympathy for her is limited. She thinks, "It is always the same story. They have 'the court, camp, church; the vessel and the mart; sword, gown, gain, glory;' and we have only the London Library and Jacques's croquet" (1 .256-57). Through this quote from Don Juan, Braddon implies that Emily feels unnecessarily sorry for herself. When Emily gains some self-understanding toward the middle of the novel, Braddon' s treatment of her becomes more positive and the reader becomes more sympathetic. After meeting simple, Wordsworthian Lucy Alford, Emily thinks, "' I am what the French call difficile; not easily pleased by others, never quite satisfied with myself. The circumstances of my life have always been exceptional; but I doubt if I should have been a happy woman under happier circumstances."' Braddon again expresses some compassion for Emily: The question of how much character may or may not be moulded and influenced by circumstances, was a psychological problem too difficult for Mrs. Jemingham's comprehension. She knew that she was not happy; and there were times when she was inclined to ascribe her unhappiness to some radical defect in her own character, rather than to her exceptional position. (165-66) She indicates that Emily owes her character to life circumstances and not, as Emily 243 
sometimes thinks, "some radical defect." But when Emily repeatedly pities herself, the reader again loses patience with her. When Lucy is despairing after her father dies, for example, Emily insensitively compares her friend's pain to her own: "you have not drained the cup of happiness only to find the bitterness of the draught. [ . . .  ] You have not outlived your hopes, and your dreams and your faith - nay, indeed, your very self - as I have"' (3.45). To Laurence, she justifies her incessant jealousy by saying, "What is it Mr. Kingsley says? - 'Men must work and women must weep.' They must, you see ! It is the primary necessity of their existence; and if they have no real miseries, no husbands drifting over the harbour-bar to death, they invent sorrows, and weep over them"' (3.51). Like Florence Crawford, Emily is self­conscious about her passivity. Her passivity has even affected her health. According to her maid, she has been losing weight for three years (3.79). In addition, her "feverish nights and daily hours of suffering and languor" have become chronic. She is aware that her fever and weakness are "of the mind rather than the body" and that her symptoms would cease if she were happy, but she does nothing to make herself well (3.8 1). Penny mentions this kind of illness in Afternoon of Unmarried Life. After describing an unhappy and ill unmarried woman, she writes: "Perhaps an acute doctor would venture to assure her that the mind began this mournful harmony of grief, that a more cheerful tum of thought might have given to the whole system a vigorous activity which would have braced every nerve, and prevented both the slight headache and the causeless languor" (20). Physical weakness, which does not require action on the woman's part, was a traditional response to 
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unhappiness. 
Braddon more clearly ties Emily to conventional modes of behavior when she 
writes that her life contained none of "those elements which make the lives of women 
sweet and happy"; she had "no murmur of children's voices, no pleasant cares of 
household, no daily expectation of a husband's  return from club or senate, office or 
counting-house; no weekly round of visits among the poor; no sense of duty done" (3 .8 1-
82). Paradoxically, she here suggests that Emily does not follow conventional behavior 
closely enough - "no weekly round of visits among the poor; no sense of duty done"; if 
she had, Braddon seems to imply, her life would be "sweet and happy." 
Part of the reason Emily never develops a life of her own is that she has given 
Laurence the central role in it: "For him she had lived, and for none other" - not even 
herself (3. 1 10). Her life is incomplete because she never fully acknowledges that she and 
Laurence must limit the amount of time they spend together in order to retain their 
respectability. Her unwillingness to face this reality also leads to her intense jealousy of 
the time and attention Laurence spends with and on others. This jealousy "flavour[s] 
[her] every joy and embitter[s] every pleasure" and eventually drives Laurence away 
(1 .259): he falls out of love with Emily and in love with Lucy. 
When Emily realizes that Laurence and Lucy are in love but not acting on their 
feelings for her sake, she generously decides to end her life so they can be together. 
Although she has a persistent cough, she insists on taking a boat ride on a stormy day. 
The skies, of course, open up, and she becomes extremely ill. On her death bed, Emily 
reveals that she ignored her doctor' s warnings intentionally, saying to Laurence, "I doubt 
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if the knot could ever have been disentangled; but it can be cut. Death makes an easy end of many difficulties; and I think nothing less than death could have ended our perplexities" (3.135-36). Emily also puts her jealousy aside long enough to leave Lucy money so she will not marry Laurence dowerless and asks Laurence to forget how she has plagued him with "my causeless jealousies, my selfish exactions'" (3.140). When the doctor orders Emily to Madeira for her health and Laurence offers to accompany her, the extent to which she has grown becomes clear. A few months earlier, she would have "haughtily demanded such allegiance, and bitterly resented its refusal." Instead, her "eyes grew dim, and she had no words" with which to thank him (3.142). The reviewers treated Emily positively, one saying that she dies in "the odour of unassailable respectability" (Atheneum), another describing her as "the patrician beauty with a broken heart" (Manchester Courier qtd. in Dead-Sea Fruit advertisement). Braddon's attitude toward Emily is ambivalent, but she consistently depicts her as passive, suggesting that she does not take advantage of the freedom she has as an independent woman. Emily is unwilling to push boundaries, to think on her own. She is not creative about her life, does not think about what she wants; instead, she considers the limited conventional options and, finding none of them satisfactory, decides to give up. Perhaps because she "spent her life in a circle where every woman's movements are regulated by severe and immutable laws," she is unable to create a life of her own (3.65-66). Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor's Wife), in contrast, is almost determined to live an unconventional life. A "proud Saxon beauty" who is "as ardent and 
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energetic as Joan of Arc or Elizabeth of England" (146), Gwendoline is the antithesis to Emily; where Emily is too passive, Gwendoline is too aggressive. That she uses a double eye-glass marks her as a woman who is intellectual, interested in ideas, and bound to be frustrated by the limited opportunities available to mid-Victorian women. After she jilts Roland Lansdell and the Marquis of Heatherland dies a month before she is to marry him, Gwendoline's only option is to live with her odd father, Lord Ruysdale. In an attempt to save money, they live on the Continent for several years, returning to England when she is 32. He sells the lease to their London townhouse to relieve some of his large debt, saying it is "absurd" to keep it for Gwendoline's sake, who was "never likely to marry" (150), and they take up residence at their family seat, Lowlands in Midlandshire. There they would at least "live free of house-rent, and [ . . .  ] could have garden-stuff and dairy produce, and hares and partridges, and silvery trout from the fish-ponds in the shrubberies, for nothing; and [ . . .  ] could have long credit from the country tradesfolk, and wax or composition candles for something less than tenpence apiece" (141). Although this amount of scrimping seems extreme for an aristocratic family, Braddon implies that their financial resources really are this limited. Gwendoline and her father do not have a warm relationship, leaving her with dull, empty days in a small town in Midlandshire. Again ambivalent, Braddon both supports and criticizes Gwendoline. In particular, Braddon connects her with Joanna of Naples, a portrait of whom she is examining when readers meet her. Like Gwendoline, Joanna, queen of Naples in the fourteenth century, was ambitious; unlike Gwendoline, she actually had power -for a 
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short while. Joanna gained this power by having her husband murdered two years after he succeeded her grandfather on the throne. Although she married twice more, she remained childless, eventually adopting as her heir Charles of Durazzo, who later had her killed ("Joanna, Queen of Naples"). How much of Joanna's story Gwendoline knows is not clear. Braddon invites the reader to draw parallels between the two, but how readers are to interpret them is ambiguous. While Gwendoline envies Joanna's power, she is not able to emulate it. Braddon's attitude toward Gwendoline's ambition is equally ambiguous: on one hand, she praises it; on another, she punishes her for it by having her lose both Roland and the Marquis of Heatherland. At the picture gallery where Gwendoline sees Joanna of Naples, she, her father, and her cousin Roland Lansdell encounter their friend Charles Raymond, 4 his former employee Isabel Gilbert, and her husband George. Braddon describes the hand she extends to meet Isabel as "so exquisitely gloved that it looked as if it had been sculptured out of gray marble" (126), a description implying she is a woman of stone or a statue, something not quite human. Almost immediately, Gwendoline displays her strong sense of self, suggesting that Isabel sit down since "these show-places are so fatiguing," telling her father she is ready to go home, and letting Roland know she is displeased when he forgets that he planned to have lunch with them ( 130-31). She is far from the conventional unmarried daughter, who was "expected to be invisible, doing good without 
4 According to Bearman, Braddon based Raymond "fairly and squarely on the real-life Charles Bray of 
Coventry" ( 481 ). Bray, a prominent industrialist and philosopher and friend of George Eliot, and Braddon 
met in Warwickshire. 
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thanks, forbearing to give advice, yet always available when needed" (Vicinus, Independent 14). Isabel admires Lady Gwendoline and idealizes her life, believing it is 
"a bright life, a happy life, a beautiful life"; readers know that in reality her life in the 
Midlands is unspeakably dull (135). 
Gwendoline's fatal error was discounting the value of great love, such as that she 
and Roland had for each other before she broke their engagement because she thought 
marriage to the Marquis would better meet her ambitious goals. Braddon does not 
criticize ambitious women - unless they place ambition above love. Gwendoline comes 
to understand this point. Years after she broke the engagement, she "looked back, and 
remembered what her life might have been," then "looked forward, and saw what it was 
to be" (152). With no reason to believe that she would ever do more than "vegetate in 
gloomy and economical state" with her father, she has nothing to look forward to (240). 
She is realistic about the limited options available to her, especially given her limited 
financial resources. Increased opportunities depend almost solely on a marriage. And 
when she looks in the mirror and sees that her beauty is fading, and hence her ability to 
catch a husband is decreasing, she feels at this moment "that the story of her life was 
ended" (152). 
With her strong sense of self, Gwendoline can tease Roland, as she does when she 
asks him to tell the lunch party the prediction of his death: 
Pray tell us all about it [ . . .  ] .  We won't promise to be very much 
frightened, because the accessories are not quite the thing for a ghost­
story. [ . . .  ] Was it made by a pretty girl with a dove on her wrist, like the 
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phantom that appeared to Lord Lyttleton? Shall we have to put back the clock for an hour, in order to foil the designs of your impalpable foe? Or was it a black cat, or a gentleman-usher, or a skeleton; or all three? (176-77) In contrast with Gwendoline's irreverence, Isabel's "eyes opened wider and wider, and fixed themselves on Roland Lansdell's face" (177). At the end of the story, Isabel faints because, unbeknownst to anyone else, Roland has described her father threatening to kill him. In response, Gwendoline leaves in disgust, saying to her father, "'That sort of person is always fainting away, and being knocked down by feathers, and going unexpectedly into impossible hysterics; and so on"' (181). Gwendoline does not know Isabel's part in the story Roland just told. Her criticism of Isabel further contrasts the women's characters. Jealous of Roland's regard for Isabel, Gwendoline decides she must warn the sentimental girl about the damage she is causing to her reputation. She tells herself it is her duty to talk with Isabel, but in actuality is motivated by spite. Visiting Isabel's home, Gwendoline greets her "with a very haughty inclination of the head," walks into the house, and tells Isabel to sit down (259). Saying, "'I am influenced only by a sincere desire for your welfare,'" Gwendoline comments that she is unlike those who would "hold themselves aloof from you" in that she thinks for herself. Nevertheless, she expresses their opinion: "People say that you are a false wife to a simple-hearted and trusting husband, [ . . . ] a false wife in thought and intention, if not in deed; since you have lured my cousin back to this place; and are ready to leave it with him as his mistress 
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whenever he chooses to say 'Come"' (260). When Isabel sobs that Gwendoline does not understand their love, the aristocrat leaves in disbelief. After Isabel refuses to run away with him, Roland visits Gwendoline and wonders aloud if "any woman [ will] have pity upon me and marry me, and transform me into a family-man, with a mania for short-horned cattle and subsoil-drainage? Is there any woman in all the world capable of caring a little for such a worn-out wretch as I?"' Gwendoline is in power at this moment. As Braddon writes, "It almost depended upon Gwendoline Pomphrey whether this speech should constitute an offer of marriage. [ . . . ] Any sentimental, womanly little speech, however stereotyped; and the thing would have been done." Gwendoline had hoped that Roland would propose, but she is not willing to play the game he offers; she is not willing to depart from her character and make this "sentimental, womanly little speech." She pays a high price for her determination: Roland's lament never becomes an offer of marriage. Braddon is critical of Gwendoline's refusal, saying she is "a great deal too proud." At this point, in fact, Gwendoline momentarily switches gender roles and uses a phrase with Roland like that Laurence uses with Emily: "I fancy it would be much better for you if you employed your life half as well as other men, your inferiors in talent, employ their lives" (295-96). And Braddon's attitude toward Gwendoline becomes more positive as she tells readers that Gwendoline has an "eager yearning gaze in her blue eyes," as she tells her cousin that if she were a man "a fortnight in the hunting-season would exhaust the pleasures of Midlandshire for me; I would be up and doing among my compeers"' (296). Gwendoline's (almost masculine) beauty - she is repeatedly described 
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as "handsome" rather than "beautiful" -, would have "well become a young reformer, enthusiastic and untiring in a noble cause" (296). This contrasts, for example, with Florence Crawford's ambition to have a grand home and matching footmen. By describing Gwendoline's potential efforts as "noble," rather than, for example, comparing her with the Dickens character who neglects her children as she works her ineffectual philanthropy, Braddon affirms Gwendoline's ambition. Braddon goes on to spell out this anomaly: ''There are these mistakes sometimes -these mesalliances of clay and spirit. A bright ambitious young creature, with the soul of a Pitt, sits at home and works sham roses in Berlin wool; while her booby brother is thrust out into the world to fight the mighty battle" (296). She does not indicate who makes these mistakes - presumably God, or nature, or fate - just that they are. In these lines, Braddon approaches a New Woman attitude, indicating that Gwendoline - and other women - should have more opportunities to share their talents with the public world. Gwendoline changes toward the end of the novel. When Isabel's father clubs Roland to near death, she "repented her jealous anger against her cousin" (395) and her love for him "regained all its purer qualities." Gwendoline also realizes that her own actions led Roland to fall out of love with her. Remembering the day she had quarrelled with him ten years earlier, she "saw herself as she had been, in all the early splendour of her Saxon beauty, and wondered if she really was the same creature as that proud worldly girl who thought the supremest triumph in life was to become the wife of a marquis" (383-84 ). She also promises Roland that she will be Isabel's friend, and tells her 
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sentimental friend that she wronged her when she called her Roland's "mistress." She comes to understand that she had been "unchristian, intolerant, possessed by a jealous anger, which she had hidden under the useful womanly mask of outraged propriety" (395-96). Validating Gwendoline's ambition, but also emphasizing the importance of love, Braddon writes, "never had [Gwendoline] seemed so perfect a woman as now, when she sat, pale and quiet and resigned, by the deathbed of the man she loved" (381). Gwendoline inherits £10,000 from Roland. Braddon does not tell us what she does with this money or how her life changes as a result of her inheritance, perhaps because she did not know what to do with Gwendoline at the end of the novel. We can presume she leaves Midlandshire, since she was only there because she could not afford to be anywhere else, and since she does not visit Isabel, as do Charles and his wards. We can only hope that Gwendoline approaches the rest of her life with more balance. Georgina Champemowne, a 32-year-old widow in The Lady's Mile and Braddon's most appealing character, demonstrates how full and satisfying an independent woman's life can be. The synthesis of the dialectic in which Emily is the thesis and Gwendoline the antithesis, Georgina balances tradition and social freedom. We meet Georgina for the first time in this chapter, since her experiences as daughter, young unmarried woman, and wife are described only briefly. For ten years, Georgina had been a dutiful wife to elderly Mohun Champemowne, with whom she had been "buried alive in a gloomy old Northumbrian castle" (1 .278). Upon his death, she became tremendously wealthy and the mistress of her own destiny. Since her father was no longer alive and her siblings "had scattered far and wide," there was "no one who had any right to question her actions 253 
or interfere with her caprices" (1 .279). Georgina takes full advantage of this freedom, moving to London, and building a rich and fulfilling life for herself. Whereas Braddon made both positive and negative comments about Emily and Gwendoline, her presentation of Georgina is almost completely positive. Conscious that Georgina is highly unusual in Victorian fiction, Braddon introduces her with great care, not even mentioning her until late in the first volume and, even then, approaching her cautiously. Readers hear of her first when William Crawford (Florence's father and a great painter) describes her as beyond his comprehension (1.272). Next we learn that she has written William a letter, important to him even though Braddon describes it (tongue-in-cheek) as "no very important document [ . . .  ] only a woman's epistle" (1.273). Braddon describes the letter in detail. It is scented with a "rare and subtle perfume" and written in a "hand which was firm without being masculine, bold and yet neat; a hand which had an originality and character of its own, and which once seen was rarely forgotten or confounded with any other caligraphy" (1 .273). "Rare," "subtle," "firm without being masculine," "bold," "neat," "character of its own," "rarely forgotten or confounded with any other" - all are descriptors which also fit the writer. By quoting the full letter, Braddon lets Georgina speak for herself and lets her be the first to state her full name through her signature. In the letter, Georgina asks William what he is doing and why she has not seen him or his daughter, expresses a desire to hear about his current work, and says he knows where to find her. Already, Braddon has revealed that Georgina is confident, assertive yet feminine, and highly respectable yet able to express her individuality within the confines of Victorian 
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proprieties. Readers meet Georgina herself when William visits her home, the Hermitage. Again, Braddon moves carefully, spending a full twelve pages from the time William leaves his cab to the time he sees Georgina. As he enters the house and moves through the lobby into her drawing room, Braddon is simultaneously developing her character. Because Georgina creates her home, designing it and decorating it herself, it reflects her personality. In part, Braddon describes the Hermitage by saying what it is not: Once within those sheltering walls, the visitor recognised an atmosphere which had nothing in common with the vulgar air without. A solemn hush reigned, as in a cathedral. No shrieking birds, no yelping lapdogs broke the serene stillness. [ . . .  ] [At the end of the corridor,] two marble figures seemed to keep guard over a pair of dark-green-velvet doors, which divided the corridor from the inner sanctuary. One of the statues was the Genius of Night, with starry veil and extinguished torch; the other, a Silence, with lifted finger pressed upon closed lips. [ . . .  ] Curtains of soft gray silk shrouded a doorway, through which Mr. Crawford passed into the drawing-room [ . . .  ] .  It might have been the chamber of the Sleeping Beauty which Mr. Crawford had penetrated. (1 .283-85) Just as Georgina' s home is quiet and peaceful, so is she: ''The touch of her soft cool hand had a kind of mesmeric influence. The harmonious tones of her low voice were like the dropping of waters in some silvan fountain" (1 .288). She controls her everyday environment so that there is, for example, "no hissing um, no glittering kettle simmering 
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noisily above a spirit-lamp" at her tea table, "for urns and kettle are by nature fussy, and fuss and bustle were unspeakably obnoxious to Mrs. Champernowne" ( 1.294). Instead of the efficient but "fussy" instruments, Georgina's servant brought a fresh teapot every ten minutes when she had many visitors. As one expression of her individuality, Georgina names her favorite teapots after famous tea-drinkers: Pope, Addison, Elizabeth Steele, Lady Mary Montague, Molly Lepel, and Horace Walpole. In a comic moment, Braddon writes that "no muscle of the gentleman-servant's countenance was relaxed" when Georgina tells him to put gunpowder in Lady Mary and orange pekoe in Mr. Pope ( 1.294). Georgina is a powerful woman who has a strong influence over William - and many others, especially men. For fifteen years, William had "preached and practised" the doctrine that a real artist cares for nothing but his art (2. 146), but he abandons this doctrine to spend time with Georgina, giving himself up to "the sweet intoxication of her influence" (1 .296). Several times, he has vowed that he would stay away from her, "as a drunkard vows that he will abstain from the fiery spirit that destroys him," but, "like the drunkard, [he] broke his pledge before it was many days old" (1 .287). In an even stronger statement, Braddon names the chapter in which she develops Georgina's character "Delilah" and has William refer to her several times as D�lilah. There are some parallels between Braddon' s character and the biblical character - both are powerful women, both of their lovers lose power (William his determination to work; Samson his physical strength) because of them, and both William and Samson become blind. But unlike Delilah, she is not cruel and she does not intentionally cause William's blindness. 256 
That Braddon never follows up on the implied criticism in this epithet perhaps suggests she uses it to appease her audience. But such appeasement did not appear necessary, at least to one reviewer who referred to Georgina as a "handsome self-reliant bewitching widow" and questioned why Braddon introduces her under the title "Delilah," commenting, "in no sense, and at no time, do her actions or surroundings justify the appellation" (Manchester Guardian). Braddon draws Georgina as an entirely admirable character. Although she cares little for the laws of society, she is "one of the most elegant women in fashionable London" (1.280); she "pleased others by pleasing herself' (1.278). "Peculiar in every thing," she plays only Mozart on the piano. She finds other composers "very grand," but Mozart "grand enough and good enough" for her, since she finds everything she cares for in his music. When she moved to London, she made one of her nieces "a permanent inmate of her house" not because she wanted the protection of a female companion, but because she wanted to help her sister's child (1.279). In contrast, Emily, as I indicated, secured the services of a "perfect dragon" in order to placate society. Georgina's wealth and "unutterably ancient lineage" lend legitimacy to her decisions (1.277). People she does not know beg her friends to introduce them, but she chooses her friends carefully and limits her acquaintance. She does not have regular "at home" days and as a rule does not visit others, inviting her friends to visit her any evening they choose. Consequently, the "little lane leading out of the Kensington Road was luminous with the lamps of broughams" every evening (1.281). She selects her friends not because of their social standing but on their interior qualities, as evidenced in their work: 
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The only people I care to know are people I can know before I see them. I read a book, or see a picture, or hear a sonata on the violin; and I know in a moment whether I shall like the man or woman who writes, or paints, or plays. I knew by the tum of his Iphigenia's head that I should like Mr. Glendower the sculptor, and now he is one of my best friends. And there is Mr. Crawford[ . . .  ] I knew him intimately from the moment in which I stood riveted before that wonderful Aspasia. (1.282-83) A patroness of the arts, Georgina is the one who originally discovered William Crawford's talent and one of the first who paid a high price for one of his paintings. Georgina's fine convent education in Belgium enriches her life, and "in the dull period of her seclusion her taste had refined itself, and her intellect had ripened" (1.279): The best music to be heard at the West-end was to be heard at Mrs. Champernowne's; the freshest photographs of new pictures that had been the gems of the season in continental exhibitions; the last political pamphlet that had aroused the indignation of the Parisian police; the last comedy by Sardou or Augier, that had succeeded at the Francaise or Gymnase, - were to be found scattered on her table. (1.281-82) Georgina's embrace of photographs (still new technology) and controversial political documents indicate a modern approach to life, but she is not entirely progressive. She keeps old-fashioned hours and uses candles instead of gas lamps. And, Braddon writes, "to linger by her side as she dispensed fragile cups of egg-shell china that held about a table-spoonful [ of tea], was to be carried back to the days of patch and hoop, and to be 
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subjugated by the charms of a new Belinda" ( 1.281 ). Part of Georgina's appeal to her society is her strong positive influence: she develops unknown talents, melts the ice of reserved natures, and gives courage to bashful men. She also has the ability to please people who are hard to please, a talent she acquired as a wife, when she "stud[ied] the whims and gratif[ied] the peevish fancies of an elderly invalid" (1.288). Although Braddon tells readers little about Georgina as a wife, every indication is that the manual authors would have approved of her behavior. Braddon thus suggests that Georgina's conventional behavior as a wife is not inconsistent with a full, creative life as a widow. Her visitors "left her presence delighted with themselves, as well as charmed with her, and eagerly returned to renew the impressions that were only to be experienced in her society" (1.288-89). Saying, " 'I believe implicitly in the genius of my friends, and I will cherish my faith as long as I live,"' Georgina exudes confidence and instills it in others (1.292). Georgina and William develop a companionate relationship, sharing their hopes and fears with each other. For example, as he works on a new painting, she is his sympathising and encouraging friend. She entered heart and soul into every subject connected with his work - all his ambitious hopes - his depressing fears. He trusted her entirely - laying bare all the weaknesses of genius, and confiding himself wholly to her mercy. He talked to her as he had never talked to man or woman in his life before; and perhaps she in all the world was the only creature who knew that Mr. William Crawford believed in his own genius. (2.148) 
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In addition to having romantic feelings for each other, Georgina and William admire and respect each other deeply. The subject of William's new painting, the story of Dido and Aeneas, has strong parallels with their own story. The episode William portrays is the humiliation of the Carthaginian queen at the feet of her lover. Dido has heard of the Trojan's intended departure, and the first storm of passion has spent itself. She has come to implore him to remain; she came to reproach him for his cruelty; but love has been stronger than indignation, and in her tears and her passion she has fallen prostrate at his feet. William, deeply in love with Georgina as he paints Dido, creates "no beautiful doll, but a living, breathing woman, sublimely lovely in her womanly anguish." Before she sees the painting, Georgina comments, "'I heartily despise that poor stupid Dido, and I have always detested Aeneas. [ . . .  ] It is my belief that his piety was of the Pecksniffian order, and that he only carried his father in order that he might have an excuse for losing his wife"' (2.150). Although she despises "poor stupid Dido," she relates to her as a woman and wants her to have more pride than to be fooled by Aeneas. And even though her position is more like his, she detests Aeneas because he is not honest with Dido; he makes an excuse to "lose" her. When William shows Georgina the painting, she sits quietly in front of it for several minutes, "her eyes fixed on the canvas in solemn contemplation[ . . .  ] spell­bound," then, with tears in her eyes, she says in a subdued voice, "'It is great. [ . . .  ] It is worthy of you. I am proud of your triumph. I cannot tell you how proud I am"' (2.154-
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55). Saying she tempts him beyond his strength when she takes an interest in his work and his fame, William proposes, placing himself in Dido's position. When she refuses, she is, like William's Aeneas, "disturbed and compassionate, but still resolute" (2.152). Although Georgina refuses William's offer of marriage, she pleads for a continuance of their friendship: Why should I not continue to be interested in your career? Why should not you come to see me whenever you please? Is friendship impossible between a man and a woman, even when both have bidden adieu to youth? [ . . . ] Why should we not be like Cowper and Mrs. Unwin? You are not mad, and I am not evangelical; but I think that is rather an advantage. (2.157-58) But William tells Georgina he loves her too dearly to be her friend. After sitting quietly for some time, Georgina tells William she cannot marry him because she will not give up her independence and explains why it is so important to her: Until I was thirty years of age I never knew what it was to be my own mistress. Up to my eighteenth birthday I was subject to the discipline of a convent. [ . . .  ] Every book I read, every letter I wrote, every country ramble or summer holiday, every garment I wore, was regulated and arranged for me by others. I left my convent-school pining for freedom. [ . . .  ] I was summoned to my father's study one summer morning, and was told that my fate had been arranged for me [ . . .  ]. Six weeks afterwards I married a man old enough to be my father, and began a new 
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slavery. I had the best and kindest of masters, and my bondage ought not to have been very irksome to me; but it was bondage, and I thirsted for liberty. Since his death I have been free; and I have lived my own life. (2. 161) To help readers understand why independence is so important to Georgina, Braddon gives her a life of extreme restriction: a rigid convent education, a strict father who chooses her husband for her, and an elderly husband and home in a remote area. Georgina goes on to tell William why she loves her present life so much. I read what books I like; I keep what hours I like; I choose my own friends; I abandon myself to every caprice of the moment. If I want to waste my time, I waste it, and there is no one to complain. If I want to throw away money, I throw it away with open hands, and there is no one to show me a long list of items in his banker's pass-book. If I were seized to-night with a fancy for starting off to Naples, or Cairo, or Constantinople, or the Caucasus, I should tell my maid to pack a portmanteau, and be off by the first train to-morrow morning. But a woman with a husband must employ the diplomacy of a Metternich to obtain a trip to Brighton. (2. 162) She understands William might think her cold-hearted, unwomanly, selfish (2 . 160) but asks him to accept her as she is and continue to be her friend; he says he cannot. Determined to forget Georgina, William throws himself into his painting until he goes blind from overwork. To recover, he goes to the coast, telling no one of his 
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blindness or where he is going. While there, he begins to compose in his mind a painting of Andromeda, the maiden who was chained to a rock as a sacrifice and whom Perseus saves before a sea-monster devours her. As William works on this idea of a strong man saving a damsel in distress, a woman puts her hand on his arm and - in a scene remarkably similar to that in which Jane Eyre returns to Mr. Rochester and Aurora Leigh to Romney - tells him she loves him and proposes. Georgina's proposal does not indicate that she has given in to convention but that, like Gwendoline, she has gained an understanding of the importance of love in one's life, a point that is clearly important to Braddon. Georgina tells William, " 'I have learnt to know that a woman cannot live her own life; that the time will come sooner or later when the presence of one dear companion will be necessary to her existence, when the loss of one friend will take every charm from her life. I have missed you so cruelly, William, -so cruelly"' (2.281). Fortunately for Georgina, she does not gain this understanding too late - as Gwendoline did. Georgina tells William that, although she did not understand she was in love with him until he was gone, she then realized that she has loved him so long she does not know when her love began. Within the month, they are married. By having William go blind, Braddon reverses the traditional power relationship, putting Georgina in control. His blindness does mean that she must be caretaker for some time, but, since he regains his sight within the year, this role is only temporary. Without a doubt, Braddon moves to a more conventional position toward the end of the novel. Meanwhile, however, she has demonstrated that the single life can be wonderfully rich. Braddon also shows that Georgina's life does not change significantly after she marries. 263 
Her "bronzes, and cabinet-pictures, and Persian carpets, and Angora cats" have been 
relocated from her house to theirs and her "idolators" now "flock to the Fountains, as 
they flocked to the Hermitage, to bum incense at the shrine of the most charming woman 
in London" (3 .3 17). 
There is every reason to believe Georgina and William Crawford will have a 
happy life together. She is devoted to him - "Never was ministering slave more devoted 
to an idolised master than the elegant Georgina to her husband" - and he to her - William 
refers to himself as "the poor blind slave of my Delilah" (2.3 16).5 While some may be 
surprised that Braddon has her most independent woman marry, we must remember that 
Braddon - like the Langhamites - was not against marriage; she just hoped women did 
not believe they had to marry. Georgina marries William because she loves him. By 
having Georgina propose, Braddon demonstrates that she is no longer passively 
participating in another' s decision, as she did the first time she married. 
Conclusion 
Braddon' s depiction of independent women is fuller and more complete than the 
manual authors and the Langhamites' . Unlike the advice manuals, it maintains that 
independent women can play important roles other than the family servant. Unlike the 51n "Women, Romantic Love and the Companionate Marriage in the Fiction of Mrs. Gaskell and M. E. Braddon," Shirley Tyler writes: "it is in Braddon's portrayal of Georgina that the dislocations between her appreciation of the nature and effects of female subordination and the ideology which prescribes marriage as the bourgeois domestic ideal are most evident" referring to Georgina's "slavish submission" ( 1 13). Tyler refers to the line I quote in the first half of this sentence, but does not acknowledge that William refers to himself as a slave. 
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Langhamite documents, it examines some of the psychological difficulties of independent life. Her independent women have more power to control their own lives than do her daughters, young unmarried women, or wives. However, as I have shown, some of her independent women fail to take advantage of this power - and some try too hard. Reading Georgina in the context of Emily and Gwendoline reveals how delicately and skillfully Braddon drew her. Georgina is like Emily in that she is very popular in high society, but unlike her in that she does not let social laws dictate her actions. She is like Gwendoline in that she is highly aware of culture and interested in complex ideas, but she is less ambitious than Gwendoline, happy to play the quiet role of patroness whereas Gwendoline hoped to be a vocal reformer. The extent to which Braddon embraces Georgina thus becomes clear when contrasted with her ambivalent attitudes toward Emily and Gwendoline. 265 
CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION When I began this study, I set out to compare Braddon' s statements about women in five of her 1860s novels with those in conservative advice manuals and in documents written by the most vocal feminist group of the time, the Langhamites. My examination of Braddon' s negotiation between the paradigms presented by these groups leads to the conclusion that her depiction of women is complex and that recent depictions of Braddon as a subversive feminist are thus overly simplistic. Braddon's statements about and attitudes toward her female characters shift as the characters mature: the further the character is in the progression from daughter to young unmarried woman to wife and finally to independent woman, the less her position has in common with the advice manuals and the more closely it is aligned with Langhamites. As the characters move through the stages of their lives, they move from a realm where their relationships determine them to one in which they determine their relationships. The succeeding chapters trace this progression from daughter to independent woman, from advice manuals to Langhamites, and from passive to assertive. Understanding that daughters and young unmarried women faced greater restrictions than wives and independent women, Braddon pushed less against the advice manuals in her depiction of the younger characters than she did with the older ones. While many of her young women are passive both with parents and potential husbands, her wives and independent women are more assertive. Braddon promotes this self­assertion by giving her wives, in particular, multiple opportunities to shape their lives. Her women thus gain a greater sense of personal agency, a stronger sense of self as they 
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age. For example, as a young unmarried woman, Isabel Sleaford is so passive that she does not correct George Gilbert when he assumes she has accepted his proposal, believing that her "story had begun" (90); and she marries him even though he is nothing like the husband she had envisioned for herself. When she becomes an independent woman, however, she controls the world around her, building model cottages, encouraging the use of steam-ploughs and threshing machines in her community, and supporting the development of allotment gardens and a schoolhouse. As this example demonstrates, Braddon not only portrays greater levels of assertiveness among women in these later stages, she also depicts individual characters becoming more assertive and having more control of their lives. As my research progressed and I saw Braddon repeatedly advising mid-Victorian girls and women to think for themselves and to treat themselves with respect, I realized that she had a greater sensitivity to women and their surroundings than either the manual authors or the Langhamites did. While her daughters do share common ground with the manual authors, for example, she insists that daughters should submit thoughtfully, not blindly, to parents' wishes. Similarly, she departs from the manual authors' assumption that all women who receive a proposal should accept when she argues that (apart from financial security) love is the only reason to marry and that marrying for social or economic reasons is demeaning. And while Braddon's depiction of wives and independent women approaches the Langhamites' paradigm, she cares more about the quality of their emotional life than their property rights, employment opportunities, or educational access. She argues that wives have the right to expect an emotional 
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connection with husbands and that their needs and desires deserve attention. She also asserts that independent women can lead deeply satisfying lives when they are sufficiently assertive. Arguing that girls and women have an inherent value, that their worth is not contingent on male approval, Braddon sympathetically portrays those who push against confining boundaries, take responsibility for their own lives, and follow non-traditional paths. Braddon also emphasizes girls' and women's value by creating individual characters, not types. There is no typical Braddon female character, no typical Braddon daughter, young unmarried woman, wife, or independent woman. As the personalities of the eleven women analyzed here demonstrate, this popular novelist's collection of female characters varies widely. We meet pastoral daughter and scholar Helen de Bergerac 
(Dead-Sea Fruit) and urban Girl of the Period Florence Lobyer (The Lady's Mile), resilient Diana Paget and incompetent Georgina Halliday Sheldon (both in Birds of Prey and its sequel Charlotte 's Inheritance), actress Lucy Alford (Dead-Sea Fruit) and aristocrat Lady Gwendoline Pomphrey (The Doctor's Wife). The variety of Braddon' s women is especially clear when compared with contemporary advice manuals and feminist documents, works that erase differences among women. The collection of instructions that make up the manuals offers one-size-fits-all, black-and-white advice, while the essay form used by the Langhamites offers generic goals. In contrast, the novel form gave Braddon great flexibility, allowing her to draw individuals, show the consequences of their decisions, depict their changing options in changing situations, and comment on them with nuance and ambiguity. It also allowed 
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her to awaken her readers' sympathy by detailing how her characters' lack of moral education, poor parental guidance, limited options, and restrictive social conventions limited their ability to shape their lives. Finally, the novel form enabled her to use plot turns to dispense rewards and punishments. The combination of Braddon's three­dimensional approach to the female character and her effective storytelling enabled readers to experience her characters' lives vicariously and internalize her ideas. 
Importance in the Victorian Period Braddon's approach to women's issues also differed from the advice manuals' and the Langhamites' in that it engaged contemporary Victorian culture. While manual authors harkened back to a world they believed existed and the Langhamites initiated broad changes to better women's lives in future decades - even centuries -, Braddon wrote about the 1860s and helped readers create quality lives during the (then) present. Her treatment of women is, thus, more individualized than the advice manuals' and more pragmatic than the Langhamites'. Because it highlights Braddon's realism and pragmatism, my study departs from previous research and analyses of Braddon's novels, much of which emphasizes their biographical and sensational aspects. Since Braddon was so popular, it also informs us about mid-Victorian readers. It shows, for example, that these readers enjoyed entertaining novels set in the present, containing strong representation of the daily world, well conceived plots, and a mixture of sentimental and sensational elements. Even more important, it shows that they were interested in exploring alternative ideas about women, 269 
their relationships, and their role in society. Finally, it shows that such authors had to be gentle with middle-class values. Since Braddon's own social position was tentative because of her unconventional relationship with Maxwell, 1 she had to be especially aware of conventional ideas and modes of behavior, staying within the moral lines laid out by Mudie's Circulating Library. Even without Mudie's, however, Braddon would not have rejected middle-class Victorians. She treated her readers as peers, demonstrating that she understood them, and gently encouraging them to be aware of their options. Her suggestions were influential in part because they were not overtly radical and because they were presented in the form of entertainment. Continued Importance Just as Braddon's novels were highly successful with her original readers, modem readers would find them informative and entertaining. They would be a valuable addition, for example, to a class on Victorian novel, on women in the novel, or perhaps a history class on nineteenth-century women. Victorian cultural historians would also benefit from an examination of Braddon' s works since their picture of mainstream Victorian daily life is so rich and detailed. Bringing the period to life, her work complements the understanding of the mid-Victorian years that we gain from sources that are more traditional. It provides a picture contemporary critics described as realistic by 1 Mid-Victorians were not aware of her earlier acting career and were not likely to make the connection, since she performed under the name Mary Seyton. 
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presenting a wide variety of personalities, social classes, and human reactions. Because Braddon's novels provide an unusually vivid glimpse into a captivating world, they encourage twenty-first century readers to leave their own time in order to walk the streets and look around the homes of Victorian England. A study of her works also rounds out the impression of mid-Victorian life, culture, and women presented in the 1860s novels of canonical authors such as Anthony Trollope, Charles Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray, George Eliot, and Elizabeth Gaskell. For example, her portrayal of women enlarges Trollope's narrow depiction of female characters such as Mrs. Crawley (The Last Chronicle of Barset), Lily Dale (Small House at Allington), and Lady Glencora (Can You Forgive Her?). Even one of Trollope's contemporaries, the author of an 1869 Fortnightly Review article, objects to the author's portrayal of women: "surely English ladies suffer occasionally other agony than doubts as to whether this or that lover is to be the man thrown over, accepted, snubbed, encouraged or drawn on. [ . . . ] There are deep chords in woman's nature that this kind of love does not touch[ . . .  ] why should not Mr. Trollope record something else besides flirtations that end well" (qtd. in Thomson 1 10-1 1). Braddon sounds some of these "deep chords," such as independence (especially in the case of The Lady's Mile' s Georgina Champemowne), intellectual challenge (particularly with Dead-Sea Fruit' s  Helen de Bergerac), and friendship (such as that between The Lady's Mile' s  Florence Crawford Lobyer and Cecil Chudleigh O'Boyneville). Similarly, Braddon's full range of female characters broadens Dickens's depiction of women, which, as some have argued, can be divided into two groups: the "tall, composed, steadfast and sensible" and the 271 
"small, fluttering, playful and dependent" (Thomson 93). Braddon' s complex portraits of marriage also supplement those in canonical novels of the 1860s. She depicts more marital relationships than Gaskell, Eliot, and Dickens do, and explores them in more depth. Both Gaskell and Eliot emphasize the parental over the marital relationship in their 1860s novels. Enid L. Duthie even implies that Gaskell was hesitant to discuss the marital relationships of her fictional characters: "Where husband and wife were concerned, Elizabeth Gaskell did not consider the reader should be allowed to intrude on the privacy of their personal relations" (89). And, because Eliot's approach to relationships is largely philosophical, mid-Victorian readers probably saw little connection between their own lives and her portraits. Dickens does not delve into the complexities of marriage either. Patricia Thompson notes that his only prescription for a happy marriage is "a 'true and loving heart"' (93). Elizabeth Deeds Ermarth divides the marriages in his novels into two categories: "caricatures of warfare" and "sad mismatch[es] between a male human being and a female joke" (200). Of the decade's canonical authors, Anthony Trollope was most interested in portraying courtship and marriage. Believing that all young women should marry, he rarely demonstrates the complexities of Victorian marriage, portraying heroines who, once they have chosen a man "worthy of controlling [their] actions," are happy "to abide by his judgments" (Thomson 110-11 ). Trollope had "a deep respect for established conventions and codes of conduct" (Wheeler 109) and little sympathy for women who did not wish to marry, seeing "the existing positioning of the sexes as the result of divine ordination" (St. John-Stevas xii). Although Trollope probably presents as many marital 
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relationships as Braddon does, most of his marriages occur at the end of the third volume, providing the reader little or no opportunity to observe the interaction of the married couple; in contrast, as I have shown, Braddon often continues her portrayal of the couple after the wedding and presents realistic marital problems only solved when the couple achieves a companionate marriage. Braddon' s depictions of marriage thus pave the way for Eliot' s  examination of the relationship in Middlemarch as well as for later authors, such as Hardy. 
New Di.rections This study opens up a number of questions for future research. One point for further study is whether the progression I trace here is reflected - or how it is modified -in the more sensational novels of that decade, those growing out of the tradition of La,dy Audley's Secret and Aurora Floyd. A second topic worth pursuit is how, if at all, this progression survived Braddon's  personal crisis of November 1868. As we saw in the Introduction, Mary suffered three major blows within one ten-day period: her sister died in Italy at the age of 44; her brother, in England on a visit from India, slighted her and her mother Fanny by refusing to visit Fanny because she was living with the unmarried Mary and John Maxwell; and her mother, brokenhearted, died at the age of 64. Exacerbated by Mary' s  puerperal fever following the birth of her daughter in December, these events led to a complete mental collapse. Mary did not write for more than a year. On June 13, 1 872, almost four years after her mother' s  death, she wrote Bulwer-Lytton: For more than six months after [my mother's death] life was a blank, or 
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something worse than a blank, an interval in which imagination ran riot, & I was surrounded by shadows [ . . .  ]. When that unreal world faded the actual world seemed strangely dull & empty - and my own brain utterly emptied out - swept clean of every thought. My first efforts to write after that time were beyond measure feeble, and I thought imagination was dead - but, thank Heaven, the knack of copy-spinning at least, has returned. ("Letters" 148) Did Braddon have an imaginative rebirth after her crisis? Does the progression I have traced continue in the novels of the 1870s? Does Braddon become more emotionally involved in those novels so that her personal agenda starts to override the social one found in the earlier ones? All of the novels studied here were completed before Braddon became ill and so the novels I have examined could not have been affected by an imaginative break - but were the later ones?2 A third point worth exploring is a comparison of Braddon' s treatment of women in her 1860s novels vis-a-vis her treatment of them in novels of the 1880s and later.3 In particular, did Braddon' s  attitude toward women change with the cultural shift from the 
2 Of the five, the last two are Dead-Sea Fruit and Charlotte's Inheritance. The first was published in Belgravia from August 1867 to September 1868 and in three volumes in 1868. The second was published in Belgravia from April 1868 to February 1 869, but had appeared in three volumes "well before the end of 1868" (Wolff, Sensational Victorian 446). 
3 Tyler adds an important point on this issue: "Certainly, within the confines of the nineteenth century, [ . . .  ]Braddon could [not] sufficiently disassociate [herself] from the dominant ideology to espouse a single life as the female ideal, but it is significant that spinsters such as Miss Blake in Just As I Am ( 1880) and Miss Wendover in The Golden Calf ( 1 883) are among Braddon's  most contented characters, at ease with themselves and their lives" ( 1 15-16). 
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